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The study of stamps found at one or another ancient centre of stamps found

on pottery particularly on amphoras is important for several reasons.

In the first

place, this study increases our knowledge about the stamps themsalves, about the

character of the activities of the producing workshops which issued the stamped
pottery, and about the type of control over this production etc.

In the second

place the recording of the finds of pottery stamps'as relatively precisely dated
material provides us with the possibility of establishing a precise chronology
for archaelolgical complexes, strata,burials and so on.

In the third place,

a consideration of stamped pottery wares found during the excavation of ancient

settlements is interesting in that it helps us reconstruct the economic ties of these
settlements at the period v/hen the stamped pottery was issued and used.

The present study is devoted to an analysis and publication of the pottery

stamps from the excavations of ancient Tanais. Our collection is comparatively
sTTm.ll in scope — 740 stamps in all, but it is of significant interest from the

point of view of all three aspects mentioned abikva, An^ enontious number of stamps
from Tg^naie were obtained in the process of work vdiich was carried on in the tovfn

of l^dvigovskoi of the lower/ Don expedition of 1955 but a certain number of them
were acquired during the excavations of Tanais in the 19th cent, and are pra.served no
in the Hermitage and the national Historical Museum (G.I,M.) There are 85 of thesQ
sta-^ps in all, the majority of them viere published in their time by P.M. Leontiev

L. S+ephani and 3.M. Pridik,
prosentat'on of each stamp.

1

'

Pefer/ences to these publications are given with the

X
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AH of the stamps investigated in the present study srare printed on amphoras
and tiles, \'le do not take into account here several stamps found at Tanais 'vhich

•uors niaood on red-glazed vessels. C-nly one of these stamps contained an inscription.id
It -would he more advisable to examine these stamps -when studying all of the red-

glased -ware from Tanais: such a study has already been begun by T.M. Arseniava,

Among the stamps on pottery containers it is necessary first of all to distinguish
a not very large but very interesting group printed on amphoras of the 2nd and 3rd
p.6

cent, AD, Usually in this period amphoras no longer vjera stamped. The stamps

referred to are found oamparatively rarely, they have been studied very little and up
to the present have not bean arranged in any orderly system. We shall return to
an examination of them in a special study, here hoviever we shall dwell on the more

numerous stamps of the Hellenistic period which comprise the basic group a-ong all
of this material from Tanais,

Pottery stamps of the 3rd to the Ist cent. BC coma to 609 in our collection.
Of, these, four sta-ps occur on tiles, the remainder on handles or the necks of

sharp-bottomed amphoras. This insignificant number of finds of tile stamps which
, comprises a negligible percentage with regard to the -whole group of pottery
stamps differs sharply from the percentage of these finds in other centres of the
north Bl.ok Saa rsglohe, and can be explained obviously by the fact that the roofe
^

o

of buildings In lanais nere for tho most part not covered by tiles . We have already
had occasion to remark on the comparatively small no. of find, of til, sherd, in the

PcdvigovHkol torn Site, nhioh had to do nith the faot that the majority of lanal,
homes were roofed with strav; or rushed.

The amphora stamps of the Hellenistic period from T. can be dtldcd acc. to the centre,
Where they were produced in the following way; [table]

(25,17,77)
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This distribution of the stamps acc. to the centres where they v/era produced

is very indicative.

In comparing our figures with the data of the finds of amphora

stamps in the cities of the Bosphorus we are struck above all by the complete absence

of the stamps of two significant centres, Tjhose stamps are present in every collection
of items of pottery epigraphy, Thasos and Herakleia.

The absence in T. of Herakleian

englyphio stamps (as well as of Herakleian amphoras in general/ ~ fragments of amphorae
which might possibly be ascribed to this centre can be numbered literally fewer than ten)
can be to a certain degree explained by the circumstance that the importing of Herakleian

stamped amphora containers to the north 3. Sea region occurs mainly in the €th cent, 3G,

whan T, did not yet exist. It is true that iil'^he special litoratura of today the opinion
prevails that stamping Herakleian amphoras was continued if not until the and at least
until the 3rd quarter or to the middle of the 3rd cent. EC.

This date for the final

phase of stamping in Herakleia which was proposed more than 40 years ago by B.TT. Grakov

6

7
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was accepted by all investigators and not subjected to any revision.

[...A.A. xHeichardt

Items of pottery epigraphy from Mermaki and Tiritaka as the source for the study of
tho trade relations of the kingdom of the Bosphoi-us with the centres of the 3. Sea

during the Hellenistic period. PhD Diss. Leningrad 1951 pp. 8-9]

It has also been

accepted by the authors of both of the classifications of Herakleian stamips which

exist at the present time, I.E. Brashinsky and B.A. Vasilenko.
no means consid3r this date as firmly established.

8

HoTiever one must by

On the contrary some data require

us to assume that Herakleian stamping ended significantly earlier perhaps even at the
9

beg. of the 3rd cent. EC,

This helps us to explain the absence of Herakleian, stamps

at T. which c^.e into existence in the Ist quarter of the 5rd cent._BC.

10

On the other

hand the absence or at least the very negligible importance of Hemakleion imports into

T. might be indicated as well by the orientation of that city in the 3rd cent. EC chiefl
toward trade relations with the centres of the Asiatic Bosphorus where the positions

of Heraklaion exporting were somewhat -weaker than in Pantikapeia and the surrounding
settlements •

•^.^urgi
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More complicated, gtoTJiaTer, is the situation with ThasiaK exports into the Don region.
The chronological classification of Thgsian stamps of the End half of the 4th and of tho

3rd centuries 3.0. has this far been insufficiently v/orlced out, however, a '.cording to the
chronological calculations of B.lI.Grakox'- and 7G, it is customary to consider that the
•

stamping of amnhoras on Thasos Tiae continued throughout all of the 3td century B.C.

12

solid

This point of view is also held by the autuor of the latest and most substantive classi13

fication of Tl-iasiaii stamps, Y. G. Vinogradov.

Consequently Thasiaa stamped amphorae

must have in some measure come to Tanais, all the more so since in tho neighboring
Slizabetov toTOsite Thasian stamps are encountered frequently and among them stamps which
Can be referred to the vary latest chronological groups, i.e. to the 3rd century B.C.

p.8

14

TQ find a satidfactorj'- explanation for their absenc' from Tanais, v;e aro at present unable
On the hhole, in the am.phora materials of the Elizatetov tovmsita and of Tanais of the

3rd century B.C., there are vory definite differenc'is vjhich so far do not submit easily
to explanation.

Even in her time, T. h. Ifnipovitch pointed to the preponderance among the potterv
15

stamps from Tanais of Rhodian stamps.

As a matter of fact Rh, st. comprise almost

90 per cant of all the finds of Hellenistic amph. st, in that city.

In this regard

Tanais is quite distinct among all the other 11. Black Sea centers, in no one of which do
we see such a striking preponderance of Rh. pottery containers.

In the small citle

the Bosporps the pottery staTp.ps of Sinopa are by far the most prevalent.

16

s

of

In Panti r«
the

no. of Rh. handles is only slightly more than twice the no, of Sinope st.,

wliile iti

Tanais the ratio of the stamps of these 2 grps is almost 17 to 1. As far as the Hen

emph. st .s of the other centers (Kos, Cherson., Knidos) are concerned, everywhere in
Bosporos they are represented by a small amount, and Tanais in this regard does not
represent anything particular unusual.

If course it is impossibke to identify directly the co recpondence of the st.s of

the early grps. in the finds at any givon pt. wit.i the actual corresp. of tk importation
from co-responding centers as is often done. The quantity of shs. is a very relative

indicator for establishing the absolute scale of commercial/ dealings."'^ In the first

-

(p.8)
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placa, in the various centers amphs . -ivere st. in different ways:

on Rhodes, they st,

both handles of the j,ynphora, while in the inajority of centers the st, was placed onlv
orl one handle or on the neck.

Thus the no. of Rh, sts, is twice as great as the no,

of aipphoras to which they belong. This cii'cumstance is^jsually taken into account by
scholars, but by no means to the full extent that it shou''d be.

Hence for ex, they do

not take i-to acount the very widespread nract'ce of this double s-^amping at Hnidos
and the sporadic use of this method in Sinope and on Thasos.

In the 2nd place one must

keep in mind the difference in the volume of st. apph.s from the various centers.

It

makes no sense to make direct conclusions about the predominance of imports from Sinope
over those from Rhodes solely on the basis of the preponderance of the no. of Sinope
19

sts, if the average capacity of a Rh. amphora was 25 to 28 liters,

Sinopean only 14 to 16 liters.

20

and that, if the

In the 3rd place a certain corrective coefficient must

be applied as to the durability of the handles oa which the stamps are found.

Thus

from our observations Sinope st,s turn out to be broken more often than Rhodian, which

p.9

fact must som-evmat increase their number (since all fragments are counted) in comparieo^
with the formwr. The most important thing is ti:at vve must keep in mind the circumstance

that many centers stamped their containers not all but selectively. In particular, tbi'?
refers to such large-scale productive

centers as Herakleia and Sinope. And

this means therefore that the finds of stamps refftect only a certain part of the imoor-!
in," of merchandise in ceramic containers from those centers.

21

LAcc, to the caTcu1s. +"

•'•a. 01 op ^

of Brashinsky, in the 2 centers referred to, only every 5th or every Pth amphora gg ^

general rule is stamped. (I,3.Brash., The use if statis/tical methods in studying the
mass importation of ancient uk. pottery containers, vdrich appears in Thosee of the

reports given at the session devoted to the results of field arch, research. . . igyg

Tashkent, 1973, p.74)] All these reservations and considerations ^-ake it sxceadinglv
difficult when we attempt to compare the intesBity of importing from the va. riouf centers
on the basis of a count of amphora, stamps.

^Nonetheless the comparison of thise relative data for the various points where the
finds are made is completely justified sinc.3 all ^-ha circs, which we have mentioned

must ahve i-f'^uenced laxthzxaasBsway equally the no. of st.s in all the importer oitisg

^
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Arj' tho sharp differonca in the percentile relation betv/oen Rh, and ot .er stamps
vjh, distinguishes Tanais from the othar Black Sea cities reflects very actual specific
featdros of Tanais commerce of the 3rd and End centuries B.C.

fie have already had occas;

22 .

to remark,

that those specific characteristics reveal similarities bet, Tanais and

Plaanagoria v/hora there uas also to be noted a significant increase in the vol. of
commerce with Rhodes in comparison with the positions it occupied in the cities of
23

the European part of the Bosporos.

In general Rhodes, it wd. seem, played a more

significant role in the economiB and perhaps also in the political life of the cities
of the Asiatic Bosporos as is also attested by some data of Bosporos numismatics of the
24

2nd century B.C.

The prepondeamt relations of Tanais in the Hell, period precisely

with Phanagoria and not with Pantic. v/hich is being explored from variious materials

is reflected no;^ only in the e lormous numerical predominance of Rh, sts • ^bove all the
others but also in certain a^^hor phenomena in the area of ceramic epigraphy about vg-h.
we shall speak later on.
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The study of stamps found at one or another ancient centre of atanpa found

on pottery particularly on amphoras is important for several reaaons.

In the firat

place, this study increases our knowledge about the stamps themnalves, about the
character of the aotlvitiee of the producing -workshopa tihioh isGued the stamped

pottery, and about the type of control over this production oto.

In the second

place the recording of the finds of pottery stamps as relatively precisely dated
material providae us with the posaibillty of establiahing a precise chronology
for archaelolgioal complexes, strata,burialfl and bo on.

In th(i third place,

a consideration of stamped pottery wares found during the excavation of ancient
settlements is intsrosting in that it helps ua reconstruct the economic ties of these

eettlemonta at the period when the etamped pottory was issued and used.

The present study ia devoted to an analysis and publication of the pottery

stamps from the excavationa of ancient Tanais.

small in Boopa

Our oolleotlon ia comparatively

-- 740 scaups in all, but it ia of aignifioant iutaront from the

point of view of all three aspects sientioned abStve, Aa)i{ enonivous number of stanpe
from T,^naie were obtained la the prooeea of work which was carried on In the town eite

of Mvigovekoi of the lower^ Don expedition of 1956 but a certain number of them
were acquired during the excavationa of Tanaia in the 19th cent, and are preserved now
in the Hermitage and the Kationaj Hiatorical Huseum (O.I.b.) There are B5 of these

stanps in all, the majority of them were published in their time by P.i. Leontier,
L, btephahi and is.iii. fridik.
presentation of each stamp*

1

*

hefer/wnoaa to these publications are given with the

ia5.iV,77J
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All of tha etarips invectlf^atad in the prenent study -were printed on aiaphoras

and tiles,

We do not take into account here Bevornl etamps found at Tanaic whioh

were placed on rod—glazed vessels. Only one of theso stamps containac an inscription.
It would be more advisable to exataina these stamps when etudying all of the red-

glazed ware from Tanais; such a study has already been bogun by T.M» Aroeniova,

Among tho stamps on pottery oontainers it is neoossary first of all to distinguish
a not very large but very intarosting group printed on aiaphoras of tho End and 3rd
p.6

cent, AD, Usually in this period amphoras no longer were stamped. The stamps
referred to are found camparatively rarely, they have beon studied very little and up
to the present have not been arranged in any orderly system,

iVe shall return to

an examination of them in a special study, here however we shall dvrell on the more
nuTwrous stamps of the Hellenistic period whioh oompriss the basic group a'ong all
of this material

from Tanais,

Pottery stamps of the 3rd to the let cent, BC come to 609 in our collaotioa.
Of these four stamps occur on tiles, the remainder on handles or tho necks of
Hharp-bottomed amphoras.

This insignificant number of finds of tile stamps which

oompriees a negligible percentage with regard to the whole group of pottery

Btampa differs eharply from the percentage of these finds in othor centres of the
3

north Black Sea i^eglons,

end can be explained obviously by the fact that the roofs

of buildings in Tanais were for the most part not covered by tile*.

We ha^'^e already

had occasion to remark on the comparatively small no. of finds of tile sherds in the

Hedvigovskoi town site, which hod to do with the fact that the majority of Tanais
4

homes were roofed with straw or rushed.

The amphora stamps of the Uellenistic period from T, can be dtdded acc. to the oentrei
where they were produced in the follov/ing way; Itable]

- M

p.6
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This distribution of the stamps aoc. to the centres -where they tvere produced

is -very indicative. In comparing our figures with the data of the finds of amphora
stamps in the cities of the Bosphorus -we are struck above all by the completo absence

of the stanps of t-wo significant oentres, -mhose stanps are present in every collection
of items of pottery epigraphy, Thasos and Herakleia. TVie absence in T, of Herakleian

englyphio stamps (as •v'^ell an of lierakleian amphoras in general/

fragments of amphoras

•which might possibly be ascribed to this centre can be numbered literally fe-wer tlian ten)
can be to a certain degree explained by the circumstance that the importing of derakleian

stamped amphora containers to the noiM;h 3. Sea region occurs mainly in the 4th cant. 3C,
vmen T, did not yet exist.

It is true that intho special literature of today the opinion

prevails that stamping lierakleian amphorae was continued if not until the end at least
until the 3rd quarter or to the middle of the Srd cent. 3C.

This date for the final
6

phase of stamping in Herakleia -which -was proposed more than 4G j'-ears ago by B.N. Grakov
7

P.7

-was accepted by all investigators and not subjected to any revision.

[...A.A. Neiohardt

Items of pottery epigraphy from L;err,oki and Tiritaka as the source for the study of

the trade relations of the kingdom of the Bosphorus with the centres of the 1. Sea region

during the Hellenistic period. PhD JJies. Leningrad 1951 pp. 8-9]

It has also been

accepted by the authors of both of the classifications of lierakleian stanpe which
8

exist at the present time, I.E. Brashinaky and 3.A, Vasilenko.
no mesine considor this date as firmly es-bablished.

However one must by

On the contrary some data require

us to assume that lierakleian stamping ended sicnifioantly earlier perhaps even at the
9
"
"
beg. of the Srd cent. BC, This helps us to exolain the absence of Herakleian stamps
10

at T. which came into existence in the let quarter of the Srd cent. BC,

On the other

hand the absence or at least the very negligible importance of Heraklelon imports into

T, might be indicated as well by the orientation of that city in the 3ra cent. BC chiefly
toward trade relations with the centres of the Asiatlo Bosphorus where the positlone
of Heraklelon exporting were somewhat weater than in Pantikapeia and the surrounding
11
settle-ments .
I

way
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More coiaplicated, however, la the situation with Thasia

export* into the Don region.

The chronological classification of Thasian stamps of the 2nd half of the 4th and of the

3rd centuries B.C. has th4a far been insufficiently worked out, however, aooording to the

ohronolo^ioal calculations of B.N.Grakov and 7G, it is cdstomary to consider that the
12

stamping of amphoras on Thasos was continued throughout all of the 3td century B.C.
solid

This point of view is also held by the autoor of the latest and most substantive classifioation of Thasian stamps, Y. G. Vinogradov.

13

Consequently Thaaiaa stamped amphoras

must have in some measure come to Tanais, all the more so sinoe in the neighboring

Blisabetov townsite Thasian stamps are encountered frequently and among them stamps which
Can be referred to the very latest chronological groups, i.e. to the 3rd century B.C.
p*8

14

T8 find a satidfaotory explanation for their abeenofl from Tanais, we are at present unable.
On the hhole, in the amphora materiQls of the Blizalsetov townsite and of Tanais of the

3rt century B.C., there are very definite differenc .'S which so far do not submit easily
to explanation.

aven in her time, T. N. Khipovitoh pointed to the preponderance among the pottery

stamps from Tanais of Rhodian stamps.

As a matter of fact Rh. st. comprise almost

90 per cent of all the finds of Hellenistic amph. et. in that city. In this regard
Tanais is quite distinct among all the other W. Black Sea centers, in no one of which do
we see such a striking preponderance of Rh. pottery ocatainers. In the small cities of

the Bosporps the pottery stawpi of Sinope are by far the most prevalent. 16 In Rantic., the
no. of Rh. handles is only slightly more than twice the no. of Sinope st., 17 while in
Tanais the ratio of the stamps of these 2 grps is almost 17 to 1. As far as the Heii.
amph. st.s of the other centers (Kos, Cherson., Knldos) are concerned, everywhere In the
Bosporos they are represented by a small amount, and Tanais in this regard does not
represent anything particular unusual.

If car.. It I. ImpM.ltt. to ld.ntlfy air.otly th. 00 r..pond.oo. of th. .t.o „f

tlio o.rly (tpo. In th. finds at any slam pt. nlt.i th. aotnal oorrosp, .f th l»portatl
from oorr..pondlBE o.nt.r. a. 1. oft.n don.. Th. quantity of ,t,. i,

indicator for ..tabllshUg th. abtolut. .oal. of oomwrolal/ doallng.. '
m

mJatlr.

on

-

(p.8)
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plaoe, in th» various oantera ampha. irera at. in diffarant araya:

on Khodaa, thay at.

both handles of the aTtiphora, while in the majority of oantera the at, atas placed only
ort one handle or on the neck.

Thus the no. of Eh. sta. ia twice aa great as the no.

of agiphoras to which they belong. This circumstance iauaually taken into account by
scholars, but bj' no means to the full extent that it should be.

Hence for ex. they do

not take into account the vary widespread praot'ca of this double s-'amping at Knidos
and the pporadio use of this method in Sinopa and m Thasos.

In the End place one must

keep in mind the difference in the volume off at. aiiph.s from the various centers.

It

makes no aenaa to make direct conclusions about the predominance of imports from Sinope

over those from Rhodes solely on the basis of the preponderance of the no. of Sinope
19

sta. if the averap-e capacity of a Rh. amphora was 25 to 28 liters,

and that of the

20

Sinopean only 14 to 16 liters.

In the 3rd place a certain corrective coefficient must

be applied as to the durability of the handles on which the stamps are found.

from our obaervaticnaa Sinope st.a

p.9

Thus

turn out to be broken more often than Rhodian, which

fact must somewhat increase their number (since all fragments are counted) in compariaon
with the formefr.

The most important thing ia that we auat keep in mind the ciroumatanoe

that many centers stamped their containera not all but selectively.

In particylar, this

refers to such large-scale productive pxsiastixa centers aa Herakleia and Sinope. And kk
this means therefore that the finds of stamps reflect only a certain part of the import-

ing of merchandise in ceramic containers from those centers.

21

Uco, to the oaloulationd

of Brashinsky, in the 2 centers referred to, only every 5th or every 6th amphora as a

general rule is stamped. (I.E.Brash., The use If statisXtioal methods in studying the
mass importation of ancient Gk. pottery containers, which appeara in Theeae of the

reports given at the session devoted to the roeults of field arch, research. . • 1972,

Tashkent, 1973, p.74)j All these reservations and considerations make it exceedingly
difficult when we attempt to compare the inteanity of importing from the various centers
en the basis of a count of amphora stamps.

Honetheless the o<»parison of thise relative data for the various points where the
finds are made is completely justified sino^^ all the oircs. which we have mentioned

must ahve influenced tax^MxemMeway equally the no. of at.a in all the importer oitiei.

- 38 -
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And the sharp difference in the peroentile relation between Rh. and other stamps
wh. distinguishea Tanais fron the other Black Sea oities reflects very actual specific
features of Tanais oommaroe of the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C.

»Ve have already had occaa

22

to remark,

that these specific characteristioe reveal similarities bet. Tanais and

Phanagoria where there was also to be noted a significant increase in the vol. of
commerce with Rhodes in comparison with the positions it occupied in the cities of
23

the European part of the Bosporos.

In general Rhodes, it wd. seem, played a more

significant role in the economle and perhaps also in the political life of the citied

of the Asiatic Bosporos as is also attested by some data of Bosporos numismatics of the

2nd century B.C.

24

The prepondeamt relations of Tanais in the Hell, period precisely

with Phanagoria and not with Pantic. which is being explored from various materials

is reflected nojt only in the e iormous numerical predominance of Rh» sts • atove all the

others but also in certain ither phenomena in the area of ceramic epigraphy about wh,
we shall speak later on.
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^vVe^take up now the introductoi^'- text on the Phodian class..j
Chapter 1

p. 10
a-

i/i

„
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Rhodian Stamps.

It has benn stated above that the Rhodian stamps constitute the basic and by far the

T-ffflfcinost
It-Ul.Ti

interesting- 'Vhellenistic

period amphora stamps from Tanais.

of them in our collection is 530.

The overall number

Ve do not include in this number several other stamps

the Rhodian provenience of which can be presumed but cannot as yet be positively establ.

[pp.150-1j
These last stamps we have referred to thvj group of st. from unkno«vn conJ?ers (see below).
As is •well kno-ivn, three inforrnative elements are contained in Eh. st.;

1) the name

of the ep. priest, whic^ occurs in the genetive case and is usually preceded by the

prep. Elil ann sts. by ref, to the priestly function of the IEE3YZ although rarely, and
particulatly in early st., the name of the ep, can be placed on the st. without the

prep.; 2) the name of the month of the Eh. calendar;

3) the name of the ergasteriarch

1

the name of the pottery owner,
it in this arbitrary vffl,y]

[usually now referred to as the fabricantj and we use

usually in the gen. and less frequently in the nimin. case.

These 3 elements which we hsrve mentioned ore dtstributed on 2 stamps which are found on
the tiJO handle of the amph.
one

Mora frequently in axxHHgia st. we find the name of the ep. anfl the month, and in

the other the name of the fab., however

not infrequmtly the name of the month is

placed not on the ep.'s but on the fab.'s stamp.

In vary rare instances(| both name are

pi. in one st. then the name of the month occurs isolated on the other liandle. In our

collection there ate 3 st. which contain only the names of the month (nos, 528-530),
and one st. on which can be read 2 names, those of ihe ep.KPATIAAZ and the fab.
2

AidTirOHOZ (no/. 251).

LSii± Still another st. in which it wd. seem that 2 names are

mentioned, no, 72, but the reading of this st, is v, difficult, sea below for details]
[in fatt, it is a Knidian.]

All the remaining Eh. st. are distributed in the following Way: eponyms, 250, fabs.
246, incertain, (rubbed out or completely rubbed out), 30.

In shape, the Eh, stamps from Tanais can be subdivided into circular, rect., and
p.11

rhomboid.

The number of st. of the different forms is as follows [see table].

-4-

(18.IV.77)
3.0^

(p.11)

In round ep, and fab st. on tha side surface of the uppar part of the handle there
sts. can be found small supplementary st.s which we will discuss later. 11 such suppl.
sts. were found in Tanais.

The name of months can be read on 204 stamps;

Ltable)

Tha intercalary month

n. A3YT. has been excluded in making up our percentages.

The distrib. of Tanais st. according to months corresponds more or lass with the

usual distrib. of months on Eh. st., and retlects the vol. of tha annual output of stamped

amphoras on Rhodes. One is easily convinced of this fact when he compares the data
cited above with the ff.gures of the finds of Rh, su.s from any other axcav3.tions.

For

example, we viill introduce here analogous statistical materials for 3 points (Table 1;
3
, ^
.
from the excav.s of the cistern at Olbia,

from . . . Mirmeki,

and iron . . . I'hanagorir

5

1936-50.

If we are to indicate the materials that vje will present in graphic form by placing

along the axis of the ("absisses") the names of the months in the order in which they

occur in the Rh. calendar adopting the order est. by Nilsson, and along tha axis of
the ordinates, the percentage of seals that have bean found v/ith a ref. to each month,
we will nbtain 4 curves for the finds from Tanais, Olbia, Mirmeki, and Phanagoria.
The graph sh^ws clearly that the volume of annual production of amphoras in
Rhodes as it is reflected in the Tanais finds can be followed as vfell ip tne st. which

have been found in other centers, and that the correspondence of the number of amphoras

p.12

produced in the given months is a constant quantity in all the centers. The somewhat
partial non"correspondance of the curves particularly in the ^ight section of the
graph, whicli corresponds to the months APTAHITIJ2, Ai'FIMIOZ, and YAXIN0IO2 probably
can be explained by the comparatively small no. of seals which we have in these 4
places which gives the definite possibilities for accidental oscillations.

Research

with ^ considerably larger groups of finds ivould necessarily smooth out these acoidentai
oscillations.

-e can find confirmatic- of this when we analyze the distr. .if stamps
in

acc. to months in such large seraas as all the Rh. sta. found on the Bosphoros, all the
st. from the north Bl. Sea coast and all the st, from Lindos.

The distr, of Rh. st,
0

of Bosphoran origin aoc, to months was made by Y. S. Badalyans in his dissertation;

- 5 -

»{p.l2)

(18.17.77)

3.03

the count of raferencas to the months on Hh. handles from all of the north Bj. Sea
region vjas made by B.N.Grakov in his introductory study to the correspondinr division
- • 7

of the ms. l.O.S.P.S. Illj

-

o

and finally ;1. Nilsson ha.s asembled more than 3000

references to Rh.^ months on stamps vvith which he was familiar.

8

The graph vjhich has

these

been compiled from ±Me data is siinilar to the preceding one (fig.2), it contains 3

almost identical curves very close to the cirves of the preceding graph but free from

(p.14)

accidental oscillations, inasmuch as the large no. of references to Rh. months (more
than 2000 in each instance) guarantees in this case the reliabilty of precentile re
lations .

The non-accidental character of these seasonal oscillations in the production of
noted

amphoras was already mentioned by M. Nilsson.

9

However the reasons for the oscillations

have hot been as yet conclusively established. M. Nilsson following several other

researchers found them to be the result of the seasonal nature manufacture of pottery
containers vjhich depended on weather conditions more or less favorable for the drying
of the amphoras.

At the same time all the researchers rely on the suggestions o-f

ancient authors as regards the drying of tiles or bricks. 11 This point of vuew prevails
among scholars even at the present time. Why Y. S. Krushkol expressed another opinion
in relg,ting the seasonal nature of the production of amphoras with the times of the

high tide of wine and by drawing a conclusion from a count of the various months mention d
on Rhodian stagips as to the predominance of the producjtion of dry wines on Rhodes."^
.
attractive,
a ypo esis
of Y. 3. Krushkol is very appealing.
It v/ould seam to explain the
very need for stamping amphoras with the name of the month so that the purchaser

might know about the type of wine ha was acquiriing. The adherents of the traditional
point of blew qho connect the seasonal oscillations in the manufacture with the cfv,^-4of the drying of the amphoras are compelled to explain this demand (i.e. need ^orconditions
n
-or putting
the nam.0 of the month on) by some fiscal considerations, by the need of facilitati

supervision of the manufacture. This explanation is not very convincing and does not
solve many difficult questions which arise. Take this characteristic instance
or ex.

If the indication of the month on the stamp was due to the demands of iha fiscal cont
policies and was required by the gover mental powers, then it would liave to have been

'•ywsi

- 6 -

(IS.IV.77)

''(p.14) compulsory for all pottery workshops. And at the same time it is well knovm. that originally
on Rhodian stamps the months the month was not indicated,

viihen they began to include the

name of the month in the composition of the Rhodian stamp, which took place Recording
to V.drace around 275 B.C., for a rather long time some fabricants indicated the month
15

while others did not.

Such a selective and not overall procedure is characteristic

for the pottery manufacture during the years of the e ponyms 5IA9I1TIAA2, AIZXYAIROS,
ZPXAPHZ, riOAYAPATOZ, BYKAHZ and sIAOYPATIIZ and would indicrte rather the private enter

prise and not ;j;ovemmenta1 involvement in this custom, and cannot be explained by pro
ceeding from the traditional concepts as to the seasonal nature of producing the amphora
containers.

Unexplained also are the omissions of references to the names of the months
14

on later stamps,

and the fact that the intercalary month li. deuteros sts. through
15

inadvertence could be indicated simply as liAl^'AMOZ.

The hypothesis of Y.

Krushkol

removes such questions.

p.15

But this hypothesis itself cannot be considered as proven.

To Bubstantiate it, it

wd. be nedessary to prove that the increased production of amphorae in Rhodes occurs

precisely in those months when the essential high tide of wine takes place.

Y.t. Krushkol

does indeed attempt to contrast the productive wine-,aking cycle with the rise and fall

in the m'f'r of amphora-containers by rejecting the dependence of this rise and fall on
the seasonal nature of pottery m'f're.

However at the same time it fails to take into

consideration that the very order of the moriths in the Rh. dalendar which it adopts -was
established by M.Nilsson chiefly on the x^tix basis of thisdependence which it rejects.

16

It is precisely the conviction that the number of stamps with an indication of one or
another month depends on the seasonal nature of pottery m'f'r v/hich lay at the basis

of the calendar complied by Nilsson.

If we do not admit this connection, then it win

be necessary to conclude that we are unable to establish the sequence of Rh. months.
17

This is vary well shown in a special work on calendars by V./. Latyshev,

which elg^borate '

its Ovm variant wh. coincides with the one that was created independently by 3, Bischoff
But when M. Nilsson who made wide use of the data about the numbdr of stamps with the

names of stamps elsbore.ted his scheme, it was accepted by all scholars and E. Bischoff

S.oT
-

7

(18.17.77)

-

*

(p.15)

among them, who proceeding from epigraphical data only p-oposed that they

19

transfer the month Sminthios in M. Nilcson's scheme from the 6th to the 2nd position.
Hence it is for the j^ime being impossible to reject the point of view which holds that

the number of stamps with the names of months depends on conditions of pottery m'f'r, vx
without at the same timd upsetting our concept of the Rhodian calendar.

Only the massing

of nevi data about the Rhodian calendar which would be independent from the indications of
the month on Rh. stamps would permit us to approach the solution of this problem,
19.17.77

Y.S.Krushkol's hypothesis elicits one further difficulty:

it assumes inevitably

that both the eponym's year has been indicated in order to show a year when wine was

particularly abundant, and that the second name on the Rhp st. belongs not to the
owner of the pottery workshop but to some person who had to do with wine production or
with the wine trade.

Y.S. Krushkol also seas in these persons wine exporters and in
20

this point he disagrees with all the existing scholarly tradition.

The question is

too complicated and it deserves special study based on tho materials not only of the
Rh» but also of other pottery stamps, all the more so becagrse the functions of the

persons indicated in other groups of amphora st. cannot up to the present be regarded
21

as having been sufficiently explained.
p.16

In addition to thw legend, Rh, st. contain occasionally depicted emplams. On rourig

st. it is usually a pomegranate blossom, the Rh. "coat of arma" around wh. the lega-^jj
is placedj less freifuently in the center of the st. is the radiant head of Helios, and
eponym

vary rarely we encounter other emblems. For rectangular stamps, the emble-ms are not

characteristic, infrequently we find only the head of Helios, while on the other hand

on fabricant stamps they are vary frequent, and at the same time many argast.s constantl
employ the same fixed sym.bol: Amyntas - a crown, Sokrates, a torch, Imas, Sukleitos

and others - a caduceus, etc.
(table 2)

Here is a list of the emblems on the stamps from Tana*

[table]

The majority of the emblems we have listed are quite common for Rh. st.

A verv

y rare

emblem is the one of the eagle seated on a thunderbolt (no.554), which was encounterec^

-

'(p.16)

8

(13.17.77)

-

in tha N Bl. Sea region a second time, at the first find the eagle was take^ to be an
22

owl.

Comparatively rare also is the depiction of the double axe - labris, which
23

occurs on the st. of

Panchares (no»442).

The most important and at the same time the most difficult aspects in the study of
P.h. amph. st. is their proper chronol. classification.

Up to now there is still no
can

complete chronol. classification of Rh. st., and by no means all Rh. amph, st, be
p,17

definitely dated,

ITone the less 30 percent of the Rh, st, found at Tanais can with

more or less certainty be fra referred to one or another chronol. group,

.Yithout

dwelling here in detail on tha means and methods of dating, v/e shall indicate only th®
basic priisciplas Bfxtka for the chronol, classification of Eh, st.

The publication sf by (C.) Schuchliardt of the complex of amph, st, from ^'ergamoij

which are welldatad from general historical considerations in a period about 220-180 B C
permitted F, Blecgmann to estab, a group of Rh, eponj^-ms and potters (erg,s), whose

activities fall approx, in those years,

25

Tho finds of amph, st, in tha ruins of
\

i^a^thage wh, was destr, by the Romans in 146 B.G, made it possible for (him) to estab
a group of stamps belonging to a period between 180 and 146 B.0,

26

This groupanf- of

by 31, has remained basically unaltered even today despite certain errors and inaccuraci
Attempts to reconsider tha dating of the •'•"'erg, complex have been on the whole unconvin,
ing

After the works of F, Bleckmann there were discovered a few other welldated complexes f
the same period as the Perg, complex, among them the most important are the remarkable
collection of amphoras from Yillanoba on Rhodes,
cistern in tha Olbia agora,

30

the collection of Rh, st, from tv.

pottery st, from the constr, layer of tho ^entral Sbr»D •

31

' "i>oa iri

the Agora in Athens,
Adetailed study oC the st,s of this period in their various
combinations and in the various finds enabled 7 Grace to date more preciseljr many of
them, and to propose a precise dating of the Perg. complex within the limits of 210
32
**
1/5 B.o,
Tnis last proposal can still not be regarded as completely established

but independently of whether or not it will be accepjred, the general chronol, frame of
both of F. Blockmann's groups remain valid, slight oscillations of 5 to 10 years n
J

can have

no essential significance.

By employing the stratigraphio data from the finds of Rh. amph, st. in Athens,

-

(p.17)

9

(19.IV.77)

-

Tarsus, Delos and other places, VG was able to distingjrish groups of Kh. s'.s that ware
33

both later and earlier than the st.s of the Perg. and Carthage complexes.

In order

to define the earliest Eh. sts, of the 4th and the bag, of the 3rd cant. B.C., a place

pf srjacial importance is occupied by the complex of Rh. amphs. from the Koroni peninsula.
although disputes are still carried on vjith regard to the dating of the complex, there
n 18

^*

can be no doubt about the fact that the monuments of ceramic epigraphy from this find
34

thxhxAx are to be placed at the very beginning of Khodian stamping.

Of extreme

importance also was the discovery in Rhodes of a store of Rhodian amphoras of the time
of the ep. iiAYZANIAS I, approx. 275 B.C., which ware found during the estr, of the
35

Hotel Soleil, and which are as yet unpublished.

In order to date the stamps of the

"post-Perg, period", in addition to the Carthage finds one may also use the finds from
36

Corinth which was destroyed in the same ye^r as Carthage.

4s far as the amph, st.s

of the second half of the 2nd cent. B.C. are concerned, they can usually be distinguished
by the fact that they are not to be found ig. the earlier complexes.

Definitive chronological indication might be found in the finds in Samaria which
37

ceased to exist in 108 B.C.,

however the sta, from the excavations of this city were
38

published very unqualifiedly and can be identified only with difficulty.

Eh. sts. from the end of the 2ad and of the beginning of the 1st cant. B.C. can be

easily distinguished owing to the finds in the layer of the Sulla-destruction of Athens,
which have been widely used by VG for dating, and thanks also to the recently discoverari
39

complexes in Cosa and Alba Fucens in Italy.

Finally, in order to determine later

Rhodian st.s of the first half of the 1st cent. B.C., of great interest are the observa^
tions made in the investigation of the remains of an ancient shiowrack of this period
40

along the shores of Antikjrthera.
even

Basing herself chiefly on stratigraphic data, VG still in 1352 made a classifi^

cation of almost all Rh. epon^/ms, distributing them into 6 chronol. groups. It is true
that in making this•classification

she qualifies her remarks b saying that her data

were applicable ohly to the stamps found mn Delos, and that several of the names which
she presents can appear as well in other chronological groups, inasmuch as in a aarie-^
of instances several eponyms who li-^ed at various times bore the same name.

41

S.ol
-

'(p. 18)

(19.17.77)

10

Actually via now know that arr.on,^ the naTies of the Rh, eps. there are many which are r
(for)

repeated tv/o and even th.:ae times. Nonetheless^the distribution of Rh. eps. /into
chronological groups 7G provides finn basis for approximate dating (within the limits

p.19

of several decades) of a tremendous number of eponym stamps. Subsequently 7G on the
basis of an analysis of new finds more than onee has revised the vjhole list of eponyms
43

and the dating of the individual names.

Originally the chronol. classification of the Rh. eponyms acc. to 7G looked like
43
(belos)
this;
Ltable]

Later 7G eomevjhat changed the limits of the first 2 groups by increasing the limits
of ^roup I to last until the middle of the 3rd cent. B.C., and by l3.miting Group II
44 (Pnyx)

to approxim. the 3/4 of that century.

This distrib. of stamps in the first 2

groups has been accepted by us in our present study.

In her study written jointly with

M. Sav.-Petr., VG once again has practically returned to her original into groups,

limiting Group I only

to those eponyms whose names are unknown on stamps where months
45

are nam-ed, and establishing its end thus at some time around 275 B.C.

In the same

work she proposes to divide the final, that is the 6th chronol. group into two, actual

a ^roup 71 which corresponds approx. to 108-80 B.C., and a seventh group wh. is to be
46
dated from 30 - 30 (?) B.C.
This division based entirely on observations of Knidian
ts

amphoras ,±HxrBix±iBiixthHx5das as far as Rh, sts. are concerned does not seem to us to b

sufficiently justified and we prefer to adhere to the former 6-part subdivision

the

list of iili. eponjrns, all the more so since the stamps of the last group. Group 71^
on the vjhole extremely scarce in our finds.

In distributing the names of Rhodian aponiTns into chronological groups, 7G stajcted,
out not only from the stratigraphic data of the finds of the sts. She also employed

methods of relative dating, and among them the detemining of the period of a stamp by
the ahgpe of the amphora on which it was found.

The evolution of the shapes of ph.

amphoras and their parts particularly their handles, which has been studied bv 7u

and other scholars,

48

47

sts. permits us to determire an apj^,rox. chro^ogical place Pgj.

a vessel and the stamps found on it.

no

In particular, Rh. amphs, of the 1st chronol

group can be easily distinguished by these oharac'eristics. The use of this method of

-

(p.19)

n

(19.17.77)

-

dating v/liich B.K.Grakov called morphological has enabled us to deteraine chronologically
a vjuole series of stamps found at Tanais, even in those instances -i-jhan the name on the /

stamp cannot be road (for ex., no.237, 502, 529).
are

p.20

Some it is true very limited data for the dating of Ph. stamps is given by materials
of an iconographic and paleographic character.

This wide use in round Eh. sta. of the

radiant head of Helios as an emblem can be observed in the second half of the 2nd cent.

49
B.C.,

^
and the depiction of the same head on ract. ep, stamps to the left of the inscr.

is characteristic acc. to our observations for sts. of the last third of the 3rd cent.

3.0. (no. 3, 70, 101, 120, 194, 209).

In some instances, supplementary frsmx chronol.

criteria can be found in the shape and proportions of the letters in the legend of the
stamp,in the way the legend is divided into lines, and in the corresp. bet. the inscr
50

and the emblem on the st., etc.

.Ye shall employ these criteria chiefly when it is

necessary to distinguish the homonyms among the Eh. epo-cyms and fabricants.

The paleographic method of dating can be employed only in combination with other

data; attempts to use itrdndependently/ have lad only to errors. Thus A. Dumont on
the basis of paleographic observations, attempted to dalte some Rh. stamps of the
51

baginnig of the 2nd century B.C. as of the 4th cent. B.C.

The stamps of the Rh. ergasts. can be dated with even greater difficulty that the

ep. sts. So far there exists no general compilation of fabricants' names with a fereak
down into chronol. groups similar to the one made by VG with regars to the names ofthe
ep.s.

In order to establish a chrology of fais.s' names, of extreme importance is

determining of the pairs of mmes of ep.s and fabricants which appear m a single
stamp or in the stamps of a single amphora.

Instances of such synchronism were al-ra

noted and utilized for dating by F. Bleckmann.

52

53

F. Hiller von Gaertringen, J, Pari

l}'o

*

and EJII.Pridik devoted their special attention to these problems. As a result of much
work, \rG in 1934 in publishing the stamps from the Athenian Agora, was able to provih
a table of correspondences of Rh, fab.s and ep.s.

53 such correspondences which ^

32 names of Rh. ep.s and 24 names of ergast.s api»ar in it.

56

"

Hven at this time it

already Icnown that there existed a somev^hat larger number of correspondences, but in

individual cases the correspordenoe of the mames had not been established completely

5. / b

(19.IV.77)
12 -

(p.20)

conv-incingly.

In soma old editions which refer to intact amphoras with two stamps

the reading of the stamps is subject to doubt, which fact obviously caused VG not
to include many of the pairs which are referred to in the literature in her table.
This has to do sitla in particular with a very imp. publication of intact Rh. amphoras
57

p. 21

from the Metrop. liuseum vjhich was made with insufficient qualification by liall.
VG was able to check a part of the stamps p"bl. by Hall and to XKsisdax make the necessary
58

corrections in reading them,

however part of the amphoras in tliis collection remained

inaccessible to her. Doubts are elicited as well by several readings/ which appear in
the old publications of Hiller v.G., J. Fa^is, S.M.Pridik, And still in a series of
instances by employing the whole inventory of data which is now available to us for the

dating of Rh. St.s, it is poss. quite definitely to aacept or reject one or another of
have

these old correspondences.

Thus even the use of data which has Ifimg since been familiar

with regard to the synchronism of saveral names can be applied novj vjith significantlymore assurance than VG was able to do in her time.

The supplementing and revision of the table of correspondences of ep. and fab.
names appears to be an impending task, eben more so because of the fact that in VG'g

table which was compiled in 1934, a large group of names was given an erroneous relative
dating.

At that time it waa pSsumed that the eponyms who had to do with the wrgast.g
59

Agathoboulos, Drakontidas and Midas, precede the time of the Perg. complex.

matter of fact, as VG establ later, they refer/ already to the second half of the 2nd
60

century B.C.

The early stamps of the first and second chronolofical groups do not

seem to have been reflected at all at that time in the table. Moreover we now know of y
the existence of many homonyms among the Rh, ep.s and fab.s, which now enables us

clarify the data on the correspondence of the names. The imp. fact is that during the
last decades the material accessible to us had grown with enormous proportions, above
all as a result of the reworking by /G herself of the nevj finds from various regions

of the ancient world. An approximate count indicates that nov/ we know of no less than
150 combinations of names of fabricants and eponyms, i.e. three tines greater than

bean assumed by scholars in 1954.

bad

Consequently the dating of many stamps, particula

fabricant stamps, with.j:agar-d-ttrt-h9--«kfl«»!»e ^is one of the basic methods of astablishin

-

I. II

(l9.IV-.77)

13 -

(p.2l) a chronology and is employed by us in connection with many 54amf)s from the Tanais
collection.
be

«red

The corresp. of the names of the ergasts, and the eponyms can novf^establish through

a series of characteristics such as unique paleographic and breaking-dovm data [i.e

apparently the way the legends are arranged] (within the limits of narrow groupd) the
presence of supplementary stamps or cases of erroneous impositions of stamps one upon
another.

However of course the main source of our information in this problem remains

the finding of infract or bfcoken amphoras vihich preseiwa both handle^v^ith both stamps.
Such finds can now be numbered in the hundreds and they provide us v/ith a basuc concept
of the interrelation of the names of the eponjni^ and the ergast.s
20.IV.77

The finds from Tanais also are quite interesting in this regard.

They provide us

with 8 combinations of the n8.m8s of eps. and ergs., 2 of which repeat co-binations

p.22

which vifere kno-iwi earlier, while 6

of them are new.

Virst of all i* should be noted ikaci st. m.251, to which wa have already raferrg^j
and wh. contains the names of the ep. of chronol. grp III, KPATIAA2 and the fab. ATlTTr-|>-^61

A St. v/ith this comb, of names v/as already kniwn to H. Bli^ecknann,

*

but VG in her table

of name-combs, for some reason does not indicate this pair. Nor is there anything nev;

about the comb, of the names of the ergast. API2T0iL.\H2 (no.288) and of the ep. APXlAAlAAj
A—

P ^

(no,77), which we find on the amphora axcavtod by P.M.Leobtieff in the Tanais necron. 1•
This combination is known also on the stamps of 2 other intact jars.

Hrwever the

^ omb,

of the names of the same AP3CIAAIAA2 (no.78) and the ergast. Ai*ifNTA2 (no.264) is ancountsre,
for the first time and cinfirms the dating of the fab. sts, of AIffl'ITA2 at the bet
ginning
of the 2nc cent. B.C.

n/e also encounter for the first time the comb, of the name^

Of

ep, AFI2TST (no. 68) with the name of the ergast. uI02 (no. 326) and of the ep, name
API2T0AAM02 (no.54) with the female name of the proprietrees of a tottery KAAAIf, fv,

-

^n.o.o7gJ ^

The dating of the amphoras of AI02 and KA/naS at the time of the Petg. complex couici
have been estab. even vdthout these correspondences, our pairs of names anly sarve to

3, a
-

(p.22)
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(20.IV.77)

-

confirm and astab. a more precise chronol. for these amphoras, in particular they erablo

us to refer the stamp of KAiiAIS to the 2/2 of the "?ai-g. period", to 200 to 180 3.0.
!'!uch more important are 3 other combinations of names:

of the ep, AZTYl'lIAHZ II (no.87)

and the fab. 3YIbi3IT0Z (no.351), of the ep. Z31I0^A1IT0Z (no.168) and the fab. SIMIA2

(no.45l), of the ep, APIZT3IAAZ (no.40) and the fab. ISh'ZKPATHZ (no.405).

In the first

2 instances these combinations enable us to determine the time of the activities mof tho
viorkshops of 2YK/\3IT02 and ZITiIAZ, for the datinq of vihose output we had had no data.

As. far as lidUfflKrATHZ is concerned, the T nais amph. vjith his stamp dated by the name of
2-

the ep. API2TEIAA2, attests the fact that he worked at the beginning of the^nd cent.
B.C., and is to be distinguished from the fab. of the same name whose activities took
64 (Pnyx)
place in the middle or the 3/4 of the 3rd cent. 3.0.

Asupplementary method for synchronizing ep. and fab. names and a relative dating
of st.s can also be found in a study of the do-called secondary st.s wh, are sts found
together with the primary stamps on the handles of Puh. amphorax. These sec. st., vjh

have been noted occasionally by scholars,

65

hstxhx and have never constituted an object

of special study, can in our opinion serve as an approx. chronol. indicator/, xt is
p.23

true that our orig. dating of -^hese stamps in the period of the Perg. complex 66 turned
out to be too restricted. At the present time it must be admutted that these stamps
began to be used at the very end of the 3rd century B.C. and existed throughout the
course of almost all of the 2nd cent. B.C., however their more or less regular yg

to be referred to the first quarter of that century.

67

®

[D.B.Shelov, "Sec. sts. on

P.h. amphs.". Melanges offerts a K. Michalofskv. Varsaw 1966, pp.666-667.]

In a series of instances on the basis of comparing sec. st.s, it is possible to
form a synchronization of fab/, and ep. names which have been indicated on prima
that are accompnaied by secondary ones.

68

J-mary

T n methodology wh. m have suggested

such a synchronization was greeted by positive repponse,

69

awdxsixBx however nr« +.•
pracbiQg

shows that such comparisons must be made with extreme caution. It is hardly pos-®j

for ex., to consider as conclusive the comb, of the names of the ep, illlfAZArOPAZ
the fab, APIZTOEAiiz merely on. the basis of the fact that on their st.s tv-ere alsn 70

to be the same sec. st. (b in reot,].
wawsxx

"

°

Such a simple sec. st. can be found with vari

/
\ ^13
(20.IV.77)

- 15 -

71

(p.23) names.

^

In our collection in particular the sec. st.s

the primary st. of the fab, lliI10IvPAT'H2 (no.372),
as well the sec, st. no. 569 from Tanais,

of a small star at the right of it.

occurs on the handle viith

In this connection it is imp. to know

This st. consists of the letter P and isxSsua:

All these st.s we have considered as belonging to th

72

workshop of ABI2T0KMI2,

ergast. Iiiii.jKPATH2.

but the Tanais suppl. st. accompanied the primary st, of the

This does not change the dating.s of several ep.s wh. have been estab.

by us, of ep.s connected vfith similar sec. st.s, since the activities of thp ergast.s

API2T0K/IH2 and I JiOKPATH2 coincide in time, however it requires us to approach vjith greater
caution the linking of the names of ergast.s and ep.s on the basis of an identidy of sec.
st.s.

Of course the recurrence of m^re complicated st.s

(like the monograms of the

fab. 2YiPAN2P,(no. 355) os far less pnobable. Acc. to information furnished by /G,
Lucas Benaki, who was the possessor of the largest collection in the viorldofl Rh. st.s
which he has now given to the Alexand^da musaan, provided her with a great amount of

material for work on the synchronization of Rh. ep.s and fab.s on the basis of comparing
sec. st.s.

Unfortunately the results of the research on ttiis material have not as yet

been published.

In the study of VG and M. Sav.-Petr,, the sugs estion is made that sec, st.s in
j-ii

p.24

i.meir

usual form were introduced for the 1st tine in 188 B.C. This date has even been adopted
as the starting point for establishing the and of the "Perg, period". However this datin
has no basis except for general considerations about "the great Rhodian expansion on the
continent." Thus the earliest sec. sts. which appeared on the amphoras of the ergast
AIIA02 at the turn of the Srd and 2nd cent.s B.C. ip vihich are abundantly reoresented i

the Villanova complex,

75

^

^ in

turn out to be isolated from the other sec. st.s which appeared

as it were only li to 15 years afterward. Je find this proposal not to be very convin'>
ing, and we continue to believe that the sec. st.s of AI2K02, which ware placed aloned'Hi
the earliest

'

^

the primps stfis, were indeed sxxjsahxaarjjs* attempt to introduce this sec. indication
factor

4s

that a significant chronol. break between the stamps of* AI2K02 and the oth
76

suppl. st.s oug;ht not to

be hypothesized,
to agree

Correspondingly, it is scarcely possible with the assertion tliat sec. st.s were r

used at the beginning of the Srd cent. B.C. on the pmphoras of the fab. 22TA2.'^'^ It i

is

®ly

-

(p.24)

(20.17.77)

16 -

true that 7(j has reconsidered her original dating of these stamps, and now refers them
to a later ergast. of this name who worked in the z/z of the 2nd cent. 3.0., however
she continues to consider as possible the existence of such st.s on the amphoras con~

temp, with ZiTAZ I.

Obviously this is also an error.

.J

In our Tanais collection there are 11 sec, st.s on Rh. handles.

0 of them are found

on handles on which the primary st, has been lost or cannot be read (nos, 524-527),
one of them accompanies the ep, st. of AYT0KPATH2 (no.91) and 6 of them appear with the

stamps of the ergast.s EYiPMSP (no.355), ITIIIOKPATHZ (no.369-372) and TIM0EBK02 (no.466).
In duscussing the dating of Rh. st.s, we will refer also to the so-called cursive
st.s.

There are 6 such st.s in our collection:

with the names of the ep.s ARTIIIATPOZ

(no.27), AA^^IOICPATHZ (no.99), TINO0SO2 (no.216), TIM0KAH2 (no.222), and two wh. cannot be
read (no.232, 236),

The names of all these ep.s, escept for TIMO03O2, have already been
79

encountered on cursive st.s.

does not

The st. of TIMO0SO2 is interesting in that it contain/

the indication of the priestly function of the ep., which is usually present in cursive
st.s although the other characteristiss of this grp of st.s are present on it.

Thus

we have confirmation of Y.S.Badalyans' observation about the existence of cursive st
80

on which there is absent an indication of the priestly dignity.

./"hen in 1956 we distinguished for the 1st time a group of cursive eponymous stairipg
we proposed that all of these stamps had come from one workshop or even from the kandSe
hands of a single master vjhose activities we referred to the 2/4 of the 2nd centurv
81

p.25

B.C.

^

I. B. Brashinsky proposed a later dating for this grbup, referring it to the
82

2/2 of the same century.

Probably this dating is more correct. In proposing our

dating for this group of stamps, we proceeded from the fact that the ep.s AAltOKPATH2 Ij
and Al^TiriATPOZ, whose names are found on cursive stamps, belong to the time of the
83

Carthaginian complex.

Hovever recently 7G has estab. that the activities of thes
84

ap.s refer already to the end of the 2nd cent. B.C. (no.27, 99).

®

One shd also date

in the z/z or the end of the same cent, the activities of the ep.s AI2XINA2, APIZTPat
4a

NAY2liIi02, TIMOKAiIZ II, APOPANAZ,, APISTJIOMOZ, APIZTAKOZ (np.lO, 36, 63, 222). To
determine the time of the other ep.s whose names are present on cursive stamps, -

AliTH'.iAtOZ, AAIvhdl, AliTIAOXOZ, "i£0i?TI02' - triare are no firm bases, although several of

S.iC
-

(p.25)

(•20.IY.77)
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them ware indded referred by VG- to her ohron. grp. IV.

There are still left the ep.s

APIiTBIAAZ and APATOstANHZ, whose na.-es are attested to on the handles of amphoras of the

Perg. complex.

However as far as APATOivAHHZ is concerned, it has novi been estab. that th
85

there -;wre 2 ep.s of this iiame (no.28),
ep. at the end of the 2nd cent, B.C.;
cursive stamps.

the second of whom exercised the functions of
it is lie mbviously who is referred to on the

As far as APIZTEIAA2 is concerned, in all probability one must return

to the hypothesis of F. Hiller v.G., who disthiguished in the 2nd cant. B.C. 2 ep.s of th
this name: 1) of the period of the Perg. complex, and the other a later one, who is
86

referi-ed to in the cursive stamps. (no.40).
must now be withdrawn.

87

Our objections against such a classification

Thus nothing contradicts referring the whole group of cursive

ep, stamps to the end of the 2nd cent. B.C., that is to the end of chronol. grp V or even
to the beginning of VG's grp VI.

This group of stamps retains its dignificance as a
the

dating factor, however naturally it establishes time ixxaxdiffgrsHtxxay of the materials
connected with it differently from what we have assumed earlier.

The redating of the group of cursive ep. st.s enables us to pay careful attention tn

the attempts to compare these stamps with the fab. st.s of A2P02 (no.334).

88

in acknowl

edging that all cursihe st.s came from a single workshop, it is more probable to assume
that they belong to the workshop of A2P02, although of course complete conviction of

this fact can be obtained only after the finding of the handles of an amphora that are

indisputably connected with each other, and -sidiich contained an ep. cursive stamp and a
cursive st. of the ergast. A2P02.

In applying a''1 tua methods of dating Rhodian st.s which we have listed above to
p.26

the objects found un Tanais, we can chronologically determine within

the limits of

certain periods all of the ep. st.s which can be read and the oveimvheIming majority of
fab. st.s, in all, 432 st.s out of the total of 530.
chronol. grps as follows:

Thess st.s oan be divided into

Ltable]

Inasmuch as the time sectors corresponding to chronol. grps. are unequal, to deter*,
mine the intensity of the importing of Rhodiai amphoras into Tanais at various periods

A S . n u m b e r of stamps of each chronol. grp into the approx.

-

(p.26)

(20.IV.77)

18

no. of years covered by the corresponding period. The annual coefficient obtained will

give us an idea of the increase or decline of the importarig:

[table]

Of course these figures are to , a certain extent arbitrary inasmuch as in the

first place the very limits of the chronol. periods and the no. of years in each
period are approximate, and in the second place one or another stamp can by no means

always be referred precisely to one or another period, ^evertheless^the annual ooefficien
obtained thereby permits us to form a more accuiutQ idea of/n the dynamics of the trade.

3urgi, RMi -typing

(25.17.77]

The figures we have just presented indicate that the importing of merchandise
in

in Pvhodian amphoras to Tanaia took place continuously throughout the course of two
centuries

— the 3rd and 2nd BC. We have already had occasion to remark about the

presence of Rhod. stamps in Tanais, stamps dating from the very beginning of the
3rd century B3.

89

.

.0.

»

Rhodian amphoras ware delivered to Tanais qui a regu a^ ^y,

altksugh-ftst 5® wyy l«3?ge quantstiea

u

-z -^i

+•

although not in very large quantities, throughout all of the r can ury

no

.

A sharp increase in Rhodian imports occurs in the first decades of the 2nd cent. BC».
Chronological group III of Rhodian stamps, which can be dated approximately 220-180
BC, is represented by the largest number of finds and the annual co-efficient of
this group exceeds the co-efficient of the preceding groups by five times.- In fact
the increase in intensity of importation at the beginning of the 2nd cant. BC was
much more significant, inasmuch as the overwhelming majority of stamps of group Up

belongs to the 2nd half of the "Perg. period", i.e. to the first two decades of the
2nd cent. BC.

If we take this fact into consideration then the annual oo-efficient

of these two decades increases significantly since the co-eff. of the earlier

"Perg.?^ group declines.

p. 27

(importing)
The idea that further imports into Tanais of Rhod. amphora containers in the
(was)

2nd century BC were maintained at the same high level as in the first decades of
that century was deduced by us from a preliminary inspection of t'^e materials and
(total)
90

from a summary tabulation of the stamps,

but hcrwamer turned out to be inaccurate

SJ?-

(,^;.27)

(25.IV.77)
-

As a raatter of fact, as the annual co-afficients indicate, the flo.v of Ehod, amohoras

into Tanais although indeed it did continue throughout all of the 2nd century 3G on

quite a considerable scale does not attain si^sequently the full deTelopement that it

n
1

0^^

-0

had in 200-180 BO. By the dnd of the century this importing is sharply curtailed

^he final group of stamps which corresponds with the last years of the 2nd century
BO and the first half of the first cent. 30, is represented by a relatively small

number of finds and a comparatively low co-efficient. At the same time we must keep
in mind that all the stamps which can be referred to this group belong to the be.rrinnin
of the period

to the end of the 2nd and the turn of the 2nd/lst cent. BO,

It would be very interesting to compare these results which have to do with the

dynamics of importing Rhod. amphora containers into Tanais with the corresponding data
for all other north Black Sea centres particularly for the cities of the Bosphorus.
Unfortunately such a comparison would involve considerable difficulties. In the fi^st
place the number of Rh. ^stamps vfhich have been found in many centres ( Nympheion,

Gorgitsia, Tiritakos, Kepai, et al. ), are far too few to use these sta.s for a comp
arative statistical tabulation. In the 2nd place the chronological dassifj^cation
of the Rh. sta.^ ac ,. to the individual centres where they were found has been

begun only recently by Y. S. Badaliants and refers almost exclusively to eponym stamps
At this point we can contrast the data of the finds of Rh. stamps of various periods
for four Bosphorus cities - Pantikapeios, Phanagoria, Mirmeki, Theodosia. The count

of stamps from the last two centres were
wae published by Y.S. Badalyants, q. the counts"-^unts
of

Pantikapeion and Phanagoria finds were presented in his unpublished doctoral dissertati.o^
The utilisation^for numerical comparison of our own publications of stamps from Pantiv^ '
and Phanagoria

•apeioE

is impossible since they do not contain complete numerical det«

to eroup. and furthemora daal with only part of tha natarial oonerad in the raeearoh
of r.S. Badalyants. Tha use of the annual oo-eff. in oonnarinru, the oinds^'oPrh.
--uas oi me

ing

various

oitias is not vary ,isa sinoa tha nagnituda of tha co-aff. nin Be Influanoad by tha

f-"

•'

5.1?'
27)

(25.17.77)

"3.0'-

differences in the ovrarall no. of stamps found at one or another point.

For this

resBon we will limit ourselves to presenting on our graph the no. of finds and the

percantile indicators (table 3),

At the same time we must bear in mind that the graph

shows not the general no. of finds of Sh. stamps at a given centra but only the no.

p. 28 of ajjamps v/hich are mainly eponym stamps (table 3) and which were established chronologioa''1 v
by Y.S. Baddlyants.

The comparison of these figures internally and contrasting them with the figures for
the finds of Rh. stamps at Tanais indicate that the overall dynamics of trade relations

with Rhodes in all of these cities was approx. the same;

slight, but continuous relations

during the 3rd cent. BC, a sharp increase to7:ard the end of the cant, and at the becr

of the 2nd cent. BC, a noticeable decline in the last decades and complete decline
toYJard the end of the 2nd ce-t. BG.

Approx. the same picture will be seen v/hen YJe
in

94

count the Rh. stamps which were found on the territory of the whole Bosphorus

and

even throughout al"! of the north Balck Sea region, although the relations of Rhodes and

the western contres of the north 3. Sea region underwent somewhat different changes
95

from its relations with the Bosphorus and Tanais.

".Ta must note only that the finds

at Tanais attest to a certain stability in importing from Rhodes throughout the course
0

of the greater part of the 2nd cent. 3C and even a certain increase in the 2nd half of

that cent, in comparison with the 2nd quarter of the cent.

This indicates a similaritv
a

btwn the Tanais materials and the finds from the centres of the Asiatic Bos>(poruE,

where we also observe a comparatively high activity in Rh. trade during the 2nd half of
the 2nd cant. BC, as distinguished from the European side of the Bosphorus, Yjhere a
more intensive curtailing of Bosphoro-Rhodian relations takes place after 220 BG.

This also can serve to confirm our contention,

96

about the chief relations of Tanai*'

during the Hellenistic period with the centres of the Asiatic Bosphorus specifically.
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We take up now the introductory text on the
Chapter 1

-

olasB*

Khodian Stamps.

It has benn stated above that the Rhodian stamps constitute the basic and by far the
group of

most interesting .dellenistio period amphora stamps from Tanais. The overall number
of them in our collection is 530.

We do not include in this number several other stamps

the Rhodian provenience of which can be presumed but cannot as yet be positively eetabl.
[pp.l5Q-lJ

These last stamps vie have referred to thw group of st. from unknown cenjrers (see below).
As is well knom, three informative elements a^Q contained in Rh. St.; 1) the na^e
of the ep. priest, whic^ occurs in the genetive case and is usually preceded by the

prep. Sni anri sts. by ref, to the priestly function of the lEFBYZ although rarely, and
partioulatly in early St., the name of the ep» can be placed on the st. without the
prep.; 2) the name of the month of the Rh. calendar; S) the name of the ergasteriarch,

the name of the pottery ovmer,
it in this arbitrary way]

Lusually now referred to as the fabricant/ and wa use

usually in the gen. and less frequently in the nimin. oase.

These 3 elements which we hatve mentioned are dtstributed on 2 stamps which are found on
the two handle of the amph.
one

More frequently in Kxsantgia st. we find the name of the ep. and the month, and in
the other the name of the fab., however not infrequmtly the nana of the month is

plact^d not on the ap.'a but on the fab.'s stamp.

In very rare instancesn both name are

pi. Sin one st. then the name of the month occurs isolated on the other handle. In our

oollecticn there ate 3 st. which contain only the names of the month (nos. 528-530),
and one st. on which oan be read 2 names, those of ^he ep.KPATIAAZ and the fab.
2

AIiTlfONOZ (no/. 251).

L5±ii Still another st. in which it wd. seem that 2 names are

Tsentioned, no. 72, but the reading of this st. is v. difficult, see below for details]
Lin fatt, it is a Knidian.j

All the remaining Rh. st. are distributed in the following Way: eponyms, 250, fabs.,
246, incertain, (rubbed out or completely rubbed cwt), SO.
In shape, the Rh. stamps from TanaSie oan be subdivided into oiroular, reot., a^d
p.11

rhomboid.

The numl)«r of st. of the different forms is as follows [see tablo].

•i?''

-

(p.n)

4

(18.1^.77)

-

In round ep. and fab st. on tha side surface of the upper part of the handle there
sts. can be found small supplementary st.s which we will discuss later.

11 such euppl.

sts. were found in Tanais.

The name of months can be read ona 204 stamps;

[tableJ

The intercalary month

n. A3YT, has been excluded in making up our percentages.

The distrib. of Tanais st. according to months corresponds more or less with the

usual distrib. of months on Kh. St., and ralleots the vol. of the annual output of stamped

amphoras on Rhodes. One is easily convinced of this fact when he compares the data
cited above with the figures of the finds of Rh, st.s from any other exoa-^rations. For

example, we will introduce hare analogius statistical materials for 3 points (Table 1:
3

from the excav.s of the cistern at Olbia,

4

from . . . Hirmeki,

and from . . . Phanag

5

1936-50.

If we are to indicate the materials that we will present in graphic form by placing

along the axis of the ("absisses") the names of the months in the order in which they

occur in the Rh. calendar adopting the order est. by Nilsson, and along the axis of
the ordinates, the percentage of seals that have been found with a ref. to each month,
we will obtain 4 curves for the finds from Tanais, Olbia, Mirmeki, and Phanagoria.
The graph shews clearly that the volume of annual production of amphoras in
Rhodes as it is reflected in the Tanais finds can be followed as well i|| the st. which

have been found in other centers, and that the correspondence of the number of amphoras
p.12

produced in the given months is a constant quantity in all the centers.

The somewhat

partial noa^correspondenoe of the curves particularly in the right seotlon of the
graph, which corresponds to the months AFTA'lITIOS, Al'PIANIOJ, and YAKIN0IO2 probably

can be explained by the ocmiparatlvely small no. of seals which we have in these 4
places which gives the definite pcseibilitiae for accidental oscillations.

Research

with j/i considerably larger groups of finds would necessarily srao jth out those accidental
oscillations,

lo can find confirmation of this when we analyse the dietr, of stamps
in

ace. to mcmths in suoh large Ber448 as all the Rh* sta* found on the Bosphoros, all the
St. from the north Bl. Sea coast and all the st, from Lindos*

The distr. of Eh, at.

of Bosphoran origin aco. to months was made by Y. S, Badalyans in his dissertation;
ivlfl

6

m

r't

'

(p.l2)

- 5 -

(18.17,77)

tha count of raferencae to tha months on Rh. handlas from all of tha north Bj. Saa
region was made by B.N.Grakov in his introductory study to the corresponding division
7

of the ms. I.O.S.P.B, lllj

and finally M. Nilsson ha.s asemblad more than 3000
8

references to Rh. months on stamps with which ha was: familiar.

The graph which has

these

baan compiled from tjoiK data is similar to tha preceding one (fig.2), it contains 3
almost identical curves vary close to the cirves of the preceding g;raph but free from
(p.14)

accidental oscillations, inasmuch as the large no.

of references to Rh. months (more

than 2000 in each instance) guarantees in this case the reliabilty of precentile re
lations •

The non-accidental character of those seasonal oficillaticaifl in the production of
noted

9

amphoras was already mentioned by M, Nilsson.

However the reasons for the oscillations

have hot been as yet conclusively established.

H. Nilssoa following several other

researchers found them to be the result of the seasonal nature manufacture of pottery
containers which depended on weather conditions more or less favorable for the drying
10

of the amphoras.

At the same time all the researchers rely on the suggestions of

ancient authors as regards tha drying of tiles or bricks.

11

This point of vuew prevails

among scholars even at the present time. Kkf Y. S. Krushkol expressed another opinion

in relating the seasonal nature of the production of amphoras with the times of the

high tide of wine and by drawing a oonolusion from a count of the various months mentioned
on Rhodian staipps as to the predominance of the producjrion of dry wines on Rhodes. 12
attractive.

The hypothesis of Y. S. Krushkol is very appealing.

it would seem to explain the

very need for stamping amphoras with the name of the month so that the purchaser

might know about the type of wine he was aoquirijng. The adherenbe of the traditional

point of blew ^ho oonneot the seasonal oscillations in the manufacture with the conditions

of the drying of the amphoras p.re oompelled to explain this demand (i.e. need for putting
the name of the month on) b sodb fiscal oonsiderations, by the need of facilitating
supervision of the manufacture. This explanation li not very convincing and does not

solve many difficult questions which arise. Take this oharaoteristio instanoe for ex.

If the indication of tlw month on the stamp was due to the demands of the fiscal control
policies and was required by the gover mental powers, then it would have to have been
iMSm

I

im'y

- 6 -

(18.IV.77)

QQjupulaory for all pottery workshopB. And at the saTiie tlirve it is well known that originally
on Rhodian stamps the months the month was not indicated, vftien they began to include the
name of the maith in the composition of the Rhodian stamp, which took place Recording
to V.Grace arountf 275 B.C., for a rather long time some fabricants indicated the month
13

while others did not.

Such a selective and not overall procedure is characteristic

for the pottery manufacture during the years of the eponyma 5IASNIAAS, AI2XYAIW02,
ZfXAFHZ, nOAYAPATOZ, EYKAHZ and ^lAOKPATIIZ and would indicate rather the private enter

prise and not ovemmenta1 involvement in this custom, and cannot be explained by pro
ceeding from the traditional concepts as to the seasonal nature of producing the amphora
containers.

Unexplained also are the omissions of references to the names of the months
14

on later stamps,

and the fact that the intercalary month li. deuteros sts. through
15

inadbertenoe could be indicated simply as iiANAMOZ.

The hypothesis of Y. -. Krushkol

removes suoh questions.

But this hypothesis itself cannot be eonsidered as proven.

To aubstantiate it, it

wd. be nadessary to prove that the increased production of amphoras id Rhodes occurs

precisely in those months when the essential high tide of wine takes place. Y.b. Krushkbl
does indeed attempt to contrast the productive wine-,aking cycle with the rise and fall

in the m'f'r of amphora-containers by rejecting the dependence of this rise and fall on
the seasonal nature of pottery m'f're.

dowever at the same time it fails to take into

oonsideration that the very order of the months in the Rh. dglendar which it adopts was
16

established by H.Nllsson chiefly on the

basis of thisdependenco which It rejects.

It is precisely the conviction that the number of stamps with an indication of one or
another month depends on the seasonal nature of pottery

of the calendar ocmiplled by Nilssan.

which lay ab the basis

If we do not admit this connection, then it will

be necessary to conclude that we are unable to establish the sequence of Rh. months.
17

This is very well shown in a apeeial work on calendars by V.V. Latyshev,

which elaborate
1

its own variant wh. ooincldes with the mo thst was created independently by B. Bisohoff,
But when M. Bilsson who made wide use of the data about the numbdr of stamps with the

names of stamps elaborated his soheme, it was accepted by all scholars and S. Bisohoff

H.o!>
-

(p.15)
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amonp, them, who proceeding from epigraphical data only propoeed that they Tfxxr&iijcs
19

transfer the month Sminthios in M. IJilcson's scheme from the 6th to the 2nd position.
Elance it is for the Jtime being impossible to reject the point of view which holds that

the number of stamps 7dth the names of months depends on conditions of pottery m*f'r, jgi
without at the same timd upsetting our concept of the Rhodian calendar.

Only the massing

of new data about the Rhodian calendar which would be independent from the indications of

the month on Rh. stamps would permit us to approach the solution of this problem.

19.IV.77

Y.S.Krushkol's hypothesis elicits one further difficulty;

it assumes inevitably

that both the eponym's year has been indicated in order to show a year when wine was
particularly abundant, and that the second name on the Rh* st. belongs not to the
owner of the pottery workshop but to some person who had to do with wine production or

wita the wine trade,

Y.S, Krushkol also sees

n these persons vrine exporters and in
20

this point he disagrees ?jith all the existing scholarly tradition.

The question is

too complicated and it deserves special study based on the materials not only of the

Rh, but also of other pottery stamps, all the more so becayse the functions of the
persons indicated in other groups of amphora at. cannot up to the present be regarded

as having been sufficiently explained.
p.16

21

In addition to thw legend, Hh. st. contain oooasicaially depicted emplema. On round

st, it is usually a pomegranate blossom, the Hh, "coat of arma" around wh. the legend
is placed)

less fre^ently in the oenter of the st. is the radiant head of Helios,

and

eponym

very rarely we encounter other emblems. For rectangular stamps, the emblems are not
characteristic, infrequently -m find only the head of Helios, while on the other hand

on fabricant stamps they are very frequent, and at the same time many ergast.s constantly
employ the same fixed symbol; Amyntas - a orowi, Sokrates, a torch, Imas, Bukleitos

end others - a oaduceus, etc.
(table 2)

Here is a list of the emblems on the stamps from Tanais

[tablej

The majority of the emblems we have listed are quite common for Rh. st, Avery

rare

emblem is the one of the eagle seated on a thunderbolt (no.S54), which was encountered

m.-'

m

m
-

Cp.16)
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in the N Bl. Sea region a seocmd time, at the first find the eagle was takei^ to be an
22

owl.

Comparatively rare also is the depiction of the double axe - labris, which
23

occurs on the st. of

Panohares (no.442).

The most important and at the same time the most difficult aspects in the study of
Ph. amph, st, is their proper chronol. classification.

Up to now there is still no
can

complete chronol. classification of Ph. at., and by no means all Kh. amph. st, be
p.17

definitely dated.

None the less 80 percent of tho Rh, at, found at Tanais can with

more or less certainty be ire referred to one or another chronol. group,

VYithout

dwelling here in detail on the means and methods of dating, we shall indicate only the
basio prihoiples »fx±ki for the chronol. classification of Eh. st.

The publication »f by (C.) 8chuchhp,rdt of the complex of amph, st, from -Rergamoii,

24

which are welldated from general historical considerations in a period about 220-180 B.C.,

permitted F, Blecjmann to estab, a group of Kh, eponyms and potters (erg.s), whose
activities fall approx, in those years.

25

The finds of amph, st, in the ruins of

Carthage wh, was destr, by the Romans in 146 B.C. maie it possible for (him) to estab,
26

a group of atampa belonging to a period between 180 and 146 B,8,

Thia grouping of at,
27

by Bl, haa remained basically unaltered even today despite certain errors and inaocuracleB
28

Attempts to reooneider the dating of the Kgrg, complex have been on the whole unconvincing
After the works of P, Bleokmann there were discovered a few other welldated complexes of

the same period as the Perg, complex, among them the moat important are the reraarkfeble
collection of amphorae from Villanoba on ithodes,

ciatem in the Olbia agora,

the Agora in Athens,

31

30

29

the colleotion of Kh, st, from the

pottery at, from the constr, layer of the ^entral Stoa in

A detailed study of the st.s of this period in their various

combinations and in the varlcwa finda enabled v'Urace to date more preoiaeljp lainy of
them, and to propose a precise

dating of the Ferg, complex within the limits of 210-

32

175 B.C.

This last proposal oan still not be regarded as completely established,

but independently ef whether or not it will be accepted, the feueral chronol* frame of

both of F. Bleokmann's groups remain valid, slight oscillations of 5 to 10 years can have
no essential signifioanoe.

By employing the stratigraphio data from the finds of Rh. amph, st. in Athens,
Mtiiiilil

h..
-

(p.17)
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TarsuB, Delos and other plaoaa, VG wae able to distin^jrieh g;roup6 of Rh, e' .a that ware
33

both later and earlier than the st.e of the i^erg. and Carthage complexes.

In order

to define the earliest Rh. sts. of the 4th and the beg. of the 3rd cent. B.C., a place
pf special importance is occupied by the complex of Rh. amphs. from the Koroni peninsula,
although disputes are still carried on with regard to the dating of the complex, thejre
p.18

can be no doubt about the fact that the monuments of ceramic epigraphy from this find
34

xexaaix are to be placed at the very beginning of Rhodian stamping.

Of extreme

importance also was the discovery in Rhodes of a store of Rhodian amphorae of the time
of the ep, liAYZANIAS I, approx, 275 B.C., which were found during the estr, of the
35

Hotel Soleil, and which are as yet unpublished.

In order to date the stamps of the

"post-Perg. period", in addition to the Carthage finds one may also use the finds from
36

Corinth which was destroyed in the same yer,r as Carthage.

As far as the amph. st.s

of the second half of the 2nd cent. B.C. are concerned, they can usually be distinguished
by the fact that they are not to be found IH the earlier complexes.

definitive chronological indication might be found in the finds in Samaria which

ceased to exist in 108 B.C.,

37

however the sta, from the excavations of this oity were

published very unqualifiedly and can be identified only with difficulty.

38

Sh. sts. from the end of the 2nd and of the beginning of the let cent. B.C. oan be

Wasily distinguished owing to the finds in the layer of the Sulla-destruotion of Athene,
which have been widely used by VG for dating, and thanks also to the recently discovered
complexes in Gosa and Alba Fuoens in Italy.

39

Finally, in order to determine later

Rhodian st.s of the first h^lf of the lit cent. B.C., of great interest are the observa^

tions made in the investigation of the remains of an ancient shlowreok of this period
along the shores of Antik^hera.

40
even

Basing herself chiefly on stratigraphio data, VG still in 1952 made a classifi..

oation of almost all Rh. eponyms, distributing them into 6 chronol. groups. It is true
that in making this classification she qualifies her remarks b saying that her data

were applicable obly to the stamps found to Delos, and that several of the names which
sna presents oan appear as well in other chronological groups, inasmuch as in a series

of instances several eponyms who lived at various times bore the same name. 41

J
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i otually we now know that amonR the naTnes of the Eh. epe. there are many which are r

(P.18)
T9

peated two and even three tines. Nonothelees^th^ distribution of Rh. epe. /into

chronological groups VG provides firm basis for approximate dating (within the limits
p.19

of several decades) of a tremendous number of eponym stamps.

Subsequently VG on the

basis of an analysis of new finds more than onee has revised the whole list of eponyma
4ii

and the dating of the individual names.

Originally the chronol. olastificatlaa of the Rh. eponyms aoo. to VG looked like
45
this:

(Eel08)

Ltable J

later VG sonev/'nat chanced the liuita of the first 2 groups by increasing the limits

of ^roup I to lest until the middle of the 3rd cent. B.C., and by limiting Group IT
44 (Fnyx)

to approacim. the 3/4 of that century.

This distrib. of stamps in the first 2

groups has been aocepted by us In our present study.

In her study written jointly with

M. Sav.-Petr., VG OTice again has practically returned to her original into groups.
limiting Group I only to those eponyma whose names are unknown oa. stamps whore months
45

ftre narwd, and establishing its end thus at some time around 275 B.C.

In the same

work she proposes to divide the final, that is the 6th chronol. gi'oup into two, actually

a ^roup VI i^ioh corresponds approx. to 108-80 B.C., and a seventh group wh* is to be
46

dated from 80 - 30 (?) B.C.

This division based entirely on observations of Khidian

in

amphor&SftxxxaiadbixKKtkjixkika

as far as Rh. sts. are concerned does not seam to us to be

sufficiently justified and we prefer to adhere to the former 6-part subdivisioi of the
list of Rh, eponyms, all the more so since the stamps of the last group. Group VI, are
on the tdiole extremely scarce in our finds.

In distributing the names of Rhodian eponyms into chronological groups, VG started

out not ooly from the stratigraphic data of the finds of the sts.

She also employed

methods of relative dating, and among them the determining of the period of a stamp by
the ahfipe of the amphora oa which it was found.

The evolution of the shapes of Rh.

amphorae and their parts particularly their handles, which has been studied by VG

47

no
and other scholars,48 sts, permits us to determire an approx, chro^ogloal
place for

a vessel and the stamps found on it.

In particular, Rh, amphs, of the 1st ohronol.

group can be easily distinguished by these oharaoteristics.

The use erf this method of

wiii

ill

-

(p.19)
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dating iflhich B.N.Grakov called morphological has enabled ub to determine chronologically
a whole series of stamps found at Tanais, evan in those inBtances when the name on the /
stamp cannot be read (for ex., no.237, 502, 529).
are

p^20

Some it is true very limited data for the dating of I^h. stamps is given by materials
of an ioonographio and paleographio character. This wide use in round Kh. sta. of the
radiant head of Helios as an emblem can be observed in the second half of the 2nd cent.
49

B.C.,

and the depiction of the same head on reot. ep. stamps to the left of the inscr.

is charaoteristic aoc. to our observations for sts. of the last third of the 3rd cent.

B.C. (no. 3, 70, 101, 120, 194, 209).

In eome instencee, supplementary tximx chronol.

criteria can be found in the shape and proportions of the letters in the legend of the

stamp,in the way the legend is divided into lines, and in the corresp. bet, the inscr.
50

and the emblem on the st., etc.

de shall employ these criteria chiefly whan it is

necessary to distinguish the homonyms among the Rh, epoiyms and fabrioants.
The paleographio method of dating oan be employed only in combination with other

data; attempts to use itmindependentlyy^ have led only to errors. Thus A. Dumont on
the basis of paleographio obsei'vationB, attempted to data some Rh. stamps of the
51

beglnnig of the 2nd century B.C. as of the 4th cent. B.C.

The stamps of the Rh. ergaste. oan be dated with even greater difficulty that the
ep. sts.

Co far there exists no general oompilation of fabrioants' names with a break

down into chronol. groups similar to the one made by VG with regars to the nanms of the

•p.s.

In order to establish a ohrology of faii.s' nsuaea, of extreme importanoa is the

determining of the pairs of names of ep.s and fabrioants which appear in a single

stamp or in the stamps of a single an^hora.

Instances of such eynohronisra were already
53

noted and utilised for dating by P. Bleokmann.

53

54

F. Hiller von Qaertringen, J» Paris,

65

I

and SlM.Prldik devoted their speolal attention to these problems.

As a result of much

work, VG in 1934 in publishing the stamps from the Athenian Agora, ime able to provide

a table of oorrespondenoes of Rh. fab.s and ep.s.

53 suoh oorrespondanoes which include

'

56

^

32 names of Rh. ep.s and 24 names of ergast.s appear in it.

Svan at this time it was

I

already known that there existed a somewhat larger number of oorrespondenoes, but in the

j

individual oases the oorrespondenoe of the mames had not been established completely

H,lo

(19.IV .77)
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convincingly. In some old editione which refer to intact amphoras with two stamps

the reading of the stamps Is subject to doubt, which fact obviously caused VG not
to include many of the pairs which are referred to in the literature in her table.
This has to do jAitk in particular with a very imp. publication of intact Bh. amphoras
57
p. 21

from the Metrop. Museum which was made with insufficient qualification by Hall.
VG was able to check a part of the stamps publ. by Hall and to iKsiadex make the necessary
58

corrections in reading them,

^

^

however part of the arapboras In ihie collection reme.ined

inaccefisible to her. Doubts are elicited as well by several readings^ which appear bn
the old publications of Hiller v.G., J. Paris, E.M.Pridik. And still in a series of

instances by employing the whole inventory of data which is now available to us for the
dating pf Rh. St.a, it is poss. quite definitely to aacopt orhave
reject one or another of
these old correspondences. Thus even the use of data which ka* Iteig since been familiar
with regard to the synchronism of swvoral names can be applied now with significantly
more asauranoe than VG was able to do in her time.

The supplementing and revision of the table of correspondonces of ep. and fab.

names appears to be an impending task, eben more so because of the fact that in VG*s
table which was oompilefi in 1934, a large group of names was given an erronecus relative
dating. At that time it wax. resumed that the eponjras who had to do with the wrgast.s
59

Agathoboulos, Drakontidas and Midas, precede the time of the Perg. ocmiple*.

As a

matter of fact, as VO establ later, they refer/ already to the second half og the End
60

century B.C.

The early stamps of the first and second chronological groups do not

seem to have been reflected at all at that time in the table.

Moreover we now know of /

the existenoe of many homonyms among tho Rh, ep.s and fab.s, which now enables us to
olarify the data on the oorrespondanoe of tho names.

The imp. fact is that during the

last deoades tho material aaoessible to us hat grown with enormous proportions, above

all as a result of the reworking by VG herself of the new finds from various regions

of the anolent world, Jn approximate count indicates that now we know of no less than
ISO coabinations of names of fabricants wnd eponyms, i.e. three tlTses greater than >Mid

been assumed by scholars in 1934, Consequently the dating of many stamps, particularly
fabrioant stamps, with regard to the narnes is owe of the basio Methods of establishing

'Vm
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(p.2l) a chronology and is employed by ue in connection with many 6"Famfi8 from the Tanaia
collection.
be

-ed

The oorreap. of the names of the ergasts. and the eponyms can now establish through

a series 6f ohairaoteristios such as unique paleographio and breaking-down data [i.e
apparently the way the legends are arranged] (within the limits of narrow j^roupd) the
presence of supplementary stamps or cases of erroneous impositiane of stamps one upcm
another.

However of course the main source of our information in this problem remains

the finding of injfact or bfcoken amphoras which preeei-ve both handle"^ \^th both stamps.
Such finds can new be numbored in the hundreds and they provide us with a bacdc concept

of the interrelation of the names of the eponyms and the er^ast.s
20.IV.77

The finds from Tanais also are quite intorosting in this regurd. They provide us
with 8 combinations of tlie names of eps. and ergs., 2 of which repeat oombinctions
p.22

which were known earlier, while 6 of them are new.

First of all t* should be noted th** st. no.251, to wViich we have already referred.

and wh. contains the names of the ep. of ohronol. grp III, KPAflAAS and the fab. AUTirONOZ.
61

A St. with this comb, of names was already kniiwn to F. fll^eckmann,
of nane-oombs. for sowe reasm does not indicate this pair.

but VG in her table

Nor is there anything new

about the comb, of the names of the ergast. AFI2T0KAH2 (no.2db) and of the ep. AP5CIAAIAAZ
62

(no.77), which we find on the amphora exoavtad by P.M.Laohtieff in the Tanais necropolis.
63

This oombination is known also on the stamps of 2 other intact jars.

HcwOTor the comb.

of the names of the sane AKCIAAXAAZ (no.78) and the ergast. AMYNTA2 (no.264) is enoounterec
for the first time and odnfirTos the dating of the fab. sts. of AITYNTAZ at the beginning
of the 2nc cent. B.C.

Vie also encounter for the first time the corab. of the names of the i

ep. APIZT&iH (no. 68) with the name of the ergast. AIOZ (no. 326) and of the ep. name
API2T0AAM02 (no.54) with the fenale name of the proprietrees of a f)ottery KAAAIS (no,378),
The dating of the amphoras of AI02 and KAAAli at the time of the Petg. complex could
hare been estab. even without these correspondences, our pairs of names anly setrre to

J"i vc.,•

t

-
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confirm and eatab. a more precise ohronol. for these amphoras, in particular they enable

ufi to refer the stamp of KAAAIffi to the 2/2 of the "Perg. period", to 200 to 180 B.C.
Much more important are 3 other combinations of names: of the ep, A^TYI'HAHZ II (no,87)
and the fab. iilKi^ITOZ (no.351), of the ep. :«jBNO®ANTOZ (no.168) and the fab. ZIMIAZ

(no.45l), of the ep. APIZTilAAZ (no.40) and the fab. HiilNdKPATHZ (no.405).

In the first

2 instances those combinatiois enable us to determine the time of the activities mof the

•workshops

of SYKAiillTOZ and ZIMIA2, for the datinr; of whose output we had liad no data.

As far as lIBKilKFATHZ is concerned, the T naie amph. -with his stamp dated by the name of
the op. API2TEIAA2, attests the fact that he worked at the beginning of the Pnd cent.

B.C., and is to be distinguished from the fabw of the same naTse whoso awtivitios took
64 (Pnyx)
place in the midffle or the s/4 of the Srd cent. B.C.

A supplementary method for synchronising ep. and fab. names and a relative dating
of st.s can also be found in a study of the dccalled secondary st.s wh. are sts found
together with the primary stamps on the handles of Rh. amphoras.

have been noted occasionally by scholars,

65

Tnese sec. st., wh,

batxiw and have never constituted an object

of special study, can in our opinion seinre as an appro*• ohronol. indicator/. It is
66

p *23

true that our orig. dating of these stamps in the period of the Ferg. complex
out to be too restricted.

turned

At the present time it must be admitted that these starapa

began to be used at the very end of the 3rd century B.C. and existed throughout the
oourse of almost all of the 2nd cent. B.C., however their more or less regular use is

to be referred to the first quarter of that century,

67

[P.B.Shelov, "Sec. sts, on

Rh. amphs.". Melanges offerts a K. Michalofaky, Warsaw 1966, pp.6G6-667.j
In a series of instances on the basis of comparing sec. st.s, it Is possible to

form a synchronization of fab/, and op, names which have been indicated on primary st.s
that are aooompnaied by secondary ones.

68

The iMfcthodology wh. we Imve suggested for
69

such a synchronization was greeted by positive rapponee,

uAxslxmx however praotioe

shows that suoh comparisons must be made with extreme oaution.

It is hardly possible,

for ex., to ocsvsider as oonolusive the comb, of the nafses of tlio ep, SIKAZAi'OPAI and

the fab, APIZTOKAdZ merely on the basis of the faot that on their st.s there also happens

to be toe sane seo. st. (B in reot.J,

Suoh a simple see. at. can be found with various

KKlKiXXX
hi
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71

(p.23) names.

In our collection In particular the sec, st.s ^

the priinary at. of the fab. HiiTiUKPATHZ (uo.37a).
as well the sec, at, no. 369 from Tanaia.

of a small star at the right of it.

occurs on the handle with

In this oonneotion it is imp. to know

This sc. oonaists of the letter P and ±kx^}9bk

All these st.a we have considered as belonginf to th

72

workBhop of A^ISTOicAIIi;,
ergast. liEiuKPATdli.

but the Tanais suppl. st. accompanied the primary at. of the

This does not change the datings of several ep.s wh. have been eatab.

by US, of ep.s connected with similar sec. at.s, since the activities of the ergast.a

AfiiT0i£AH2 and I IIOKPATIIZ coincide in tinw, however it requires us to approach with greater
caution the linking of the names of ergast.s and ep.s on the basis of an identidy of sec,
st.s. Of oourso the recurrence of more complicated st.s

(like the mcwiogi-ams of the

fab. SYl>PANi:p,(no. 355) bs far less pnobable. acc, to information furnished by /G,
Lucas Benaki, who was the possessor of the largest collection in the worldoff Rh, st.s,
which he has now given to the Alexandria musaara, provided her with a great amount of

mterial for work on the synchronizatioa of Th. ep.s and fab.s on the basis of comparing
sec. at.E.
Unfortunately the results of the research on this material have not as yet
been published.

In the study of TO and M. Sav,-Petr», the suggestion is made that sec. st.s in their

usual form were introduced for the let time in 188 B.C. 74 This date has even been adopted
p.24

as the starting point for establishing the end of the "Perg. period". However this dating
has no basis except for general considerat1cms about "the great Rhodian expansion on the

continent. Thus the earliest sec. ats, which appeared on the amphoras of the ergast.
A1ZK02 at the turn of the 3rd and 2nd cent.a B.C. 15 which are abundantly represented in
75
the Villanova complex, turn out to be isolated from the other sec. st.s which appeared
as it were only 12 to 15 years afterward. We find this proposal not to be very oonvincing, and we continue to believe that the sec. st.s of A12K0S, which were placed alongdide
,

.
^be earlioet
primpst;*B, were indeed xxsnahxaaxiiax
attempt to introduce this sec. indicationfactor
that a significant ohronol, break between the stamps of 61ZK0Z and the other

suppl. st.s ought not to be hypothesised.
P
to agree
correspondingly,
it is scarcely posgible
with the assertion that sec, st.s were rarely

used at the beginnigg of the

77

Srd cent, B.C. an the amphoras of the fab. Z2TA2,

It is

.'/i

K.fK
-
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true that VG has reconsidered her original dating of these stamps, and now refers them ^
to a later ergast. of this ua;iie who •worked in the 2/2 of the 2nd cent, B.C., however
she continues to consider as possible tho oxietenoo of s§rch st.s on the amphorae con78

temp, with

I.

Obviously this is also an error.

In our Tanais oollection there are 11 sec. st.s on Rh, handles,

9 of them are found

on handles on which the primary «t, has been lost or oannot be read (nos, 524-527),
one of there accompanies the ep, st, of AYT0ICPATH2 (no«91) and 6 of them appear with the

stamps of the ergast.s EY4PAN2P (no.355), niTTOKPATHZ (no.369-372) and TlitOSeNOZ (no,466).
In duscuseing the dating of Ph, st.s, v;9 will refer also to the so-called cursive
st.s. There are 6 such st.s in our oollection: with the names of the ep.s ARTHIATPOS

(no,27), AAMOKFATHZ (no.99), TIMGOEOZ (no.216), TIM0Ki\II2 (no.2?2), and two wh. cannot be
read (no,232, 236), The names of all these ep.s, escept for TIMO0SO2, have ali^ady been
79

do3» not

encountered on oursive st.s.
The st. of TIM08i302 is interesting in Idiat it oon'tain/
the indication of the priestly function of the ep,, which is usually present in cursive

st.s although the other oharaoteristtes of this grp of st.s are present on it. Thus
we have oaifirraation of Y.S.Badalyans' observation about the existenoe of oursive st.s

on which there is absent an indication of the priestly dignity. 80
y.,i

•then in 1956 we distinguished for the 1st time a group of cursive eponymoue stamps,
proposed that all of the^e stamps had come from one workshop or even from the hxwiie

hands^of a single master whose aotttitiei we referred to the 2/4 of the 2nd century
p.25

B.C.
I. B. Braehinsky proposed a later dating for this group, referring it to the
y
2/2
of the same oentuiy. 82 Probably this dating is more oorreot. In proposing our
dating for this group of stamps, we proceeded from the fact that the ep.s AAM0KPATH2 II
and ANTIIiATPOZ, whose names are found on cursive stamps, belong to the time of the

Carthaginian coaplex.

83

However recently VG has estab. that the activities of these

ap.s refer already to the end of the 2nd cent. B.C. (no.27, 99). 84 One shd also date

in the a/2 or the end of the same cent, the activities of the ep.s AI2XINA2, API2TPAT02
HAYZIIiTiOZ, TiMOKAilZ II, ATOPANAS, API2T .^KOMOZ, API2TAK02 (np.lO, 36, 63, 222), To
determine the time of the other ep.s whose names are present on cursive stampe, -

AKTIHAX:02, AAMSZh, ANTIA0X02, "XOKTIOZ" - there are no firm bases, although several of

iBwrifnii

-

(p.25)

KW-:)

I.

17 -

f20.IV.77)

f

them -were indded referred by VG to her chron. grp. IV.

Thara are atill left the ep.s

APISTEIdAZ and AFATO'&AIJHZ, whose na.^os are attested to on the handles of amphoras of the

Perg. complex,

However as far as APAT04At«HZ is concerned, it has now been eatab. that th
85

there were 2 ep.s of this name (no.28),
cp. at the end of the 2nd cent, B.C.;
cursive stamps.

the aeoond of whom exoroiaed the funotlona of
it ia he ibviously who is referred to on the

Ae far as Ai^lZTfilAAZ is concerned, in all probability one must return

to the hypothesis of F. Hiller v.G,, who distinguished in the 2nd cent. B.C. 2 ep.s of th
this name; 1) of the period of the Perg. complex, and the other a later one, who is
86

referred to in the cursive stniripB. (no.40).
must now be withdr&T«i,

87

Our objections against such a classification

Thus nothing contradicts referring the whole group of cursive

ep# stamps to the end of the 2ad cent. B.C., that is to the end of ohronol. grp V or even

to the beginning of VG*e grp VI.

This group of stamps retains its significance as a
the

dating factor, however naturally it establishes time iKxcxitffaraiitxxKy of the materials
connected with it differently froa what we have assumed earlier.

The redating of the group of cursive ep. st.s enables us to pay careful attention to
aa

the attempts to compare these stamps with the fab. st.s of AffiPOZ (no.334).

In acknowl-

edging that all curEiba st.s came from a single workshop, it Is more probable to assume

thftt they belong to tho workshop of ASPOZ, although of course complete convictioi of

this fact can be obtained only after the finding of the handles of an amphora that ara
indisputably oonneoted with each other, and idiioh contained an ep. cursive stamp and a
cursive st. of the ergast. A8P02.

In applying a'l tne methods of dating Khodian st.s which we have listed above to
p.26

the objects found 4n Tanaie, we oan ohranologioally determine within

the limits of

certain periods all of the ep, st.s which oan be read and the overwhelming smjority of
fab, st.s, in all, 432 st.s out of the total of 530.

ohronol. grps as follows;

Thes< st.s oan be divided into

[tablej

Inasmuch as the time sectors corresponding to ohronol. grps. are unequal, to daterm

mine the intensity of the importing of Ehodian amphoras into Tanaia at verioui periods

it is neceasary to divide 141# nuiaber of stamps of eaoh ohronol. grp into the approx,
0 i^r"yearjii a ayeise

. 18 -

(p,26)

(20.IV.77)

no. of years covered by the corresponding period. The annual ooeffioient obtained will
give ds an idea of the inoraaao or decline of the importiiigt
[table]
Of course these figures are to, a oertain extent arbitrary inasmuoh as in the

first plaoe the very linits of the ohronol. periods and the no. of years in each
period are approxigiate, and in the second plaoe one or another stamp can by no means

always be referred precisely to one or another period. Navortheloss
the annual ooofficien
(volume)
obtained thereby permits us to form a more accurate idea of,^ the dynamics of ^^he ^rade,
(25.IV.77)

p. Bjrgi. I'MVm typing

The figuros vre have just presented indicate tliat the importing of merchandise
it!

in Rhodian amphoras to Tanais took plaoe continuously throughout the course of two
centuries — the 3rd and 2nd BG* Wo have already had ocoaeion to remark about the

presence of Rhod, staiaps in Tanais, stamps dating from the very beginning of the
89

3rd century 3G.
Bl%he«eh-aet

khodian amphoras were delivered to Tanais quite regular y,
very iepgre

although not in very large quantities, throughout all of the 3rd century

Asharp increase in khodian imports occurs in the first decades of the 2nd cent, BC»
Chronological group ill of Rhodian stamps, which can be dated approximately 220-180
BC, is represented by the largest number of finds and the annual oo-effioient of
this group excaede the co-efficient of the preceding groups by five times. In fact
the increase in intensity of importation at the beginning of the 2nd cent. BC was

much more significant, inasmuch as the overwhelming majority of stamps of group III
belongs to the 2nd half of the "Perg. period!?, i.e. to the first two decades of the
8®^ ocTfb • BQt

2nd oent*. BC. If we take this fact into consideration then the annual co-effioient
of these two decades increases significantly since the oo-aff. of the earlier
"Perg.S group declines.

p, 27

(importing)

The idea that further imports Into Tanais of Rhod. amphora containers In the
(ws)

2nd century BC were maintained at the same high level as in the first decades of

that century was deduced by us from a preliminary inspection of the materials and

from a summary^ tabulation of the stamps,

but ho\fever turned out to be inaccurate,

^V' J'-.

ip.27)

•

Udf-

r"
tv,

• "

'

'

t

*•

h-'-' v(25.IV.77)

As a matter of fact, as the annual co-effioients indicate, the flow of Rhod. amphoras
into Tanais although indeed it did continue throughout all of the 2nd century DC on
quite a considerable scale does not attain sueequently the full developement that it

had in 200-180 BC. By the dnd of the century this Importing is sharply curtailed
- the fnial group of stamps which corresponds with the last years of the 2nd century
BC and the first half of the first oent. BC, Is represented by a relatively small

number of finds and a comparatively low oo-effioient. At the same time w. must keep
in mind that all the stamps which can be referred to this group belong to the beginning
pe iod

to the end of the 2nd and the turn of the 2nd/lst cent. BC,

t would be very interesting to compare these results which have to do with the

dynamics of importing Rhod. amphora containers into Tanais with the corresponding data
r north Black Sea centres particularly for the cities of the Bosphorus.

ly such a comparison would involve oonsiderable difficulties. In the first

Place the number of Rh. stamps which have heen found in many centres ( Nympheion,

Gorgitsia. Tiritakos. Kepai, et al. ). are far too few to us. these sta.s for acomp
arative statistical tabulation. In the 2nr! r«i

of th, Rh. ,t..a a=„. to th.

2nd place tne c^ironologioal classifacation

oootro, ,h,ro thoy ,.r, found h., boon

b..un ooly rooontly hy y. t. dodouonto .nd r.f.„ .Inoot „olu.ly.ly to .pony» .t.„p..
At this point we oan oontrast

„

a of the finds of
Kji. Rh.
i\iL0 stamps
e v/aT!ij.JD of
ui. various
vaii xuua periods
pwriOdg
for four Bosphorus oities — Pantikanei
P ioB, Phanagoria,
Mirmekl, Theodosia. The counts
b—count!
1 rtl*

^rtll >*

/mo r<iV%

^

i e

of
of stamps
stamps from
from the
th« last
i«o+- *•two centres Zl » v,d .

wa» publiahed by Y.S. Badalyants,
Pantlkapeion and Phanagoria finds were

91

the c-nmts of

presented
— VI. in
J.U his
iia.e unpublished
utijjuuixaiiou doctoral
uyocorai dissertation
QlSB6rtation• 92
The
The utilisaticai
utilisation for
fnr numerical
nfiT>u>»d
comparison
.
ne

on of our own publications of stamps from Pantikapeios
^
^
n«y do not contain complete numerical data aooodding
to
0 groups
groups and
and f
furthermore
i ideal
rwith
+
onlyh
part of
«
the >
+- < i. ^d— ^
•nd Phanagoria

93

is impossible since tbev a

V . ' i i . i i . i a j xcai

aa'ca aoooi

"•ty part of the material covered In
the research
xn Tine research

T.S. B.d.lyaht..
Bedn1vfin'l-B
mi-- u.. Of- th.
.. .d„u., oo-,rf. to
from
.fef f.S.
Th.
th, Ttdd/^th.
U.Ko„.
I. not Tory rt.. .ino. th. ..snltud, of th. oo^ff. ,111 b. Infloonood hy th.

27)

(25.IV.77)

-TjO-

dlffe^ao,, in the overall „o. of etamoe found at on. or another point. For thle
reaon ™will UMt oureolvee to preeentinf on onr graph the no. of flnde and th.
At th« Sana
Remci -n
J. At
time w© oust ,bear in nfnd that the graph

peraantile indicators (tabTe 3).

shows not the genaral no. of finds
Rh stamps
Rtnmno at4. a givon centre but only the no.
Imas of
01 Kh.

p. 28 of etjoLips which are mainly oponvm
stamns Itabl.
Itohi..
ponyn etanpe

u• , nor. ..tabll.h.d ohronoloEioallv
3j andj nhioh

by Y.S, Baddlyante.

The oonparLon of than. fig„r.. internally and oontra.tlng th,„ .ith th. flgnre. for
th. f .Ida of Hh. atanp. at lanala indloate that th. or.rall djnanica of trad, relation.
-»vith Rhodes in all of thona .,44.'

16. ea. appro*, th. .am.: alight, but oontlnuou^ relation./

during the 5rd oent. Be, . aharp increase towrd the end of the cant, and at the beginnin.
ef the 2nd cent. BO, anoticeable decline in the last decade, and complete dee,in.
®nd

"fch© iind

tip

a
. Appro*,
the ssae picture will be seen when we

e^int the Kh. stamps which wer. found th. territo:^ of th. whole Bosphoru." and
oughout al of ths north Balok Sea region, although the relations of Rhodes and
the western centres of the r.«*.4.v. a

c

ea region underwent somowhAt different ohan-os

from it, relation, with th. Boaphorus a.a
and Tanala
ianalB.
at Tanais attest to n

*.
t „
ffo augt note

only that the finds

4. ,

a ifcy in importing from Hhodaa throughout the oourae

at oent in oompariaon with the 2nd quarter of th. cent. fhi, indicate, aaimil.riiy
7 •-we also observe a onnparatively high activitt
... in RV, 4.
where
the 9«A oent.
4. BC,
nr as distinguished from the
6 European
-Jr inside
Rh, oftrade
th during
n >. the 2nd half of
. .
^
.or. lnt.„,iv.
curtailing „f Soaphoro-Ehodian relaticna
t .Oi the, Bosphorua, where
^ also
, can a.n-a to confirm o,;r oont.ntlon i,l»M
relations
Thi.
.h ttakes
ew plaoe
v. after 220 BC.

derie,
during th.
the Hellonietio perioa
period with
with 4-Jm.
the centres of the A«l«t4d. n/h.,hU

a

T.nal,

^ne ABiatie Boaphorus epeoifically.
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.Burgi to ^(x
typing

D.B.Shelov, Pottery Stamps from Tanais, 5rd - 1st centuriss B.C!., JToscovj,1975.
••'0 translate the passages cited by P-iley, for the stamps found at Benghazi,
ll.-iSq'l

On no.23.

Androniikos is one of the oponyms of the 2nd cant. B.C.
44

either as 180-150 B.C.,

He is d- ted

45

or rather as the second half of the century.

His name has

.46

been established rather probably on the stamp of ArAOOBOYAOS.
:Cn no.35.
remains

The die of this stamp is out from one that has already been used:

the

of the earlier inscr, ate visible.

subr

On no.86.

p.4 7

The stamp on the handle of a very small amphoriskos.

The handle etdhs

sequently served as a polisher. (?) There were no less than 3 eponyms of this nam.e.

Astymedes Ist belonged to a period which preceded the Pergampn complex, the activities
130

of A. 2nd occurred in the period of 180-150 B.C.

This

The last eponym is known not onlv
131

from stamps but also from the testimony of Polybios.

This has enabled us to ciaiifv
• 132

the time whan he ex/ercized the functions of eponymous priest to 170-150 B.C.

It is

true that V.Grace/ is now inclined to consider that the term of office as eponyrm for
133

A. 2nd falls in the period which does not precede but follows immediately after 150 B.C.
but she produces no justification for such a redating.

The name of this eponym occurs

on both Tanais stamps, in the one which is now being described and on the following
one.

Of course there was still another eponym, A. 3, who can be dated in the Ist cent.

B.C.,

and is probably identical with A* eon of Dorotheos, priest of Lindian Athena
135

in 46 B.C.

50

On no./. 100, The stamp with the name of the eponym A0PKYAIAA2 is found in the
154

Pergamon complex,

155

and the eponym can be dated 220-180.

Judging by the presence

in many rectangular stamps of D. of the representation of the full-face head of ilelios

(no.lOl), D. exercized the functions of priest-eporiym rather at the and of the 3rd
than at the begirining og the 2nd centurj'' B.C.
0.51

The stamp/ was published by P.M.Leontieff^^^' and S.M.Pridik''"'^''
road the r r-me

of the moath.

homvev did not

-

2

do. 17.77)

-

414

p.85

Qn no.271.

The stamp v/aj. x^ub^ishad by P.M.Laontieff

415

and 3.M.Pridilc.

The

/

name of the ergasteriarch Antimachos)is one of the most frequently encountered.

It

is always placed in rectangular stam.ps accompamiad by the emblem of a caducaus.

Such

416

stamps are found in a sugnificant number in the Pergamon complex

and in the cisteni

417

of the agora of Olbia,

180 B.C.

which makes us refer/ the activities of this m'f'r to 220-

ie are further led to this dating by encountering A. stamps on the same amphs,

•with the stamps of the eps. Athanodotos and Pratophanes (no.6, 186).

413

3.?!.Pri!ffik has

indicated the existence of an amphora of A. •'/vith a stamp which contains the riame of fv,-,
419

ep. M3£:i?.?A.402.

"

If this is the case, than we must recognize the fact that the

activities of A.'s v/orkshop outlived thenchronological frgme of the Pergamon complex
and continded on in the second quarter of the 2nd cent, B.C., to which period the
Alsxiiaachos is referred.

420

Qp.

But inasmuch as the reading of the name of. A. on the

amph.

cited by E.M.Pridik is conjectural, for the time being it wd, be more prudent to date
the activities of this m'f'r in the period of the Pergamon complex.

nos.329-30, The ergasteriarch (Drakontidas) can be dated securely in the

sac end

half of the 2nd cent, B.C. on the basis of the contemporaneity of these stamps with
stamps of the eponyms pf Group V, APKiMBPOTOI 1, AASSIAZ, and API2TAK02.

the

513

On no. 413. M0IX02 vdth branch. For the time being it is difficult to date the
stamps of the m'f'r lloschos, E.I.Levi thinks that the st, of M, found in the Olbia
oistem must precede the period of the Pxcrgaraon complex, in v/hich such stamps
no-^

found.

She proceeds from the shape of thehhandle and the script of the seal.

However, there are xaxl stamps with this name which have been- executed with

cgreless script, ratrogKSda, with a lunate sigma, etc.

615

a

614

vary

Moreover the absence of
against

Moschos stamps in Pergamon in itself cannot serve as a basis far referring th»m to
the period of the Perg, complex.

mmmrnrnm

m
I
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>rd - 1st centurios R.Q., Mob cow,1975.
D.B.Shelov, Pottery StaiapB from Tanaie. 3rd

.e translate the passegfa cited by Riley, for the stamps found at Benghazi.

P. 34

On no.23.

Androniikos is one of the eponyms of the 2nd cent. B.C.
44

either as 180-150 B.C.,

He is d ted

45

or rather as the second half of the century.

His name has

46

been extablished rather probably on the stamp of Ai'AQOBOYAOZ.
Jn no.35.

The die of this stamp is cut from one that has already been used:

the

remains of the earlier inscr, ate visible.

fAcPTi. ^^»/•p.47

On no.86.

EUbl

The stamp on the handle of a very snail amphoriskos.

The handle xtnsw

sequently served as a polisher. (V) There were no less than 3 eponyms of this name.
Astymodea Ist belonged to a period which preceded the Pergampn complex, the activities
130

of A. 2nd occurred in the period of 180-150 B.C.

This

The last eponym is known not only
131

from stamps but also from the testimony of Polybios.

This has enabled us to cla> ifv
132

the time when he ex/ercized the functicsis of epOTiymous priest to 170-150 B.C.

true that V.Grace/ is now inclined to consider that the term of o-^fioe as eponym for
133
A. 2nd falls in the period which does not precede but follows immediately after 150 B.C.

but she produces no justification for such a redatlng. Tho name of this eponym oocurs

on both Tanais stamps, in the one which is now being described and on the following
one. Of course there was still another eponym, A. 3, who can be dated in the let cent,
134

B.C.,

t'AV

and is probably identical with A* eon of Dorotheos, priest of Llndian Athena
135

in 46 B.C.

50

On no./. 100. The stamp with the name of the eponym uOPKYAIdA^is found in the
Pergamon complex,

154

155

and the eponym can be dated 220-180.

Judging by the presence

in many rectangular stamps of b, of the representation of the full-face head of Hallos

(no.101), D. exercized the functions of prieet-ep )nym rather at the end of the 5rd
than at the beginning og the 2nd century B.C.
PiSl

The stamp/ was published by P.M.Uontieff
read the uss of the moniii.

156

157

and B.M.irldik

who however did not

(18.IV.77)
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Dn no.271.

p.85

414

The stamp was published by P.M.I^ontiaff

415

and i3.?,f.Pridik.

The

name of the ergasteriarch Antimaohos is one of the most frequently encountered.

It

is always placed in rectannular stamps accompanied b" the emblem of a caduceus.

Such

416

stamps are found in a sugnificant number in the Pargamon complex

^ of the agora of Olbia,
^ iso B.C.

417

and in the cistern

which tnakeo us refer/ the activities of this m'f'r to 220-

iift are further led to this dating by encountering A. stamps on the same amphs.
418

with the stamps of the eps. Athonodotos end Pratophanes (no.6, 186).

ii.M.Pritfik has

indicated the existence of an amphora of A. with a stamp which contains the name of the
419

ep. AAj£iIMAX02.

If this is the case, then we must recognize the fact that the

activities of A.*8 workshop outlived thenchronologioal frgme of the Pergamon complex
and contindod on in the second quarter of the 2nd cent, B.C., to which period the ep.
420

Aloximaohos is referred.

But inasmuch as the reading of the name of. A. on the amph.

citod by irl./^.Pridik is conjeotural, for the time being it wd. be more prudent to date
the activities of this m*f'r in the period of the Pergamon complex.

p.97

On noa .329-30.

The ergasteriaroh (Drakontidas) oan be dated seaurely in the second

half of the 2nd cent, B.C. on the basis of the contempornnelty of those stamps with the
r.is

stamps of the eponjrms pf Group V, APXCMBPOTOZ 1, AAESIA2, and API2TAK02.

p,112

On no. 413.

U02X.02 with branch.

stamps of the m*f*r Mosohoa,

For the time being It is diffioult to date the

E.I.Levi thinks that the et. of U. found in the Olbia

cittern must precede the period of the Pergamon complex, in which such stamps were no<£14

found.

She proceeds from the slmpe of the handle and the so ipt of the eeal.

However, there are xmni stamps with this name which have been executed with a very
615

Oftreless script, ratrogeede, with a lunate sigma, etc.

Moreover the absanoe of
against

Mosohos etampa in i'ergamon in itself cannot serre as a basis f«r referring them to
the period of the Perg, complex.

^
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^_^(p.37) The folloTnnp; items form Rh. Pairs«
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—

p.38

On no. 40,

(25.IV.77)

,

—__

•^j-x-v-— P-C-cte-2^-—

Hir S'•'•>'
——

The stamp has bean published.

It is found on the handle of an intact amphors

which has on the other handle the stamp of the fabricant Menekratos (no. 405)
Stamps with the name of the eponyn Aristeidas have been found in the

>? -/ T

72

Pergamon complex

r\

73

and are dated thereby at 220-180 BG

F.H. von G. proceeding from the

difference in scripts on the various stamps with the name Ari. considered the possibilitv
«

'

74

of distinguishing in the 2nd cent BG two eponyms of this man.

^

'

;/e objected to this

proposal on the assum.ption that already in the 1st quarter of the 2nd cant. EC forms of
io
Sl/J^

v/hich F.Hillar considered late could have been used.

75

isag-Hweha InaB-'*much as

"\1.3^"^ ®- group of cursive stamps on which the name of Ari. is found were dated by us to 180150 BG it seemed only natural to consider that the Ist examples of those stam.ps

could have appeared even at the end of the"Pergamon period" and hence be referred to th
periodof

tlia priesthood of Ari. in the eighties, of the 2nd cent. BG. However at present when

^®

the entire group of cursive stamps has been referred by us to the end of the 2nd cent

BG (see above) it has become impossible to hold that all stamps viith this name are
contemporary.

In the stamps of the Pergamon complex and on cursive stamps

76

there

are inscribed the names of two different persons vdio correspondingly exercised
priestly functions in the period 220-180 3c and at the end of the 2nd cant. BG.

X

Obviously there was yet another eponym Aristnidas I much earlier among the eponyms of
chronological group I. Our amphora belongs to the time of Aristeidas II, to the time
Ol the gergamon complex. The shape of the Tanais amphora with the bulging proportion

of the body and the sloping shoulders corresponds to this date. It is more likely that th
stamps of this Aristeidas than those of Ari. Ill are combined o n the handles with
78

secondary stamps

•% ' >

X„.

,

A/-.. ,
-'v..- j

•C:

p.40- On no. 54

V' - A f iVT-U ',

]

c.A!

On fhe other handle of a small intact amphora is the fabricant's name
7JUh\I0V2 (no. 378)

' «.\j

^

1OTTc. V^

p. 43 Cn no, 68 On the other handle of the same amphora rjas found the s+amp of the
ergasteriarch AICV (no. 326)

V^Vr

•;.u

-

29

(25.17.77)

-

»u>

p.45

On no. 77

Lnsacling] around a blossom

118

The stamp on one of the handles of an intact Rh. amphora

from ^?ound
119

7 of the excaTations of P.M. Leontiev was published by L. Stafani and E.Il. Pridik.

On the other handle is the stamp of the fabricant Aristokle/s (no. 283). The same
combination of names of oponym and fabricant are knoT,vn on two other amphoras, one of which

in ^the

is in the Cyprus museum and the other from the grave of Khan-31-Azal near Aleppo
120

Damascus museum.

On the Cyprus amphora there is a secondary stamp.

This requires us

to date the eponym Archddidas not during the whole period of the Pergamon complex as one
mi-^ht be lad to think if one started out from the fact that stamps of Archi. were fovmd
121

in Pergamon,

122

C 'Uji
-'-••y*

but in a narrower sector of time — 200-180 BC.
-tto • A(»->C( \c - ^ s-

CO"t--v A-D-s. //^I
JU)

.cy , .

(

.7., / '

i/

On no. 78 1-66*E. Ill Burial 237 No. 25
A stamp on one of the handles of an intact amphora.

p.46

On the other handle is
123

the stamp of the fabricant Amyntas (no. 264).

p.47

On no. 87

The amphora has bean published,

A stamp of Astymedes II,

On the other handle of the same fragmented amphora was the stamp of the Qngasteriei

p.48

3YIIA3IT0Y (no. 351) A.I. Boltunova perfectly correctly dated this amphora at 180-150 3G,
one

P./64

136

of

On no. 168 A stamp on the handles of an intact amphora; on the other handle,, is the stamp
y
lo , p i>
-•
\
with the name of the fabricant -Simmiets (no. 451). There ware no less" than two

eponymous Rh. priests with the name Xenophantos. The first of these has baenV^ferred by YG
^

270 gd

to Group II of eponyms, his priesthood has been dated aprox the middle of the 3rd cent. BC.
p.65

To him belong the stamps which have bean found in great numbers during the excavations of

the Ath. Agora.

Xenophantos II was dated by Bleckmann during the period of the Pergamon

271

complex,

272

but VG puts him in the following period, 180-150 BC,

in Pergamon itself

, was f ound one stamp with this name which was wrongly identified by K. Schuchardt
273
of Xenophanes,

'

: a- - . >

stamo

274

Xenophantos II is referred to in stamps found on Delos,

and it is

his name which appears on the stamp on an amphora which has on its other handle the name

f*!-'

......

f!

-

•^^05

(25,IV,77)

30 -

275

p. 65 of the fabricant Hippokrates

Finally we know of a stamp of Xenophantos II which
276

is accoiapaniad by a secondary stamp.

Obviously this aponym to whom our stamp also

belonriE was active at the very end of the "Pergamon period" , in the '80s of the

2nd cent. BC. However we do not exclude the possibility that among the stamps of X. II
there -.vill subsequently be distinguished stamps of two magistrates, one of whom

can still bo referred to the period of the Pergamon complex, and the other to a period afte

180 BC,
p. 83

^

o

7

No. 264 [reading] wreath

A stamp on the handle of an intact amphora, on its other handle is found the
eponyn stamp 3ni APXIAAIAA aON0IOy(no. 78). The synchronisation of the names of

tnis oponym and the fabricant Amj-ntas which was 1st established by our amphora con
firms the referring of the activity of the latter to the first two decades of the

^
2nd cant. BC (no. 263),403 [In 19|ll
during the excavations of the mounds on the right
bank of th4?.!anych Biver H. G. Moshlcova found a shattered amphora with two stamps on
the hankies: A'iYJJTA and API2T2N02 gMi¥ YAKINaiOY. This combination of names confirms
our dating (see no. 66)]
\

p.88

[See p.'iA of present typescript]
.

No. 288 [reading] around a blossom
A stamp on one of the handles of an intact Rh. amphora,

the excavations of P.TL Leontiev and published by Pridik.
the eponym stamp Sni APXIAAIAA AAAIOY (no. 77),

amphoras has been encountered before.

446

445

444

from Mound 7 of

On the other handle ig

This combination of stamps on

The ergasteriarch Aristokles is one of those

whose stamps are found particularly often. Sevan of his stamps were found in Pergamon
The presence on amphoras from the workshop of Aristokles of stamps of the eponvms
448

Aristonos,

p.89

449

Archilaidas, and Aratophanes I

^

^

also point to the period of the

Pergamon complex. The stamps of this fabricant are very frequently accompanied bv
secondary stamps v/hich usually contain a single letter.

450

^
This enables us to refer

the time of the activities of the erg. Aristokles as well as the eponyms referred to

447

mi
-

(25,IV.77)

31 451

p 89 to th9 first two decades of the 2nd cent. BG.

Obviously there was also an

452

earlier fabricant with the samo name,

A ( U
A stamp on the handle of an intact amphora., on the other handle is the eponjnn

Ho, 326

p,96

stamp 3111 APIZTSfvTOZ
of the most active fabricants

YAKIH0IOY (no, 68).

The ergasteriarch Dios is one

of the period of the Pergamon complex.

In Pergamon there

502

were found 19 stamps with his name,

503

in the Olbia cistern 12 wore found.

The

finding of his stamp in Villanova enables us to date his activities in the beg, of the
504

2nd cent, B8,

The chronological correspondence of the fabricant Dios and the ep,

Aristonos vihich was established by our amphora confirms this dating.

At the same time

the combinations of stamps of Dios with stamps of the eponyms Sodanos, Tiestoros and
a

505

Kallikrtes IX

require us to refer the beg, of the work of this fabricant to the

last quarter of the 3rd cent, BC«»
Eo

p.lOl

Ho, 351

Te>

[reading] caduceus to the right

Astamp on the handle of a shattered amphora, on its other handle is the stamp
532

ETil AZTYIIHA0YZ

iCvlA-i

AAAI0Y (no, 87).
/Cc ^ ^ I.

p,107

No. 378

A stam.p on the handle of an intact small amphora

,/ which is the ep. stamp of Aristodamos (no, 54),
/

on the other handle of

This find establishes precisely the time

of

of the activities of the workshop Kallio which enables us to refer her to the 2nd half

of the "Pergamjn period".
M.».

),101

No. 405

cluster of grapes [reading]
601

The stamp has been published.

It was found on one of the handles of an

intact Ph, amphora which had on its other handle the eponym stamp [En' IBPESiZ]
APIZT3IAA

AP[TA3mITI0Y (no, 40),

The combination of those two stamps on one

amphora enables us to refer the activities of the fabricant Monakrates to the period
of the Pergamon complex.

Obviously there also existed an earlier ergast, with the

same name who stamped ontainers in the 3rd quarter of the 3rd cent, BC.

This is also

IQEmI

32

p.iao

'^.0^

(25,IV.77)

-

indicated by the findings of stanps of ?fene'krat9s in early complexes and the combinati.on
602

of one a»d such stamp with the stamp of the ep. Mition,

/

- t yui. I

p.117

t

cr

llo. 451

The stamp is on the handle of an intact Kh. amphora.

t

the same vessel is the ep, stamp Shi HSnOiMHTOY riAiTAMOY (no. 168).

stamps of the fabricant Simmias are exceedingly rare,

On the other handle of

The

Vfe kno?; of only one other stamp of

650

his T/hich was found in Bulgaria,

The finding of our amphpra enables us to date the

activities of this fabricant in the time of the op. xenophantos II, i.e. at the end of
the period of the Pergamon complex.

LThe following is referred to in footnote 403 on p. 83, Sea p,30 of present typescript]
j-

. .) SU U,

^^ VA

p. 42 No. 66

(reading] around the head of Helios

p,43

Twenty stamps of the op, Ariston were found at Pergamon,

round stamp w'lich was accompanied by a secondary stamp ("1^ ,

103

srn;.:, v <. ^

Among them was one

Judging from this find

the time of the activities of the eponymous priest Ariston must be placed not at
104

220-180 EC as is done by F. Blockmann and VG,

but in the second half of that period
105

200-180,

F. Hiller von G. dates this ep, to 220-150 BC,

but there is no basis for

expandittg the chronological frame.

t7~',

/? ./f.j C^"'' —X

)

'JWfl-'

m

(25.IY.77)

•

rEr.'
•,^

^p,37) Th« following items form Rh» i"air8>

J= '

if'f1o

71

p,33

On. no» 40»

^
'

^

The staraxj hae been publiehod.

which has on the other handle the stamp of the fabricant .'JenekrateE (no. 4G5)
StanuB with the name of the oponjm Aristoidas liave been found in the

vr\ VV'^ ^ Pergamon complex

Y"'

It is found on the handle of em intact amphoi

"^2

and aro datac, taeroby at 220-180 BS

73

l-".!!. von G. proceeding from the

differonoo in coripts on tiie various stamps v/ith the name Ari. considered the possibility
74

of distinguishing in the 2nd cent BC two eponyma of this uian.

tto objected to this

proposal on the acsumption that already in the let quarter of the 2nd cent. BC formB of
75

letters which F.Killer considered late could have bean used,

fesaeweeha Inas much ae

,'U

a group of cursive stamps on which the name of Ari. is found were dated by us to 180-

150 B1 it eeetned only natural to consider that the let examples of these stamps

could have appeared oven at the and of tho"Pergamon period" and hence be referred to the
periodof

tie priesthood of Ari, in the eighties, of the 2nd cent. BC.

However at present when

the entire group of oureive stamps has been referred by us to the end of the 2nd cent.

BO (see above) it has become impoesiblo to hold that all stamps v/ith this name are
7G

oorrtemporary.

In the stamps of the Pergamon complex and on cursive stamps

there

aro inscribed the namoa of two different persons who oorrespjondir-gly exercised

priestly functions in the period 220-180 Bo and at the end of the 2nd cent. BC,

Obviously there was yet another oponym Aristnidas I

much earlier among the apatnyun gf

77

ohronologioal group I.

Our amphora belongs to the time of Aristeidas II, to the time

of the fergamon oon^iplex. The shape of the Tanais anpaora with the bulging proportions

of the body end the sloping shoulders corresponds to this date, it is more likely that ths
stamps of this Aristeidas than those of Ari. Ill are combined o n the liandlos with
78

secondary starapa,
rt- ,-i.^

O .

C

f»>rro
A- »

cr ^ ^
&">

p.40- On no. 54
41

iw
i V I-'

tf U
u
O

On +ha other handle of a small intact amphora, is the fabricant' e

name

KAAADtrZ (no. 578)

p.45 On no. 68 On the other handle of the same amphora was found the stamp of the
ergastsriarch AIO^ (no, 326)

-rJEi

-

On no. 77

8.0^-.

(25.17.77)

29 -

treadiag] arouml a bloiJton
118

Tho fitamp on on® of the hendloe of an intact Rh, amphora

from Mound

7 of the exoavatiuns of i-'.M. Leontiev was published by L. btefani and B.U, Rrldik.

119

On the other handle is the etamp of the fnbricant Aristokle/^e (no. 280). Tho earae
oombinetion of nanee of oponyn and fabrioant aro knom ceo. two other nraphoras, on® of which

It.

is in the Cyprus museum and the other from the gravo of Xhan~31-Azal near Aleppo

in the

120

Damaaous inuBeum.

On the Gypnas amphora there is a secondary stamp. This requires us

to date the eponym ArohddidaE not during tho whole period of the Pergaraon complex as one
might b« led to think if one started out from th« fact, that stamps of Archi. were found
121

in Pergamon,

On no* 76
p.46

122

but in a narrower sector of time — 200-160 3C,

T-66 K. Ill ;3urial 237 No. 25

A stamp c» one of the handles of an intaot amphora.

On the other Imndle is

tho stamp of the fabri'jant AB^mtas (no. 264). Tho amphora has boen published,

p.47

p.4S

123

Qa no. 87 A stamp of Aatymedes II.

On the otiier handle of tho Bams fragnontod e-mphora i.;aB the atamp of the ergasteriar
'I

SYiCbilTOY (no. Sbl) A.l. floltunova perfectly correctly dated this tiiaphora at 100-150 BC, 136
one of

p«/64 On lO. 1G6 Astamp on the handles of an intact anphoraj on the other handle 3s the stamp
with the name of ths fabrlcant Slamlas (no. 451), There were no less than two

eponyKiJua .h. pilests with the nam Aenophantoe. The first of these has beonrdferred by VG
to uroup li 01 eponypM, his priesthood hae been dated aprom the middle of the 3rd oont.270RO. VM
p.66

To hi* belong the stamps which have been found in great numbers during the excavations of

the Ath, Agora. Xenophantos H was dated by Bleokmann during the period of the Pergamon
271
212
oomplex,
but VG puts him in the following period, 180-150 BC,
In Porgamon itself

was found exie st^p with this name whioh was wrongly identified by IC. Sohuoh&rdfc as « stamp
of Xenophanes.
Xenophantos II is roferred to in stamps found on Deloe,274 and it is
hi# fwuse wnioh appears >n bha staiap on an amphora whioh has on its other handle the name

"irniHtfiiiirsiiniiM

inpw flpmiiiviiwi

(25.IV.77)

- so -

9.03

275

Finally Tie Imow of si stanp of Xenophantoe II which

p. 65 of tha fabi'icant Hippokrates.

276

is aocompaniad "by a aacondary stamp.

Obviously thila aponyia to whom our stomp also

bolonf.G was active at tho very end of the "Porgamon pWiod" . in the 'SOa of the
!

2nd cent, BC. However we do not exclude the possibility that among the stamps of X. II

there will subsequently be distinguished stamps of two magistrates, one of whoa
can still bo referred to the period of the Porgamoa complox, and tho other to a period after
180 BC.

/

•I
0.83

No. 264 [reading] wreath
i
j

A stamp on the handle of an intact amphojra, on its other handle is found the

eponym stamp Sill APXIAAIAA ZMlN0IOY(no, 78),

i'he' synchronisation of the names of

this eponym and the fabrioant Amyntas which was Ipt established by our amphora con

firms the referring of the activity of the latter to the first two decades of the

2nd oent, BC (no. 263).

405

bank of the^ftinyoh

[In 1961 during the excavations of the mounds on the right

M. G. ?!oshkova found a sheitterod amphora with two stamps on

the hanaies; AMYHTA and API2T2K0Z

our dating (see no, 86)]

yAXIKaiOY.i

[See p.

This ccmibination of names eonflnaa

of present typescript]

,
*

Xvu s

p.88

Ho. 288

Lre

around a

\

\

blosaogi

444

A stamp on one of the handles of an intact Kh. amphoraf

the excavations of P.M. Lsontiev and publishsd by Pridlk.
the eponym stamp Eni APXIAAIAA

AAAIOY (no. 77).
446

amphoras has been encountered before.

445

\ from Mound 7 of

[.

On th4 other handle is

This combination' of stamps on

The ex*gaBteriaroh Aristofcles' is one of those
447

Whose stamps are found particularly often.

Seven of his stamps were flxand in Pergaraon,

Tho presence cn amphoras from the workshop of Aristokles of stamps of ti^e eponyms
448

Aristonos,

p.89

449

Arohilaldas, and Aratophanes 1

Pergamon complex.

also point to the period vf the

Tho stamps of this fabrioant are very frequently aooowpHUiiod by
450

seoondaiy stamps which usually contain a single letter.

This enables us to refer

the tin» of the aetivitles of the erg. Aristokles as well as the eponyms referred to

b.OK
-

(25.:.V,77)

31 451

p, 89

to the first two decades of the 2nd oent. BG,

Obviously thaire was also sui

452

earlier fabricant with the sane name.

^ • CcJ

p.96

A stamp ctti the liandle of an intact amphora, on the other handle is the eponyn

No. 326

stamp 2111 API2TPil02

of the most active fabricants

YAKINOIOY (no. 68),

Th© erf^aGtoriaroh Dies is one

of tho period of the Porgamon complex.

In Fergamon there

503

were found 19 stamps with his na-io,

503

in the Olbia oistem 12 wore found.

The

finding of his stamp in Villanova enables us to date his activities in tho beg. of the
504

2nd cent. Bd.

The chrcmological oorrespondenoe of the fabrieant Bios and the ep.

Aristonos which wac established by our amphora canfirma this dating.

At the sarne tine

the combinations of ataiaps of Dioa with atanos of tho aponvTos Sodanos, Tastoros and
a

505

Kallikrtes II

requiro us to refer the beg. of tho -.vork of this fabricant to th#

last quarter of the 3rd cent. BC»
/-t !•

p.101 No. 351

Im

-I

] caduoeus to the right

Astamp on the handle of a shattered amphora, on its other hamdle la tho stamp
c^o

ani ArrYiiHA9i2

maioy (no.

"
K

p.107 No. 373

^ ^ (o u i

A stamp on the handle of an intact atiall amphora

which is the ep. stamp of Aristodamos (no. 54).

on the other handle of

This find establishes precisely the tinn

of

of the activities of the workshop Kallio which enables us to refer her to the 2nd half

of the "Pergamn period".

p.lOl No. 405

cluster of grapes (reading]
601

The stamp lias been published.

It TJas found on one of tho "fiandles of an

intact Kh. amphora ^lidoh liad on its other handle the epooyn stampIHlPSaZ]
APliTiSIdA

APLTAJMITIOT (no. 40), The co:irt»ination of these two stamps on one

amphora enables ua to refer the aetivitiee of the fabriosint ISenekrates to the perish

ef the Pergamon oomplex. Obviously there also existed an earlier ergast. with the
same name who stamped oootainers in the 3rd quarter of the 5rd oent. BC. This la also
(jiiniiiiiiiiiiii III!

iiiUMite

{25.IV.77)

p.iao indicated by the finuinge of etarapa of Menekratea In early conplaxoa and tho oombinetion
of caie and auoh stamp with the stamp of the ep, Mition,

608

r

^ f

p.ll7 Ho. 451 The stamp is on the liandle of tm ii^tact nh. anpho:^. On the other handle of

the sara© vessel ia the ©p. stamp HIil aiSHO'iANTOY ilMA-MGY (no. 168), The

Btanps of the fabrioant dinmias are exoeedingly rare. We ^ow of only one other stamp of
650

hie vMich was found in Bulgaria.
The finding of our wiph,;ra enables ue to date the
activitios of this fabricant in the tina of the ep. xeno^haiitoa II, i.a. at the and of
the period of th« Perganon oojaxjlax.

LThe following ie referred to In footnote 403 on p. 83, S«i^ p.30 of present typosorlpt]
p. 42 No. 66
p.43

Ireading] around the head oi' Holios

> vfere found at Fe^rgamon. Among them wa« on#
Twenty stamps of the op. iristoc
round Btamp w.iuh was accomiauniod by a secondary stamp i K . 103Judging from this find
the time of the activities of the eponynous priest Ariston must bo plaoed not at

220 180 BG as j.a done by F, Bleoksnann end VG, 104 but in the *second half of that period
200-180. F. hlller von G. dates this ep. to 220-150 BC, but thoro is no basis for
\

expanding the ohronologioal frame.
• -*1
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p. 127 Chapter 2
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/^ '•"• ^ <£U„>45-«^

— Rnidian Stamps

/c'o A,

Knidian wine wns very popular in the ancient world, it is referred to by
various Gresl: and Roman authors.

Knidian wine amphoras of the Hellenistic period

are very well known owing to the stamps found on them which contain the ethnikon
<111'"

KHIAIOH or KHIAIS2N (sometimes abbreviated).

Both the evolution of the shape of

2

I<h. amphoras

and the chronological changes in the manner of stamping have been

quite well investigated.

Usually I5i. stapms contain three items of information:

1) the name of the eponym magistrate preceded by the prep. Elil, occasionally with
and indication of his function — AAMIOPfOZ or SPOUPAKCOS; 2) the name of the
ergasteriarch; 3) the ethnikon.

In one group of stamps v/hich can be dated at the end of the 2nd and the beg,
of the 1st cent. BC, in addition to this data we find the names of two other

ePPietti^ officials, sometimes accompanied by the titles APX0HTS2N or ANAPS2N .
All this data can be placed on two stamps oh" the two handles of the amphora or

can be found on one stamp. In the second instance on both handles of the amphora
one and the same stamp may appear or the second handle can remain unstamped.

Inasmuch as the ethnikon is by no means found on all

Kh. stamps and the

shapes of the stam.ps and the formulae of the inscriptions are quite various,

is not always possible to distinguish Kn. stamps with sufficient accuracy.

it

Indicators

for such a distinction can be found in the clay and the general shape of the amphora
p.128

handle. This data however does not always enable us with complete certainty to refer

a stamp to the Kn. category particularly if the stamp is poorly preserved. In our smj3ii
collection of &3. stamps two stamps (no. 535, 539) occasion certain doubt as to
whether or not they belong to this centre ( see also commentary on stamp 601),

Although we already icnow very many Kh. stamps in the north B. Sea region

thy are encovmtered comparatively r arely. The export of ICn. wine was made basically

•

^•^gPTOWHWill|iyi>ll^ll|i^ilipiUIIWIWMWIlII

•

^.<5L
(25.17.77)

- 'XZ.
»

(p,123)"to other regions, particularly to Athens 7;here lin. stamps comprise significantly
mo^e than half of all finds of am.phora stamps in general . Just as significant r/as
5

the importing of Tin. wine to Doles.

During the excavations of the cities of the north 5^-^

Black Sea region it was found that lin. stamps com.prisa on the whole only a small perceiitage
6

of the overall no. of the amphora stamps.

The twelve 15a. stamps in our collection complot®

ly correspond to this usual norm.

The general chronological frame and the individual periods of j^n. stamping have
3rd

i

been quite firmly established. This stamping was employed from the third to the bsg.
7

as

of the Ist cent. EG, i.e. at precisely the same time that{it was employ9d)in Rhodes.

The majority of Tanais finds of this type which admit of a more precise dating belong
to the end of the 2nd or the beg. of the 1st cent. BG.

On no. 531
%.

The name of the eponym Apollonidas is frequently found on Kn. stamps.

Sometimes it is mentioned with the title ^POUPAP-XOZ. This circumstance and also

\ .

the oonditionc. of the find of one of the stamps wi+-h the nam.e Apollonidas in the
made possible

complex of the cistern B20:2 at the Ath. Agora enabled

the dating of the

9

eponym Ap. in the period 188-166 3G.

Incidentally it is possible that there also was
10

a second eponym of this name vfao came considerably later in the beg. of the 1st cent. B'G
p.^29

On no. 532

The inscription reads from right to left.

In her publication of a

similar stamp [see reading] 7G remarks that stamps of this type are known even

earlier and must be dated in the 3rd quarter of the 2nd cent. BG.

A stamp of

12

this typo was found in the Pergamon complex.

On no, 533

The stamps of the eponym Politas are referred by VG to the end of
13

the 2nd and the beg, of the 1st cent. BG.
should be dated at the same time.

Obviously the fabricant Hikasiboulos

tO-5
-

p 129)

On no. 534

Lreadi^]

23

-

(25.IV.77)

Prow of ship
on the

left

The eponym Sosiphronea- is well-known on Iln. stamps. An amphora
with a similar stamp was found in Ath. in a complex from the end of the 2nd cent. BC

VG refers his activities to the beg. of his duoviri-period.

15

•

The fabricant Diodotos

14

•

mentioned on our sta-p must also be dated to the end of the 2nd cent. EG. 16 liowever
17

VG admits the possibility of the existence of two fabricants of this name.

On no. 535
Ist cent. BG.

names are known on T&i. stamps of the end of the 2nd and beg. of the
Ptobably similar stamps, not completely preserved, were read bv

V. Ganarache as iDuI DIGNYSJOU.

(p.130) On no. 536

19

^

The stamp was published by A. I. Boltunova [Chatterbox"]. ^0
Asimilar stam.p from Tyre was published by E.M. Sbtaerman who for

some reason considered it to be Rhodian.

V. Ganarache properly designated a similar

stamp from Istria as belonging to the group of Kn. stamps but he erroneously read the
name of 4-ohe fabricant which has been incompletely preserved as EYi^POtllOS. 22 The find
of a similar stamp in the construction layer of the south stoa of the Ath Arora made
possible the dating of it to a period around the middle of the 2nd cent. BG.

However there -ms also another Kn. fabricant who had the same nam.e and whose activitigg
can be referred to the end of the 2nd and the beg. of the lat cent. BG.
In his
stamps there is mentioned the name of a later eponym Sosiphron (no. 534). 2 5 ;/hen
•
na first
mentioned our stamp26 -we erroneously referred it to the stamps of this
Euphrosynos II,

On no. 537

The names read from right to left. Avery similar atamp from the

Bosphorus, ®^c9pt with the addition of the ethnikon anAION was published by
Pridifc.

0^

stamps we encounter the name of the eponym Lachartos who

belonged to the first half of the 2nd cent. 30. However, the L. on our stamn as
well as the Anstogenos, obviously was the member of the committee of officials whos<

- 24 -

' (p.l30)ramf3S are ocoasi nally precaded by ths title AMAPC?JT,

(25.IV.77)

This requires us to date

the staiap in the duoviri-period, i.e. at the end of the 2nd and the beg, of the 1st
cent.

BC,

On no. 538

A ccmpletely unreadable rectangular stamp.

On no. 539

This stamp is referred to the Kn. group provisionally.

On no. 540

An unreadable rectanf;ular stamp -with the depiction of a trident at

the right.

p. 131 On .10. 541

A rectangular stamp.

On no, 542

An undecipherable rectangular stamp v/ith the depiction of a palmetto.

Chapter 3 —

Koan Stamps

Koan stamps on double-barrelled amphora handles -were first distinguished by A. Ifeiuri
among those found on the island of Kos on. the basis of the coincidence of i large no.

of names of these stamps with names found on Koan coins and in Koan lapidary inscriotio
barelled

'

In 1951, S.M. Shtaerman as a means of comparing stamps on double- and single-barrellecj
handles which recall Rh. handles in shape except that they are more slender, proved

the existence of Koan stam.ps cm ordinary everyday amnhora handles.

2

This discovery of

E.M. Shtaerman is now accepted by all specialists in po ceramic epigraphy, although
many specific stamps on single-barrelled amphora handles which she had classified
3

as Koan turned out to belong as a matter of fact to other centres.

Despite the fact

that the percentage of Koan amphora stamps among other remains of ceramic epigraphy
has irtcreased somewhat after this identification by S.'-i. Shtaerman nevertheless their

number in finds rem.ains comparatively small, which fact can be explained obviously by
the sporadic nature of the stamping of Koan amphora containers.

Numerous Koan amphora

(25.IV.77)

-25-

OOyf

(p.l3l)hancllas v/hich vjsre not stamped are very well known.

In Tanais no more than 14 Koan stamps were found.

•f" 1

They all occur on double-

barrelled amphora handles but that two' of these stamps (no. 549, 561) belong [qt Kos
is still doubtful inasmuch as the clay of the handles on which they have been

stamped differs somev;hat from the ordinary Koan clay and moreover they-a^e-withest
Langob]
the handles lack the bright

Tihich is characteristic of Koan amphorae.
5

Imitations of Koan amphoras are well-known.

(p.132)

As far as the dating of Koan stamps is concerned the development of Koan amphoras
6

in the course of the 4th to the 1st cent. BC has been investigated, but these amphs
apparently were more or less regularly stamped only in the 2nd and 1st cent, EG,

The

chronology of Koan stamps has not as yet been elaborated, however, individual stamps
can be dated from palaooraphic and other data.

It is impossible with certaint^y to de

cide who the persons Y/ere whose names figure on Koan stamps. Extremely rarely do we
7

find magistrates names with the prop. Eni, in the majority of instances single names
on Koan stamps occur without a prep, in the p^enitive or nominative case and occasion
ally extremely abbreviated. Most prob. they are the aames of the fabricants and not
of the magistrates. Such an assumption would seem to be supported by the faot,thft%

among other things, that the most frequent names ofKoan stamps are Adaios, Orobion,

sad Polites and others which are not to be found on Koan lapidary inscritpions and coins'
[lists of names found on Kos, see PH]

The dependence of Koan amphora containers on Rhodian necessarily calls attention
to itself.

It can bo seen in the angular curve of Koan amphora handles and in several

other technical specific characteristics of Koan amphoras which have not in frequently
caused investigators to confuse Koan stamps with P.hodian, and also in the use as

emblems on Koan stamps (^vhich in general are rather rare) of typically Rh, motifs —

-

26

^.06

(25.IV.77)

-

(p.l32)the poinagranate blossom, the caduceus et al. (no. 544, 564),

On no. 543

The name of Adaios is enaountered very frequently on Koan double-barrelled

"9

handles, it occurs also on single-barrelled ones.

It is usually accompanied

by the depiction of a pomegranate blossom vjhich was borrowed from the typology of P,h. stps

lno.544). orhether there was such a depiction on our stamp it is impossible to tell, since
the right part of the stamp is broken off.

VG dates Koan handles with the stamp of
10

Adaios which were found on Delos at the bag. of the 1st cent. BG.

On no. 544 [AAAI plus pomegranate blossom]

(p.133 On no, 545

On no. 546

The stamp reads from right ot left.

The name is new for Koan stamps.

A similar stamp was published bv A. Dumont vfho considered it to be

Knidian.

11

Such stamps have already been found in the north B. Sea region. 12

On no. 547 T-62. Mound 1, Without no.

On no. 548

Inscription reads from rivht to left.

On no. 549

The inscription reads from r,;t to 1ft.

On no. 550 Tds inscription reads from r t to 1ft.

The stamps of Lochos are encount13

ared not infrequently on Koan handles.

On no. 551 The name Orobion is one of the most frequently encountered on Koan stamps.
14

Stamps with this name have been found in the north 3. Sea region,

in

15

Athens, in Alexandria, on Delos, in Palestine,

Pergamon

16

The find of a stamp of this type in

proposes that it be dated at the end of the 3rd or the beg. of the 2nd cent q-

PrfffftiWiriaiiMtiiiini

-

(135)

(25„IV.77)

27 -

Hovfaver "7G points out the fact that stamps of Orobion

discovered on Delos and at

the Ath. Agora according to the conditions of the find and the shape of the handles
cannot be that early, and proposes that wa see in them the stanps of a later homonym

P.134

presuiaably of the end of the 2nd cent. 3G«

If this is the case then our stamp which

v/as printed it seems with the same die as the stamp from Delos belongs to the same

Orobion II, for whom a shape of the 2 open toward the top {

) and the use of the

name in the nominative case would seem to be characteristic, while on stamps from

Pergamon and from Tyre the 2 is open toward the bottom (2) and the nam.e appears in
the genitive case.

On no. 552

A stamp of Orobion il,

553

554

Pomegranate blossom HOAITHZ

The extremely stylised and simplified depiction of the blossom to the left of
17

the inscription which recalls several depictions on late Ph. stamps,

establishes

the date of this stamp as not earlier than the end of the 2nd cant. BC.

On no. 555

To the left of the inscription there is some sort of unclear depict i o n
or letters.

On no. 556

On both barrels of the red-clay double-barrelled handle

— on a rectangular

anepigraphio stamp in the shape of a two-pronged fork which falls along the
stamp.

•f^l
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(0 01

(25,It.77)

-

1<.0A-'^ Jr^^vovwj

Knldian viiine wos ver'/ Dopular In the ancient ^orld, 3.t is referred to by
' •
1
rious Greek and Eomnn authors, Rnidien wine amphoras of the Hal^'enistic period

are very well known owinp to the stamps found on. them which contain the ethnikon

y

if

X

KiIlAION or KI'IIAIiTN (Gometiraes abbreviated).

U^

^

Both the evolution of the shape of

2

ai^'phoras

and the ohronolosrioal ohanees in the me.nner of stamoin* have been

quite well investif^ated.

Usually Kn. stapms contain three items of information:

1) the name of the eponym magistrate preceded by the prep, Elil, occasionally \tith
and indication of his function — AAMIOPfOZ or $POUPAPXOZj 2) the name of the

.-'J

ergasteriaroh; 3) the ethnikon.

In one rroup of stamps which can be dated at the end of the 2nd end the beg,
of the Ist cent, DC, in addition to this data we find the names of two other
3

e#!l?io»t^ officials, sometimes accompanied by the titles APX0NTS2M or ANAP2M ,
All this data oan be placed on two stamps oh" the two handles of the amphora or

can be found on one stamp.

In the second instance on both handles of the amphora

one and the same stamp may appear or the second handle oan remain unstamped.

Inasmuch as the ethnikon is by no means found on all

Tfn, stamps and the

shapes of the stamps and the formulae of the inscriptions ere quite various,

is not always possible to distinguish Kn. stamps with sufficient accuracy.

4
it

Indicators

for such a distinction oan be found in the clay and the general shape of the amphora
p. 12 8

handle. This data however does not always enable us with complete certainty to refer
a stamp to the Rn. category particularly If the stamp is poorly preserved.

In our small

collection of Kn, stamps two stamps (no, 535, 539) occasion certain doubt as to

whether or not they belong to this oentre { see also oommentary on stamp 601),

Although we already know very many Rn, stamps In the north R. Sea region

thqrare encountered oomparativoly r arely. The export of Kn. wine was mde basically

[0^01.
~ 2Z-

(25.IV.77)

(p.l23)to other r«e;ion8, particularly to Athene where Kn. staTips ooTnpriae significantly
4

more than half of all finds of amphora stamps in general .

Just as significant was

5

the importing of Kn. wire to Delos,

During the excavations of the cities of the north 8e-5

Black Bea region it was found that Kn. stamps comprise on the whole only a small percentage
6

of the overa.ll no, of the amphora stamps.

The twelve Kn, stamps tn our collection complet<

ly correspond to this usuel noi*m.

The general chronological frame and the individual periods of Kn. stamping have
3rd

been quite firmly established.

This stamping was employed from the third to the beg.

7

as

of the 1st cent. BC, i.e. at precisely the same time that(it was employed)in Rhodes,
The majority of Tanais finds of this type which admit of a more precise dating belong
to the end of tho 2nd or the beg, of the let cent. BC.
8

On no. 531

The name of the eponyii Apollonidas is frequently found on Kn. stamps.

Sometimes i t is mentioned with tho title 5R0UPARX02, This oircuiistance and also

the conditions of the find of one of the stamps with tho name Apollonidas in the
made possible

complex of the cistern B 20:2 at the Ath, Agora enabled

the dating of the

9

eponym Ap, in the period 188-166 3C.

Incidentally it is possible that there also was
IC

a second eponym of this na'ne who came considerably later in the bog. of the lat cent. BC.
p.129

On no, 552

The inscription rea^s from right to left.

In her publication of a

similar stamp laee reading] VG remarks that stamps of this typs ars known sven
11

earlier and must be dated in tho Srd quarter of the 2nd cent, BC.

A sta-^p of

12

this type was found in the Pergamon complex.

On no. 533

Tho stamps of the eponym Pnlitas are referred by VG to the end of
13

the 2nd and the beg, of the 1st cent, BO.

Obviously the fabrioant Nikasiboulos

should be dated at the same time.

Ui.

lo.o3
-

1^129)

On no. 534

Lreadigl

(25.IV.77)

23 •

of ship

on tha left

The eponyin Soeiphronee- is well-known on in, Etaraps. An amphora

14

with a Eirailar ctamp war fnrmd in Ath. In a nnmplex from the end of the 2nd cent. BC,
VO rofors hie ectivities to the heg, of his ducnriri-perlod.

The fahricant Diodotos
16

mentioned on our sta-p must ale^ he dated to the end of the 2nd oent.
Lt •

Hovwver

VG adnits the possibility of the exiatonoe of two fahricants of this name.

On no. 536
Ist cent. BG.

Both names are known on Xh. stamps of tha end of the 2nd and bej^. of the
18

.

^ V

Ffcobably similar stamps, not completely preserved, were read by
19

V. Cauaraohe as STil DltilTySlOIJ.
20

(p.130) On no. 536

The stamp was p'jblished by A. I. Boltunova [Chatterbox].
A similar stamp from Tyre ^tos published by B.l", Shtaerman who for
21

some reason oonsidered it to be Phodian.

V. Canaraoha properly designated a similar

stamp from Istria as belmging to the group of Kn. stamps but ho erroneously read the
name of the fahricant which has been incompletely preserved as iiY»P0LN02.

The find

of a similar stamp in the construction layer of the ro'-th stoa of the Ath Apom md©

possible the dating of it to a period around the middle of the 2nd cent. BC,
However there was also another Kn. fahricant who had the same name and whose activities
24

can be referred to the end of the 2nd and the beg. of the Ist oent. BC.

25

In hie

sta mps there is monticmed the name of a later eponym Soslphron (no. 534).

iVhen

26

we first merti-^ned our stamp

we erroneously referred it to the stamps of this

Suphrosynos II.

On no. 657

The names read from right to left. Avery similar atamp from the

Boephorus, except with the addition of the ethnikoo KUIAIOK was published by
27

S.li. lYldik.

On Kn. stamps ,;e one )unter the name of the epcnym Uchartos who
28

belonged to the first half of the 2nd oent. BC.

Howover, t^J- on our stamp as

•
^
» the oommittea of officials whose
well as the Ariatogen^eq^ obviously was the member or

- 24 -

(p.l30)naraes are ocoaai^ally preoeded by the title MAPS2N,

(25.IV,77)

Thia requires ue to date

the stamp ic. the duoviri-period, i«e* at the end of the 2nd and the ber» of the let
cant. £C.

On Qo» S3Q

A completely unraadable rectangular stamp.

On no. 539

This ataap is referred to the Ka. group proviBionalJy.

On no. 540

An unreadable rectangular stamp with the depiction pf a trident at

the right,

p. 131 On no. 541

On no. 542

j

A rectangular stamp.

An undecipherable rectangular stanp with the depiction of a palmotte.

w
Chapter 8 — Koan Stamps

Koan stamps aa. double-bari^lled ampnora handles were first distinguished by A, tfaiuri
among those found on the island of Kos on the basis of the coincidence of * large no.

of names of these stamps with names found on Koan coins and in Koan lapidary insoriptions^
barelied
nareiiea

In 1951, E.M, Shtaeraan as a means of conparing stamps on double- and single-barrelled

handles wliioh recall Ith. handles in shape except tnat they are more slender, proved
the existence of Xoaxi stamps on ordinary evaryday amphora handles.

2n

This discovery of

a.it. ohtaermaa is now accepted by all speoialists in pe ceramic epigraphy, although
jaany specific stamps on single-barrelled amphora tiandles which she had daeeified
as Koan turned out to oelong as & matter of fact to other centres.

3o

Despite the fact

that the peruenta-e of Koan suaphora stamps among other remains of oeraraio epigraphy
has ii^creaeed somawnat after this identifioation by B.»^. iihtaennan nevertheless their

number in finds remains comparatively small, which fact oan be explained obviously by
the sporadic nature of the stamping of Koan amphora containers, Huaerous Koan amphora

iSlSiil

m

Ii

\4

I0>^f

(25.17,77)
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{p.l,3l)lmiidle'S which were not etarnped are vary well knovm.

In Tanaifi no more than 14 Koan etairpo wsro found,

Thoy all ooour on double-

barre31od amphora nandles but that two of thase stamps {no. 549, 561) balonR ot Koa
is atilT doubtful inasmuch as the clay of the handles on which they have been

stamped differs aomawhab from the ordinary Soan clay and moreover they-ere-withewt

the handles lack the bright

lanRob]

which is oharaoteristic of Koan amphorae.

Imitations of Koan amphorae are well-known.

(p.l32)

As far as the dating of Koan stamps is concerned tho development of Koan amphoras

in the course of the 4th to the let cent, BiJ hps been invoctigatod, but these ampha
apparently were more or leas regularly stamped only in the 2nd and lat cent. DC, The

chronology of Koan etatnpe has not as yet been elaborated, however, individual stamps
oon be dated from palaeoraphio and other data. It is impossible with oertaintly to de
cide who the peraons wore whoso names figure on Koan stamps, iixtremely rarely do wc
find magjLstreraa names with the prep, lilll, 7 in the majority of instances single namoe
on Koan stamps occur without a prep, in the genitive or nominative case and occasion
ally extremely abbreviated. Most prob, they are the aames of the fabricants and not

of the magistrates. Suoh an assumption would seem to be supported by the fact,that
amcaag other things, that the most frequent names ofKoan stamps are Adalos, Orobion,

•»4 iolites and others which are not to be found on Koan lapidary insdritplons and ooina,
[Lists of names found co Koa, see PHj

he dependence of Koan amphora oontainern on Phodinn neoeesarily
It can be seen in the angular curve of Koan amphora handles

•' I

attention
in several

technical cpeoifie oharaoterlstios of Koan amphoras which have not iifi frequently
caured investigators to confuse Koan stamps with I;hodian. and also in the ufee as

sniblsMS on Koan stanpe (which in general are rather rare) of typically Rh.; motifs —

-

26

I

{26.IV.77)

-

(p.l32)th9 pomegranate blossom, the oaduceus et al. (no. 544, 564).
On no. 543

The name of Adaios is encountered very frequently on Koan double-barrelled
9

handles, it occurs alec on single—barrelled maes.
h.:, V

It is usually accompanied

by the depiction of a pomegranate blossom which was borrowed from the typology of Rh. stps
(no.544). Whether there was such a depiotion on our stamp it is impossible to toll, since

the right part of the stamp is broken off. VG dates Koan handles^with the stamp of
Adaios whioh wore found on Deles at the beg. of the let cent. BG.

On no. 544 lAAAI plus pomegranate blossom]

(p.133 On no. 545 The stamp reads from right ot left. The name is new for Koan stamps.

On no. 546

A similar stamp was published bjr A. Dumont who considered it to be
11
"

Jtairtian.

Suoh stamps have already boon found in the north B. Sea region.

12

On no. 547 T-62, Mound 1. <Jithout no.

On no. 548

Inscription reads from right to left.

On no. 549

The Inscription reads from r,f;t to 1ft.

On no. 550

Tis inscription reads from r t to 1ft.

•h

The stamps of Loohos are encount13

ered not infrequently on Koan ^utndles.

On no. 551 The name Orobion is one of the most frequently encountered on Koan stamps.
14

Stamps with this name have been found in the north D. Sea region.

In

15

Athens, in Alexandria, m Delos, in Palestine.

The find of a stamp of this type in

16

Pergamon

proposes that it be dated at the end of the Srd or the beg. of tlw 2nd cent. BC,

IHB

-

(25,I'7,77)

27 -

(153) HowaTer VG points out th© fact that atampo of Orobion aw disoovared on Doloa and at
tho Ath. Agora according to the conditions of the find and the shape of the handles
cannot be that early, and proposes tlmt we see in them the stanps of a later hoinonyin

p.184

presunably of the and of the 2nd cent, 30, If this is tho case than our stamp which
Was printed it Kocma with the aamo die as the stamp from bolos bo longs to the tame

Orobion II, for whom a 3l\apa of tho

open fcovmi-d the top (

) and the use of tho

name in tho nominative case would seem to be oharaoteristic, while on stamps fi'om

Pergcjttoa and from Tyre the S i« open toward the bottom (2) and the name appears in
the genitive case.

On no. 552

A stamp of Orobion II.

553

554

Pomegranate blossom IiOAITH2

Tho oxtrenaly stylised and simplified depiction of the blossom to the left of
17

€he inscriptiaoi which recall* several depictions on late Rh. stamps,

establiahee

the date of this stamp as not earliar than the end of the 2nd oant, BC,

On no, 555 To the left of tho Insoription there la sonis sort of unclear dopiotion
or letters.

On no, 556

On b-jth barrels of the red**clay double-barrelled handle

"••• on a rectangular

anepigraphio stamp in the shape of a two-praiged fork which falls along the
stamp.

wm
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D.B, SheloT, Pottery Stamps from Tanais, 3rd to Ist centuries BC,
Moscow, 1975

p 134

Chapter 4-

Sinopean Stamps

The group of Sinopean astynomic stamps is one of the most
interesting divisions of ceramic epigraphy.

The individuality of

these stamps and tha4r enormous numbers, coming mainly from the Pontic
region, and above all from the JSmdrk North Black Sea area, long ago
turned scholars' attention upon them, particularly Russian and Soviet

p 133

scholars.

The Sinopean origin of the principal mss of astynomic

stamps, while already suspected by V.N. Yurgevich and D. Robinson,^
was brilliantly proved by B.N. Grakov in his monograph specially
2

devoted to these stamps.

B.N. Grakov also gave the first classi

fication of Sinopean stamps, dividing them into six chronological

groups and distributing all the names known to him of astynomas and
argasteriarchs according to these groups.

According to his presentation,

the stamping of Sinogean amphoras arose at the end of the 4th c. BC,
and continued to the first half of the 1st c. BC.

In general, the

chronological classification of Sinopean stamps of B.N. Grakov appears
as follows;
Group

II

end 4th c. BC - around 270 BC
around 27O - 220

III

around 220 -

I

IV

180
around 180 - 130

V

around 130 - 120_

VI

aroiind 120 - 70

The attribution of the astynomic stamps Irafaswi^^y B.N. Grakov
and the chronological classification of them proposed by him were

1. Y\irgevieh, Inscrs on handles and frags of amphs and tiles found in Theodoaia
in I894, B00ID X7III, 1893, P 90-94f Robinson, Gk and Lat Inscrs
from Sinope and Env, AJA IX, 1903, p 299-300.

2. Grakov, Anc Gk ceramic sts with namoa of astsmomes. Moscow, I929, p ix ff,
3. Ibid.. p 107 ff.

M.oi
-

2

-

accepted by all scholars and remain to this day the basis for dealing
with this category of epigraphic ceramic monuments. But the absolute
chronology of Sinopean stamps has undergone revision and significant
modification. Already in his review of B.N. Grakov's book, A.N. Zograff

pointed out that the beginning of Sinopean stamping should be dated not
to the end but, for e^ple, to the middle of the 4th c. BC.

The neces

sity of moving the beginning date to the middle of the 4th c. BC was
noted by A.A. Neichardt; she based this on the redating of Sinopean
silver coins by T. Reinak and on the facts established by finds of
early Sinopean stamps in archeological complexes,

Accordingly, B.N. Grakov, proceeding from these supporting facts,
redated the beginning moment of Sinopean stamping, bringing it to the

middle of the 4th c. BC.^ However the chronology of the remaining

groups was not revised by him.*^ In. the meantime, already in 1951 A.A.
Neichardt proposed to lower /this seems to mean 'put further into the

past' in Russian/ the dates of the last tE^g^gJ8§|i'if B.N. Grakov sig
nificantly, proceeding from the archeological context of finds.
Other researchers also spoke of the necessity of a much earlier dating

p 136

of the last groups.^ In i960, T.I. Tsekhmistrenko brought the end of
astynomic stamping down to the dividing line of the first and second
(quarters of the 2nd c. BC, while assTuning the existence after that in
Sinope of stamping only with the names of potters.
But he did not
give an absolute chronology for the various groups of Sinopean stamps.
In 1963, S.A. Semenov, on the basis of study of the complexes of finds
on the Bosporos proposed his chronological scale for all six groups of
B.N. Grakov,and in the same year I.B. Brashinsky publ^-Shed his
4. Zograff, ZfN XL isafc 1-2, 1930 p 175.

Jp, Neichardt, Monts of cer epig of Miimeki and Tiritaki as a source for study
of trade rels of the Bosporan realm with the Bl Sea centres in the

Hell, period. PhD diss., Leningrad, iipc 1951, P H, ®adem. On the question
of the politics of fJumelos on the Euxine Sea, in The Ancient—.vorld, M; 1942, p

6. Grakov, A stone settlement on the Dnieper (MIA, no; 36), Moscow 1954 p 90,

7. Ibid, p 91.
.
.
V,
8. A.A. Neichardt, Monumanta of ceramic epigraphy

TO
p 12.

9. M.I. Maksimova, The Ancient Cities of the S-E Bl Sea area. M-L, 195 6, p 2I8-.9.
Tseldndiistrenib, Sinopean cer sts with the names of master potters, SxAx

oil i960,
X/DU, no.
uu • 3
y P 75;
lyf Brashinsky,
A'.'. «»-•***—9 Advances
|i
^11
V
SA
InI' cer
epig.. 3k 1961. no. 2 p 301.

•!—

_
. .
, .L
rtQ-r. o+.o
1 f1Giti. - Sts Bs & source f o r +1
T(T
Sinopean
cer
stsat ...,
pD 75;
10. Tsekhmistrenko.
ceramic
nroduction
Sinope
4th^:gna: c.^c. pnL./.aiss. dqcofc l^x

'

m'

„ 8-9:

P s-9;

"

y7

11. Report on the 3rd session of the Odessa arch, society in/y^jch 23 Sept, 19gj
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this day the basis for dealing

accepted by all scholars and

with this category of epigraphic^'monument;
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chronological scheme.Both the latter scholars, while completelyaccepting the classificational grouping of B.N. Grako-v, propose
a rather profound alteration of his dates. Here are their chronological
boundaries:

S.A. Semenov

I.B. Brashinsky

330-323

360-320

323-28O
280-243
243-213
213-170
170-110

320-270
270-220
220-183
I83-I3O
130-100

Group
I
II
III

17
7
71

As we see, the tv;o schemes are fairly close to each other in the
definition of the first groups and differ significantly in the dating of

the last groups, although the authors of the two schemes were proceeding
on the basis of the same material, the testimony of archeological com

plexes.

At the present time ever more often voices are raised in favour

of an even greater lowering /putting farther back/ of the dates of
Sinopean stamps.7.1. Tsekhmistrenko, while dating the beginning of

astynome stamping 4t Sinope to the middle of the 4th c. BO, at the same
time places already in the second quarter of that century the first

group of fabricant stamps without astynomes, thus defining the beginning

of Sinopean stamping in the 70s of the 4th c. BC.^^ But he assumes an
even earlier introduction of stamping at Sinope — in the first quarter of
the 4th or even in the last quarter of the 3'''h c. BC,

B.A. 7asilenko

proposes a similarly early alaUujLg data fro the beginning of Sinopean

stamping in a more definite way.^^ He puts forward also a new chrono
logical scheme for the whole of astynome stamping;

16

12. Brashinsky, The economic relations of Sinope in the 4th-2nd c. BC, in
The Ancient Cltv. Moscow, I963, p 133. Cp. J.B. Brashinsky, The pro
gress of Greek ceramic epigraphy in the USSR, Eirene XI, ±|tx 1973, P 127.

13* 7.1. Pruglo, Sinopean amphora stamps from Mirmeki, KSIA I09, I967, p 48•

B.A. 7asilenko, On the question of the dating of Sinopean stamps,

'

SA 1971> Mcpdt no. 3, p 847-230; idem. Ceramic stamps from ancient settie^

ments ... PhD diss., Moscow, 1972, p 16-IB.
14. Tsekhmistrenko, Sinopean ceramic stamps

p 68.

13. Sataitankanp 7asilenko, On the question of the dating of Sinopean stamps p24q
16. Vasilenko, Ceramic stamps from anc setmts
n 18
'
'~50

)\.oS'
-
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Group

III

400-360 BC
360-510
310-260

17

260-220

I
II

V

220-180

VI

I8O-I3O

4

-

From this short survey it is apparent that the absolute chrono

logy of Sinopean ceramic stamps can by no means 3ret be considered
established.

In particular, the dates of stamps in the last three

chronological groups, -which are chiefly represented in the Tanais

excavations, are highly insecure. In accord with the chronological
schemes of S.A. Ssmenov and I.E. Brashinsky, these groups occupy the
end of the 3rd and the whole of the 2nd c. BC, while according to the

chronology of V.I. Tsekhmistrenko they should be dated to the 3rd c.

and £x 1st quarter of the 2nd c. BC, since, by his scheme, astynome
stamping at Sinope comes to an end already in the first quarter of the
2nd c. BC.

Apparently, the later limits of Sinopean stamps should be

chronologically placed at approximately the same date also according
to the proposals of V.I. Prviglo.

B.A. Vaslilenko attributes the

three later groups of stamps to the 2nd half of the 3rd and first three

quarters of the 2nd c. BC, while I.T. Kruglikova and Yu.G. Vinogradov
accept the later dating

to the whole 2nd c. BC. 17

The very early end of Sinopean astynome stamping proposed by
V.I. Tsekhmistrenko seems to us nevertheless not very likely,

in the

first place, the date itself of this end in the works of V.I, Tsekhmi
strenko is not very clearly defined; it is placed at the and of the

first quarter of the 2nd c. BC, but here it is affirmed that the
1^0W
liquidation of the astyyiome magistracy at Sinope happened Q.
some
years

before the taking of the city by Pharnakes I, i.e. at the beginning of
the BOs of that cent-ury. 18

In the second place, the sense and reasons

17. I.T. Kruglikova, Stamps on amphoras from the excavations of the settle
ment at the village of Semenovka, KSIA. II6, I969, p 96-97; I.T.
Kruglikova, Yu.G. Vinogradov, The stamps of Sinope on eunphoras from the

settlement of Andreevka Yuzhnaya (South Andreevka), KSIA 133, 1973, P 45.
18. Tsekhmistrenko, Sinopean ceramic stamps ..., prfefygirf' p 75 and note lo6»
idem. Stamps .... p 10, 11.

*
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for such changes in the period of the existence of an independant city
remain altogether incomprehensible, a point to which attention has
already been drawn.^^ In the third place, if we recognize the dates
accepted by V.I. Tsekhmistrenko for the beginning and end of astynome
stamping - 350 and 188 BC
then it is necessary to recognize that
it lasted for l62 years or about that: the number of astynomes should
not be higher than the number of years of stamping, miereas according
to the calculations of Tsekhmistrenko himself the number by name of
known astynomes is greater than 182and if we consider that a
certain quantity of names may be yet unknown to us (although that
quantity cannot be significant), we must recognize that the duration
of the period of astynome stamping was not less than 200 years. There
fore it is impossible to recognize the concluding date of V.I. Tsekhmi
strenko without moving the introduction of astynome stamping at least
to the beginning of the 4th c. BC. However, we have seen that B.A.
Tasilenko is inclined to attribute this event already to the end of the

M:

5th c. BC.

p 138

If the absolute chronological frames of the astynome groups of

B.N. Grakov must now be revised, still the groups themselves and their

sequence, i.e. the relative dating of Sinopean astynome stamps, established
by B.N. Grakov,retains its importance even today. A different classification*± from that of B.N. Gwlltov was proposed by V.I. Tsekhmistrenko,
using f©3? its
the comparison of combinations of names and devices

on the same stamp,^^ All the astynome stamps were distributed by him

first into four and later^ into five chronological periods or into nine
stages; in addition, he dfined certain groups of stamps without astynomes
which preserve only the names of fabricants (or, as V.I. Tsekhmistrenko
believes, master potters).

These groups are in part simultaneous with

astjmome stamping, in part precede or follow it. ^ On the basis of this
19. Brashinsky, Advances in ceramic epigraphy

•

•

•

9

p 302.

20, Tsekhmistrenko, Stamps ..., p 6-8.

21, Tsekmistrenko, On the question of the periodization of Sinopean ceramic

* stamps, SA
1958, no.l, p 56 ff; idem. Stamps .... p 6 ff.
22. Tsekhmistrenko, On the attribution of the second names on Sinopean
stamps, NE VII, I968 p 23 ff.
^ggkhmistrenko, Sinopean ceramic stamps ...» p 59

([.£>>
-
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classification T.I. Tsekhmiatrenko defined eight chronological groups
from second quarter of the 4th c. BC to the first quarter of the 2nd c.
BG inclusive.

The classificational work of V.I. Tsekhmistrenko has a number of

evident merits, giving the author the possibility of revising and giving

greater definition to some of the postulates of B.N. Grakov's classifi
cation.

There is, first and foremost, the use by T.I. Tsekhmistrenko of

the method of comparison of dies and his definition of variants or varieties
within the astynome group. Of indisputable merit is his working out of the

question of the anastynomic stamps, very cursorily considered by B.N. Grakov,
in particular of the group of steimps which preceded astynome stamping.
But in general the classification of T.I. Tsekhmistrenko cannot replace
the classification of B.H. Grakov, since it suffers from essential de
ficiencies, making the use of it difficult and sometimes impossibles
X) it is very complicated and involved, for the periodization of the
stamps of astynomes and potters was produced according to different
reasons, aJunm the chronological groups do not correspond to the periods
and stages etc.; 2) it does not contain absolute dates, but only a
for
sequence of stages, one giving way to the next; absolute dates fxa the
periods may be determined indirectly from consideration of the pdter

groups, but these dates axa^not always synchronize with the dates ob
tained by the method of calculation of the number of ast3niomas in each

stage and period; 3) the author has not given a list of eponyius and
fabricants for each period and stage, as B.N. Grakov did, but limits him
self to a bare indication of their nvoaber, and he did not provide pre
cise criteria for assigning individual stamps to one stage or another.
All this forces us in the definition of Sinopean stamps to use the chrono

logical classification of B.N. Grakov, taking into account, of course, also
the observations of T.I. Tsekhmistrenko, in particular the interesting

list comj^ed by him of the gradual changes in the readings and devices of
Sinopean stamps

24

34. Tsekhmistrenko, On the question of periodization ..., p 68,

-
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The uncertainty of the datings of Sinopan
P 139

stamps forces us

to pay special attention to thesat archeological complexes in which
they have been found,

Unfortuneately the Tanais material

gives

practically no basis for dating Sinopean stamps by archeological con
text, since these stamps were not found here in closed, narrowly
dated complexes,

A few Sinopean stamps where found in

Hellenistic

grain pit 10 in excavation XII, but among them were both the com

paratively early (by
astynomes

Tanais^slanSaMsy^stamps of the

Leon and Hekataios (no, 5^7i 558) and the clearly later

stamps of Hikesios, son of Bakkhios, Posios, son of Daiskos, and

Metrodoros, son of Aristagoras (no. 5^2, 574, 5^8).

And other

material from this pit is dated both jdlx the ±k± 5rd and to the
2nd-lst c. BC,

25

The earliest Sinopean stamps from Tanais belong;^ to

the 3rd and 4th chronological groups of B.N, Grakov and should be com

pared ±k with the 3rd period or the first two stages of the 4th period

of V,I, Tsekhmistrenko,
♦in summary♦)

We may suppose that they date generally (lit,

to the 3rd c, BC, perhaps even to the first half of the

century, but they can certainly not be assigned to the end of the

preceding century since material from the 4th c, BC among the Tanais

finds is lacking in general. However there are only a few such stamps

(no. 558, 364, 567, 369, 370, 375); the latest stamps of^fiH^Sl^onological
groups V and VI with mention of the astynome with patronymic (the last
stage of period IV and period V of T,I, Tsekmistrenko) constitute the
overwhelming majority of finds.

Judging by certain combined finds of

Sinopean stamps of the last chronological groups with late Rhodian

stamps, it is possible to to think that astynome stamping still existed
at Sinope in the second half of the 2nd c, BC,

We have in view above

all the finding of a stamp of the astynome Leomedon, son of Epidemos

(no, 563), in (on?) the floor of habitation location G in excavation

23, M,A. Nalivkina, Excavations of the SE section of Tanais {I960-I961),
coll. Antiquities of the Lower Don. Moscow, I963, p 133, 137,

*«•

-

VI togsthsr with a Rhodian. eponym stamp of Polyaratos II of the second

half of the 2nd c. BC (no. I85),

2G

To the 2nd c, BC are dated also

other ceramic fragments in the floor of thds habitation, for example

fragments of "Megarian" c^s.^'^ The presence in the
of the floor of fragments oJ^cu^3^oJ®^ergamene production with medallion
t

reliefs on the bottom , whose manufacture must date still to the second

half of the 3rd c, BC,
artistic ware.

28

should best be explained by the long use of this

I shall mention also the finding of a stamp of the

Sinopean astynome Polyktor, son of Demetrios, of Chronological group V

(no. 375) together with a Rhodian stamp of the eponym Buphranor II,
dating to the 2nd quarter of the 2nd c, BC (no, 112), and a stamp of the
astynome Phemios, son of Theopeitos, of gro-p VI (no, 579) with the
Rhodian eponjan stamp of

Alexiades of the second half of the 2nd c,

BC (no. 14).
The great predominance among Sinopean epigraphical monuments from

p 140

Tanais of stamps

the last two chronological groups distinguishes

Tanais from the other centres of the Bosporos, where the growth of .
Q
it is

Sinopan export to the end of stamping, although tfcxiixalso observed,

but not is such a sharp form, 29
cant quantity

However the generally too insignifi-

Jnopean stsimps at the Nedvigovski town still does^allow

us to draw from that fact any definite conclusions.

26, A.I. Boltunova, I.S. JCamenetskii, D.V. Deopik, Excavations of the

West region of Tanais (I957;:l960), coll. Ancient antiquities of

T?adBwji«jt?Tigtaix Podon'-Priazov', Moscow I969, p I9.
Rhodian kteBqp stamp is wrong.+

The dating of the

27. Shelov, Finds at Tanais of "Megarian" cups, coll. Anc ant Podon*-Priay.r>Tf'
Moscow 1965, p 224 ff; idem Tanais and the Lower Don. 1970 u lbt^-7

28, Bolt|tnova, Kamenetskii, Deopik.xgxfluimggtaYausi« Exc WTanais. p 19, fg 9.
Shelov, Tanais and the Lower Don, p I67, fig on p 171.

*

29. Pridik, MIA I94I, p 179 ff, 186 ff; Neichardt, Mi* Monuments a,, p
Staerman MIA 1923, p 389; Shelov, MIA 1937 P 214; idem. Phanagoria

Brashinsky, Econ rel Sinope ..., p 1375 139.
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Chapter 4
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Slnopoan Stamps
' i.

-IK,,. \. '' . •

Th'.; group of Siaopoan astynoiulo atar.ps is one of thJ aost
Intjrastiog divisions of c ramie opigrapby.

The individuality of

those stamps and thiir onormoua numbers., ooming mainly from the Fontic

mm-

region, and abovj all from tho kiarkjk Korth iilack Sqa airea, long ago

turiiod scholars* attontion upon thomi particularly Huasian and Sovi t
p 135

scholars.

Tlio Sinopoan origin of the principal mass of astynomio

stamps, '.vhilo already ousivoctod by V.Ii* Yurgovloh and D. Robinson,

'sr>?

., ..r

-I

was brilliantly prov d by U»H* Crakov in Ms monograph spaoially

dovotod to thoso stnr.pa*^

«K« Grnltov also gave the first classi-

flcation of Sinopmn stamps, dividing thorn into six chronological
groups and distributing all tha namss knovm to him of astynomjc and

K..t)

i'.wvV'

ergnst rlarcha according to thoso groups. According to Ma proointatlon,
the stamping of Glnopaan sjnpboraa arose at th ; ond of th> 4th e, BC,
and continued to thj first half of the lot o* IXJ,

J... ••-

In gonoral, the

\

chronologlcol classification of Slnopaan etarrps of . «Ii, Qrakov appears
as followst

•••ir •

Group

rv

end 4th e. BC - around 2?0 BC
around .-70 - 2^:0
around 220 - 100
around 100 - 150

Y

around 150 - 12c:

I
II
III

- 70 ^
Tha attribution of tha astynomlc stamps
VI

"'"I

around 120

B«i:, Ghrekov

and tha chronological olasaifloQtion of thorn proposed by him ware

1, Yurgovleh, Inscrs on handlos ond frags of ompha and tiles fo nd In Theodoaia
in lR9'i, 'POOID XVIII, ir.55, p VO-94| Robinson, Gk and Lat Inscrs
from vMnopa onrl ilnv, iUA IX, 1505, p 99-300.

2, Or«koT, Anc Ok c rar.le sts ivlth nam-is of astynoiea. Moscow, 1929, p 11 tf
3, Ibid., p 1L7 ff.

ii

'

.j

'

M^ot.r •

•iTlth this catogory of e t - i g r a p h i o B t f f ' t S i '
chronology of Sinopaan stamps has undorgono fovlaion and significant
tnouificotion. Alroody In his I'sviavv of 3.1i. Gralcov's hook, h.Il, /-ograff

I'b'

pointed out that tho bogirming of Ginopoan stamplnG should bo datod not
to the and but, for .xoraplo, to tho middle of tho Ath C» BG,
Tho nocassity of moving tho baginnine data to tho riddlo cf tho 4th c. OG was
noted by A»A» lloichardt; she based this on the rodatlng of Sinopaan
silver coins by T. liolnak and on the facto established by finds of
3

early Slnopoan stamps in archoological cociploxes.

A-ccordingly, .K, Grakov, proceeding trcaa those supxorting facts,
rodatod tho boginning moi:)»nt of Slnopoan stamping, bringing It to the
middl; of tho Uh c»

groups

novov.jr tho chronology of tho roranining

not revlsod by him,'^ In tho moantimo, alraady In 1951 A»A,

IJoichardt proposed to lowor /t is o ;9Tns to mean 'put furth-*r into the

past' in Russian/ the dates of the last tEro§^g^§|jS''^f '.li« Grakov sig>
nificantly, procooding from tho archoological context of finds*

136

6

0th r res archjrs also spoke of the neceaoity of a rruch earlier datixig

of the last groups.''

In 19 0, V.I, Tsokhi;ilotrenko brought tho end of

astyncanic stamping down to tho dividing lino of tho first and second

quarters of tho 2nd c, BC, while assuming the oxiotanco after that in

Sinopo of stamping only with th.' namea of pottars.^*^

ut ha did not

give an abooluto chronology for tho various groups of Blnopoan stamps.
In 19<;?, S.A. Somonov, on the basis of study of the complexes of finds

on tho Bosporos proposed his chronologionl scale for all six groups of

H.K. Grakov,and in tho same year I.B. Bmshinsky inibllshed his
4« Zoiiraff, ZfN XL isnlr 1-2, 1930 p 17$,

5. Halchardt, !tonta of cer eplg of rtrm kl and Tirltaki as a source for atuSy
of trade rela of tho ""'oaporan realm 'vith thj

1 o.m centres In the

Hell, period, ihD dloo,, loningrod, lofx 1951, P 11; eadem. On the ruestion

of tho politico of 2ur. jIos on the Guxlne G a. In Tho Ancient ;.orld. M; 1')^, p 50J1
6* Grakov, A stone sottlowont on tho Dni-per (.11^. no; !g6). Moaoov 1934 p 90.,
7. Ibid, p 91.
8, A.A. Noichardt, L nurorits of cerumia euir.r.ithv

•-*«*

p 12

9, W.I. Maksimovj^, Th> Ariel eat Gltijs oi the 3-j .1 g'S area. M-L, 195 5, p 2I8-.91
TsakiBlilstronJto, oii5opean c.r sts v.ith thu nnr.as of master potters, Sxloc

^ 19^0, no, 3 p 75; Brashlnsky, Advance» In eif 0plj;. ^ 1961, no. 2 p 3Cl,

10, Tsekhmistrenko, Binopean cor sts'
'1/ ^/j ;" l^eriu, Bts as a source for the
Study of seymalc production at Blnopo 4th ind 0, 1?G« IhD dins, ji1b^l9^
p e^9i

11, Report Oft the 3rd session of tiu* Otsiliii

sosletjr ia Il8i>iE|i 23 Sspt, 19 C3

.

.
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chronological ochomo,""" Both tho lattar scholiira, while corr.plotely
accepting the elassificoticnnl grouping of B.H, Gmkov, propose

a rath :r profound alteration of hia dates.

Hare are thoir chronological

boundaries:

, ,n

S.A, Sonanov

1.13. Byashlnsky

350-325

36o-3J?0

323-280

320-270
270—4^1 0

Group
I
II
III
IV

230-243
245-213
215-170
170-110

V
VI

220-183
I83-I5O
130-100

•.vV.

00c, th:)

definition of the first groups and differ significantly in the doting of
the last groupja, although the authors of tho two scheinos troro procooding

on the basis of tho aanio material, the tostimony of archuological comploxos. At the present tiro oyor moro often Toicos are raised in favour
of an oven greatar lowering /putting farther back/ of the dates of
Sinopoan stamps.V.I. Tsokhmistronlco, while dating tho b^jginning of
astyneano stamping 4t Sinopo to the middle of tho Ath o,

C, at the same

tlrju places already in tho socond qunrtor of that century tho first
gronp of fa' riCQUt stamps without astynonos, trua defining tho beginning
V

*

of Slnopaan stamping in tho 70s of the 4th c, hG*

But ho assumes an

evon oarlijr Introduction of stamping at Sinopo — in the first quarter of
th> 4th or0 ovon in tho last qucrt r of tho 5th c, ;:C.

H.A. Vasilonko

»?

proposes01 a similarly -^arly dating date fro tho beginning of Sinopoan
<

stamping in a more definite way. 15

He puts forward also a m^i chrono-

log^cal sch :!Sie for the vhola of astynomo stomping;^"
12. Brashlnaky, Thj ooonomlo relations of Sinopo in the 4th-2nd c. BO. la
Th Anciont City, lloscov;, 19'-3, P 133« Cp.
; rashinaky, The pro

'

gress of Greek coramio epigraphy in th^ USSR, nirona XI, i$x 1973, P 127.

13. V.I, iruglo, SinopjQn ampbora stamps from fiirmoki, KSIA 109. 19^7* p 48;
; ,A, Vasilenko, On tho cuootlcn of tho dating of olnopoan stamps,
3A 1971, uvjfxf. no. 3, P 847-230; idem. C >raniie stamps from and :nt settlamijnts ... HiD diss., inioseow, 1972, p 1C~1B,
14. Tsekhicistrenko, Mnopoan caramlc stamps .,,, p 68,

13, Hxniiwkmjf. Vasilenko, Cn th> question of thi dating of Slnopean stamps, p24S-$0
16. Vasilenko, Cornrlc st-rpo from anc aotrts .... p 18
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Group

I

400-360 DC

II

360-310

III
IV

260-220

V

220-180

VI

I8O-I3O

4

-
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310-260

I

.• -y • •

>'»,•; •'•3 3-'

K'iuh-

Pron this short survoy it ia opparont that the absolute chrono
logy of nincpjon corairic stamps can by no roans yet bj conoidjrod

estoblishad.

In portlculnr, the da as of stomps in thj last thrae

chronologieol isroups, vvhloh are chlafly ropr-aontocl in tha Tanalo
oxcaYotions, are highly inoooure. In nocord v:ith th^ chronological
sehiHtos of S,A, Sjnonov und l.b, Broohlnsky, tbcco groups occupy tho
and of tho 3rd and the whola of tho 2b<' c. EC, while according to tho

chronology of V.I, Tsak'niistr-inko they should bo dated to the 3rd c.

and ir. Ist quart >r of tha 2nd c. BC, aincoj by his schsiao, astynomo

'y- if
.'V.iJ

stamping at Sinopa comes to an and already in the first quarter of the

2rd c. BC. Apparently, tho lat-ir limits of Binopijan star,'pa should bo
chronolo ically placed at approximately the same date also according
to tho proposals of V.I, iTuglo.
3.A, Vaslilenko attributes the
three later groups of stamps to tho 2nd half of tha 3rd and first throo

• 'Y'*
^ V

•1

quartirs of tho 2nd c. BC, while I.T, Krugllkov^j and Yu.G. Vinogradov
accept the lat:>r dating to the whole 2nd c.

The T ry jarly end of '.'inopcan aatynome stamping proposed by
V.I, Taekhmiatronko so-^nna to ua n jTorthelsss not v^ry likely. In the
first place, the date itself of this end in the

orka of V.I. Tsckhmi-

stronko ia not Tcry cl uerly d ifin d: It la pl?icid at the end of the
first (uiartir of the 2nd c. BC, ut h re it ia affirmed that the

liquidation of the aatynome magistracy at Sinope happened So^i*year«
I before th'i taking of thj olty by Pharnak sa I, i.e. at the boginning of
i the 00s of t at century. 18 In the second place, tho sense and raaaona
17. I»T. KiaigllkoYa, Stamps on SMphoras from the oxcayations of the settle
ment at the Yillage of SeanenoTka, KSIA. U6, 1969, p 96-97; I.T.

Kruglikorn, Yu.G, Vinotrador, The stamps of Blnope on amphoras from the
aottlerocnt of AndrJCTk^ Yuzhnaya (South Andraevka), ksIA 133, 1973, p 45,

18. Tsokhmiatrenko, Sinopaan oeratnia stamps

jrrA-fnainiHi p 73 and note lo6e

H2£» Stamps .... p 10, U.

'yy.

for auch ohaD^:>s in tha period of tha axlstinoo of an indopsndant city
reraain Gltogctiiar inconprohiinaiblo, a point to which attention has
TO
alroady boon drawn. ' In th; third placo, if -xe rDCOtinlso tha dates
acooptod by V.I* Tsalchmistrenko for thj beginning and ond of astynome

,

atomping — 550 and 166 LC —, then it is nocesaary to rocognizo that
it Instod for 162 yoars or ahout that; tho nuir.bor of astynomoa should
not bo hitihor than the nui:;bar of yonrs of stampini:. '.boroas according
• •••*

..I'.--'

to tho oalculationo of Tsoklmistronko hir-solf tho nujcber by nano of
known astynoroos is groator than 162»

20

and if we conaidor that a

certain quantity of nair. 8 ray be yot unknc -n to us (although that
quantity cannot bo significant), ws must rocognizs that tho duration
of the period of astynone stamping was not loss than 2CO yonrs,

"if-v vr-•
J

• ip-

*'•

Thore-

foro it is impossible to recognize tho concluding date of V.I. Tsekhmistronko without mov'ng tho introduction of astynor.e stamping at lonst

to tha beginning of tho 4th c» I'C,

Ilovjovor, wo have soon that B*A»
r'

Vasilohko Is inclinad to attribute this ovont nlroady to tha end of the
5th 0. 3G.

If tho absoiuto chronological framos of tho fsstyncacj groups of

p 158

-v.Ii. Grakor must now ba rovisod, still the groups thorns jIvjs and thoir
ooquence, i.o. tho rolatira dating of Sinopoan astynome stamps, ostablishad

by 3#K, GrakoT,retains its inportanco oyon today. A differ.'Ht olaaoifl-

oatlc.nadt from that of -.li, G^kor was sropossd by V.I, Tsakhr!iotrjn}co,
using

af»

its

Vxxs'is

on tho saco atamp.

tho coanporlson of corbinatlons of names and doricoa

21

All tho astynoma starpa -Toro diatributod by him

firot into four uid lat.«r. Into flyo chronological periods or Into nine

atagos; in addition, he dfinod certain groups of stamps without aatynomoo
srhioh proserro only the neaies of fabricants (or, sa V.I. Tsekhmiatrjnko

II

beliores, raster iottera)*'

Those groups arc in part slEmltanJOUs with

astynone stamping, in part precodo or follow it.^^ On th, basis of this
Brashinsky, Adrancos in corario epigmpby *•*, p 502.
20, Tsakhmlstreiiko, Stamps ..., p 6-8.
21. Teekniistronko, On tin

otion of the pariodlz.tion of Slnopoian ceramic

stamps, ^ ifift X!?56, no.l, p 56 ff| idem, gtnrps ..♦. p b ff.
22* Tsekhriotranko, On the attribution of the second names on Sinopoan

stamps, ^VII, 1968 p 25 ff*
25« Tsokhrlatronko, Sinopjan ceranle stamps *,,, p 59 ff

. . •

'iv.V ••-•

l2.,o6'
6 -

clftssificr.tion T.I. Trjhhristr.nV:o dofliud olght clii'onoloeicnl iiroups
fror. Goeond cuartGr of tha 4th c, iC to the first quai'tor of the 2nd c,
30 incluslTa.

The claoolficationnl 7ork of v.I, 'rsikhmlstrenko hns a n\anb,3r of

evident morits, giving th; author th. possibility of rovicing aad giving
gr st.:r dsfinition to somo of the postulwtao of
cation.

,h, Grakov'e clnaoifl-

lit ^ra io, firot end foromoat, ih3 ua j by T.I, Tsoktu listranlro of

v; V.

tho r. thod of co parioon of dies cm his definition of variants or variotios

within the astynoro group.

Of indloputahlo r.orlt is hia working out of the

quoetion of tho unnetynomic stiurps, very cursorily conoidoTOd by 3,li. Orakov,
in particular of thi group of stniaps which procoded astynoKO stepping.
But in general the classification of V.I. Tsokh:.iotronko cannot rexjluce
the claoGificntion of ^,3, Grnkov, since it suffers from oecential deflci.'ncics, naking the uso of it difficult and Boteotiaos ispoasiblej,

•

••
•

'.f

'
.

-

, .iXv-»

l) it io vjiry cor plicated and involvod, for the poriodirintion of the

i v.- •

.." V'

stnni-o of aatynora.js and pottars sraa produced according to different
r jaaona, nfcxKiR tho chronological groups do not corrospond to the periods
and stages ;tc»t 2) it do s not contain absolute clatDG, but only a
ae«:uonce of atngoa, ona giving way to tho nixt; absolute datie fx® tho
psrlode laay be dot rminiid indirootly from consid ration of the potter

groups, but thOBB dntoa u °not ol;?n7» synchronize .rith the dntos obtnlnod by tho r thod of calculfltlon of tho nuiah.ir of ostyncmos in each
stags and period; }) the imthor has not glvan a list of oponyns and
fabriennta for ^noh period and stage, as '.K. Orakor did, but Units himaolf to 1 bare indication of th<Jr number, end ho did not provide procino orltorln for aaelgnJng individual .taaipa to one stOoO or another.
AIj this foroea ue in tha definition of Jinop laa stamps to usj tho chronologioal closaificntion of B.ii. Grakov, takiiig Into account, of oourso, also

tho obao^Gtions of V.I, Tsokhmlstronko, in particular the inturestlng

list com:^lod by him of the gradual changea in tho r«ading8 and dovlcoa of
Sinopaan atanpa.^

84. Tsekhmistranko, On tho ftueatlon of potiodlaatlon

p de.

•*0T'tt'k

W-'i
" ' ?<•;'

:>

...V . •

Tho uncjrtalnty of tho datlnga of Sinopan

P 139

atainpa foroos us

to pay apecial att ntlon to thoM archoological compljxos in which

they haT3 b :on found.

Unfortunoat ly tho Tanaie mterial g±i8t» givoa

practically no basis for dating ijinopoan starpe by archaological con

4

text, oinca thoco stamps mro not found haro in closod, narrowly
da tad oorploxas.

A few Sinopann stani-s v/hjto found in

Hollsnistio

1* ' Jr •.

grain pit 10 in oxooYation XII, but amojag thara wero both thi con-

pamtivoly early (by SmdasxrartdbBES Tanais •slonSaMsf^starps of the
aatynoi-as

Loon and Hokotaioa (no. 5C7, 556) and the cloarly later

atniaps of Kikosioe, son of

akkhios, iosios, son of Daiskos, and

Lletrodoros, son of Arlatagoras (no, 5^2, 57A, 568),
rrat rial from this pit is datod both

2nc-lst c. BC,

pc

,'uad othjr

tho jHdc ^rd and to tho

Tho oarll-st Sinopaan otanj^from Tanais bolon^ to

tho 5rd and 4th chronological j^oups pf B.k, Grakpr and ahouH bo comparad th with tho 5rd poriod or tho first t..o stagoa of tho 4th period

of V.I, Teokhmistronko,

u.i may oup,-oso that thoy date ganorally (lit,

V'

' ^ sunmaryM to the 3rd c, 80, perhaps oron to the first half of tho
oemtury, but thjy can CJPtainly not bo aosignod to tho ond of the
preooding century since mtorial frcaa the 4th c, DC among tho Tanais

finds is lacking in gonoral, Howoror thore aro only a fow such stamps

(no* 358» 564, 57# 569, 570,

575)♦

the latest stamps of'iT

•••ytes

r-,-

ndlogical

. V

gi'oyp?T cpd VI with montion of thu ostynoma with patronymic (the last
stag© of period IV and poriod V of V.l. Tsokmistronko) constitute tho
Judging by c rtain combined finds of

Sinopoan atnmps of the last chronological groups eith late iihodian
stamps, it is posalbls to to thiiUc that astynomo stamping still oxistod
at binope in tho second half of tho 2nd c, BC«

Wo have in Tiaw abovo

all tha finding of a stamp of the asiynone Xsomedon, son of Jpidemos
(no, 565)» in (on?) tho floor of habitation location 0 in oxCarutlon

25« M«:i, liallTkina, :rhceayation8 of the 33 soctlon of Tanats (1960-1561),
AntUu^tlsy of th.^ lower Don. JlOBCOW, I565, p 153, 137.

•w "

^
«

"71 tog 'th T '-Ith n Hhodian

8

* *' i • ,:V''^'»V'*^-\.»''.'t . •,

11.0$

-

porvyn stamp of Polynratoa II of tho ascond

half of tho 2nd o, BC (no. lej).

9(\

To the 2nd c.

aro dated also

oth.ir o^ramic frag;", snts la tho floor of this habltotlon, for exar.pla
\

,.

i

fragnrnta of "Mocarisn"

Tho prosonco In the

JfllV(T)

of tho floor of fragrc-nts o^*Sufl^§J®?'creamonc production v?ith medallion
reliefs on the bottom , -rhoao ranvifacturo must date atill to tho socond
26
half of tho 3rd c.
should bast be oxplalnad by the long use of this
artistic ware. I shall mention also thj finding of a ataop of tho

Slnopoan astynomo Polyktor, son of lenetrios, of thronological group 7
(no, 573) togathor jlth a Rhodian stamp of the eponyn .uphranor II,

.1. ,«*«

dating to the 2nd quarter of the 2na c, 30 (no. 112), and a otnrr.p of tho
nstynome rhemlos, son of Thoopjltos, of gro p 71 (no. 57^?) nlth tho

I;

*(

Hhodian oponym stenp of *t«k* Aloxiadoa of tho sooond half of tho 2nd o»
BC (no. 14).
p UO

The groat prodominanoo arong Sinopoan opigrapbical monuxnonts from
Tnnais of atamps
tho last two ohronoloclcal groups distlnguiohos
Tnnais from the oth r oentros of tho Bosioros, whoro tho gro.-th of
Slnopan export to the ind of stamping, although ijkxtwrvalao obsorred.

but not i^ such osharp fonii,^^ Rovvorer the generally too Inslcnlfi^

cant ' uantltytof^Bfflopean stanpa at tha KodTlgoTolci town dill doooTallo.i
US to draw from that faot nay definite conclusions.
; 1.,

•-i r

'•

26. A.l, Boltunoyo, I.S. Kawenotakii, D.y. Docpik, ixcuTations of tho
reaMBi«.iT?i

^nais (1957-1760), coll. /jaolant antiquitloo of

.
nhofllan aam)]9 stamp
Is -*Ix*iaTOY
"Tong,

??,

, Moseow 1969, p 19. The dating of tha

"*'98 rlan" cups, ooll. Ano ant Podon'-rriaaoY'.

on . lol^^wa,
n i!i!
H-^menatakll,
*
Tanala nni tho Lov'^ixe"'
r l»on.
1970 pp166-7.
D'joplk.TjeaarrTfgst-rieiOBKtis
"•'"Taaais.
I9, fg. 95
50
Bon, iiaiohardt,
i 1;7, flGmt
on Vomanents
p 171*
29, T> 4??v^T*
I^IA 1941, p 179 ff^ hj(, ff,
tt.. p 11-lJr
'^4^' ^
Miil^57 P 214; IdOT, fhanagoria, p 149;
Ritshiiuay, -con ml1 ::.lnope
p 137, xj9T

IMita

\^.o(

Tr, R.Burgi to VG

9.VII1,76

D.B.SheloT, The Necropolis of Tanaia. Exca'/atione of 1955-58, Moscow, 1961.
p« 55#~5"£,

X

<Ucj^

Inventory of the burials.
(• . . . ^re «e get down to descriptions and comments on the

to

finds, which in the earlier part of,the book are just enumerated.)
Ceramics

Amphora 8.

The no. of amphoras found in the burials is not great but their assortment
is of a certain interest since in it is rather accdrately reflected th„t of
1

A

"

the amphora remains which are found in the city. In the burials of the Hell,
period sts, were placed Rhodian ampK.s. The xtxiqp imprint of the foot of an

amph. of this kind was detected when Burial 60 was cleared. In Grave 70 has

been preserved the bottom of a Rh. amph. Hovisvar of course far more interest

ing ts the discovery of a broken but completely reassembled amph. with stamps
on both handles. This amph. together wit i another Sinopean one was found in

the contents of a completely destroyed grave which was n^ a specific no,
during Eacavatiou III. Both ^ra-phoras stood vertically at the westem end of
A.

the grave, undoubtedly at the feet of the interred. The Rh. amph. ±ii the dhape
of the neck and the handles han bo dated boirween the 3rd and 2nd century B.C.
but the long proportions of the body and the comparatively slanting shoulders

of the a®ph. permit one to date it more accurately in the 2nd o. B.C. This date
corresponds wall with the script of the stamps on its handles. On one of these

has been impressed a 3-lino rect, stamp (pi/ XV, 1) which reads from r, to 1.
[En'IfiPEffiSj
APISTEIAA
APTAMITIOY

The 1st lino was not impressed, but the whole seal can easily be testored

from acomplete parallel which was probably made by the same stampey, which was
published by B.V. Sohkorpil.
/

The namd of the eponym APIZTBIAA2 in Rh. oer«u^

epigr,Ideals with this name were encountered in the so-called Porgamon complex

•• 2

(p.55)

-

which can be dated from 220-180 B.C.

At the same time this name occurs in

stamps of a special group which wo have subdivided as a "cursive group"
4

which are associated with a later period, 180-150 B.C.

Hiller von 0,

proceeding from the diffeni^ce in the scripts of the various stamps with
p.56

the name API2TEI4AS thought it was possible to distinguish on Rhodes two
5

eponyms of this name,

hov/ever there is no deed for this inasmuch aa both

the script of the cursive stamps and the script of the other stamps of API2T.

(and among them the SAsxas Tanais stamp which has bean published) does not
prevent

contradict xae our placing them all at the beginning of the 2nd c, B.C. VG
places the eponym API2TBIAAS with whom wo are conoomed in Grp III of her

chronological classification of Rho. amph. stamps i.e. approar, to the same time

as the Perg. complex.

Obviously the activity of the eponym AP. took place

of

at the emd SS the 'SOs of this century. This dating is confirmed also by the
fact that among the stamps of this eponym are some in which along with the

legend there ocours a depiction of the head of Helios in the form of a radiant
disk. This dopittion must, in the opinion of B.N.Grakov in the majority of
cases be dated in the period wh. follows directly after the time of the Perg
complex. In this way we receive a very precise dating of the APIZT. stamp and
of our amphora. On the second handle of the amphora there is also a reot.

staqip/ with^ the name of the ergasteriarch. It was stamped only partially,
and besides, it is broken off. But in spite of this, one can road it with

certainty: in 2 lines, 1. to r., is written M[S3N3/KP[ATH2. To the 1, of the
inscr. is depicted a cluster of grapes (plJC?, 2). Similar stamps are known
among the finds from the N. Black Sea area.
vA'

C

8

The discovery of a Rh. amph. with both stamps intact in view of the faot
that despite the enormous no, of Rh. st, known to scholars, we have only a v

insignificant no. of jars that preserve both st. and thus provide the possibnu
of comparing the op. st. with the manufacturer's. This circumstance makes th«

chronological olassQfioation of the potters' stamp v. difficult, and every
evidence of the oontemporaneity of any giveh stamp of an erg. wit i any op's

1WI

If''

-

3

-

stamp is axtremalsr valuable. The presence of the infEx manufacturer's st.

(p.56)

of Menekratea on an amphora with a rather accurately dated st. of the ip. API2TEIAA2 makes it possible to determine chronologically the time ©f the
9

r

ftotivities of this ergast. [Our amph. is the 2nd complete Eh. amph. from
Tanais. the Isjr was discovered by P.M.Leontiev in one of the mounds of the
Tanais necropolis (T.N.Khipovritoh, Tanais. p.34, fig,2),]

As already stated above, the Eh. amph. which has bee-descibed as com^g^,^e\^
from the destroyed grave of the 2nd c. B.C. was found with a completely

Sinopaan amph. The shape of the latter (pl.XV. 3) coincides preciseljr with"^ ^
that of the Sinopean amph. found in one of the burials of the Blisabwiietinsk
grave complex in the kuban published by I BZeastj v. charact. are the round

body and the compatatively wide neck. The Eliz. amph. is also without a stamp.
It can be dated by what was found with it as well as by 2other similar amphs.
from the same site in
the 2nd
r B.C.
r n
xn xne
<;na c.

•• v. well with our
This date corresponds

dating of the Eh. amph. descr. above. AK»±lut*xfi±H»jw«*

Another Sin. amph. was found in destroyed burial 20- the top and one of the
handles have been lost. In shape this amph. is somewhat diff, from the former
has a cone-shaped body with a rather sharply delineated outline from the low®
body to the shoulders (pl/xiY,2) The nearest analogy to it is the amph. from

Zelensky mound which bears the stamps of the astynome and the potter on both
handles.
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